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Ah, but YOU are waiting for the summer floods? I
see. Unfortunately however, flooding is so much the
more prevalent in wintertime.
Do YOU even know what to do AFTER a flood?
Just in case you do not, let us cover just a handful of
good ideas:
* Inspect that home or building CAREFULLY before you re-enter it. Foundations can be wiped out,
snakes may well become live-in guests and thus and so.
* Take photos or make videotapes of damaged
property and collect inventory records. Therefore, you
need to have remembered to take your cameras and
made an inventory.
* Do not use gas or electrical utilities until they
have been carefully checked out.
* Do what you can to make temporary repairs and
avoid further ‘damages and above all, check for mudslide possibilities as runoff above you may well be
giving way.
* Review your insurance coverage and notify your
insurance agent promptly. If you have no insurance
and a lot of damage, pray for another holiday or save
some of your drugs, alcohol or whatever to ease your
pain and misery!
* Air the dwelling thoroughly to remove foul odors
or escaped gas and do this BEFORE Iighting matches or
using electric utilities.
* Get the bucket or pnmp and bail out flooded areas
or you can lose your entire building foundation and
have to replace walls. Also, diseases and mold flourish
in wet basements or carpets--even
in cold weather.
Worse yet, to survive-thesenasties
will literally JUMP
onto your nice warm body. These are just a few things
which will be ever so much more annoying in the
subfreezing temperatures and lack of evaporation qualities of a desert.
* Let us assume the flood is over and the Sun is once
again in the heavens doing its “nice” thing. Scrub off
all that woodwork ASAP and get those walls drying.
Certainly get anything out of standing water. Use a
stiff brush on that woodwork even it takes off the paint
because the effort you take early on will save you years
of mold damage.
* Get those nice luxury carpets UP and- off the
floor-immediately.
Let air circulate AROUND the
items, especially rugs and carpets to salvage, perhaps,
the carpets AND THE FLOORING.
* Dry metal objects including guns and -electric
motors in home appliances careful.ly and rub with oil of
some kind to prevent corrosion and rusting. Furthermore, YOU DO NOT WANT TO USE WET ELECTRIC
ANYTHING(S). This is ESPECIALLY TRUE if your
floors are WET!
* Review your family disaster PLAN. Oops??
What plan?? Oops doubled!
And now for you in earthquake land.

WordsOf AdviceFor
TroubledTimesAhead
12/31/96 #i
WHAT

IS

“NEW

HATONN
YEAR’S...“?

Ah, and this is New Year’s Eve and what exactly
does that mean to YOU? Does it mean one more day
of merriment before the doom and gloom day hitsyou know, that day when your favorite gladiators go
for a bowl win or loss? What exactly does a “New
Year’sDay” mean to YOU? You all have a nice way
of asking me what everything “means- so, n&at do
these

things

mean to YOU?

I find that a “holiday” really means, to most of
you, a day of postponement-of
“King’s X” of sorts, a
day to just be, withdraw from clear and present danger
and pretend that there is nothing to be done save enjoy
selves for a few brief hours of non-thought processing.
Well, the adversary works twice as hard on your
hol%ays while you least expect it. Millions of people
will crowd into, for instance, New York Times Square
to do what? Drink and watch a lighted ball mark off
your hours m-what?
Am I just a wet blanket of sorts
who zomeg to wail your fun and games? Perhaps!
Mostly1 am disliked because I remind you of responsibility, good behavior suggestions, love thy neighbor,
and whatever else seems to be appropriate. What you
don’t realize, however, is that I am not too unpopular
even with what you would consider “my worst enemies”. They are quite confident that goodness shall
not simply walk in and have you listen and then you
will just awaken in a wondrously purely cleansed
world. If you did so you would NOT sustain it in that
manner of purification.
How would I be foolish enough to expect many to
lister?%Iuch
the less, how would I expect such a
miracle wew
Year’s Day that anyone would toss off
Satan in preference of God? After all, New Year’s Eve
brings the hour of the Grim Reaper, and therefore, the
regrssentative *pbol of the New Year, and a newborn
babe, Just as miserable, for how many newborn babes
have 7m--$en
who stand forth in miracle/magician
fashion and w--Id a wazrd and make the world a better
place?
At best you have a. new idea for moving
fonvard,and ac worst you ABORT the new babe trying
to establish a better world- Either way you do it with
great celebration and champagne and brain-dumbing
antics. So be it. We are left to deal with that which
remains and must do so under the most challenging of
circumstances of “show me”, “prove it”, and/or simply
“get out of my face and my space”.
I can PROMISE you this day that with a storm
readied to hit the West Coast of the U.S., and several
having already done so this month-the
topic for
today in that area of Los Angeles is, ah indeed, “Will
it rain on the Rose Parade???” “God, please don’t let
it rain on the Rose Parade!” is the hew and cry. Why?
What if there is to be a 10.4 earthquake tomorrow
morning at 6:32 (or so) a.m. in Los Angeles, with an
epicenter at Pasadena? Would you not THEN be glad
you stayed home because it rained on the parade? EVERYTHING IS PERCEPTION AND PERSPECTIVE!

FLOODS
Along those lines I can only point out that in
Europe there are storms and cold so intense as to
overshadow anything in the U.S., and you don’t even
give more than a few seconds attention, or none at all.
You who expect rain right here-what
have you done
about shoring up and preparation-IN
ADVANCE7
Oh, you’ll do that right after the Parade and Ball game?
Are you prepared for a flood?
Oh I see, YOU live on a hill and don’t need to
worry? What about the earthquake that may well come
WITH the flood? Houses wash off in mudslides as
mountains come down and so too do they shake, rattle
and roll OFF HILLOCKS.
Ah so, but you live in
somebody else’s condo? So be it-go forth and eat,
drink and make Merry or Mary or whatever it is you are
set about doing-the
world will go on without you.
To the rest of you, let us remind you of the winter
months and perhaps you might take a “rain-check”
around your personal setting.
Flooding can occur within mere minutes, or certainly within hours of excessive rainfall, a dam or levee
failure, or a sudden release of water held by an ice jam
(as in the more northern areas as is happening TODAY). If your home and family are at risk of flooding,
here is a little checklist to help prepare-just
in case.
* Do you know the evacuation routes in your area?
Remember, for instance, that in Pasadena, California,
there are several main throughways CLOSED for your
parade.
* Are your roofs, gutters and downspouts cleared?
Or, did you leave that for the first of the year while you
put up Christmas lights and trees and set forth your
parties?
* Have you checked trap valves to prevent flood
water backing up into your drains?
* Can you secure outdoor furniture and other items
that can float away or get in the way of emergency
personnel?
* Do you have floodfighting tools such as sandbags
and pails ready? Do you have available some lighting
equipment so you can “see” if the power goes down and/
or it is nighttime and you have to work outside?
* Do you have a sump pump?
+ Do you have a BACKUP power supply? In the
Northwest as we write-hundreds
of thousands of people
are without power and this renders forced-air furnaces
useless, electric devices useless, and you can check out
the other inconveniences abounding-in
subfreezing
temperatures.
* Do you have good pictures to document any losses
after the flood? This is a good idea even if there is no
flood because robberies will increase with the increasing unrest and poverty upcoming in your lives.
* Does your family know “What to do in case of a
flood”. Most will just run to Mommy and Daddy (YOU)
and expect you to produce all these security things at
the blink of their eyes. They will expect YOU to feed
them, clothe them, and WARM their little bodies-in
comfort, when there is nowhere to run and no place to

ARE

YOU PRJ?PA@r,
EARTHOUAKEZ

FOR

AN

Don’t say that one disaster at a time is enough to
think about because the old New World Order is not
going to just dump ONE little thing on your little
bodies-you
are set for MANY things at one time to
keep you busy not noticing what they are doing otherwise! These disasters get you moving and dancing to
their drummers. The biggie wiIl be DISEASES and
FAMINE accompanying any “disasters”.
But for the fun of it this New Year’s Eve, let us look
at a bit of a checklist for Earthquake preparations:
l Is your house frame securely bolted to the foundation? Do you even know what this statement MEANS?
And, oh, again, “that’s the problem of the landlord”??-. YOU are the one IN THE HOUSE!
* Do you have chimneys, roofs, walls alI checked
out for stability? Have you made snre things are well
latched and stable?
* Are cabinets, bookcases and mirrors secured to
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wall STUDS? Are they attached to walls so they don’t
topple on your sleeping bodies?
* Do your cabinets all have secure locks and closures? In the vibrations accompanying even small
shakers, the cabinets and locked doors WILL OPEN.
* Is your gas, or electric, water heater strapped
securely to the wall(s)?
*Are your hazardous or flammable materials stored
safely? Remember that in the vibrations things MOVE
AROUND and oily rags can move right up to the flame
of a water heater.
* Are you prepared
to be self-sufficient
(food,
water, survival kit) for at least a MINIMUM of three
days? This is truly not enough time if the shaker hits

with any other type of problem and/or is a LARGER
WIDESPREAD DISRUPTION IN NORMAL ACTIVITIES. So please, make that TEN DAYS of rations and
water-and
get some GOOD hiking shoes out and
available along with warm cloths and coats at the front
area to be grabbed in a time of necessity. Sleeping bags
for each family member will be THE blessing of your
days to come in any type of trouble. Extra ones with
some free tarps will be even more beneficial in so many
WAYS you can’t perceive them now.
* Biggy: Does your family know what to do in an
earthquake?
What about an earthquake and flood at
that same time-in
winter’? DO YOU KNOW WHAT
TO TELL THEM TO DO’? So be it.
AFTERMATH-IF
ANYTHING
STILL

THERE
IS
STANDING

Let us suppose you are LUCKY and there is still a
standing building which houses you and your family:
* After tremors stop, vacate premises immediately
until it is safe to return. This means to stay clear of
possible falling debris or walls and pray for no tornados
or flooding which pushes mud slides or flying debris
onto you.
* Immediately as possible look for and eliminate
fire hazards which can certainly cause massive damage
if not large explosions which are destructive to body
and building.
* Again, take pictures to record damage BEFORE
you clean up or make repairs.
* Check CAREFULLY your building for cracks and
structural damage, INCLUDING THE ROOF, chimney
and foundation.
* Move valuables to a safe location if you have one
remaining and try to get what is most valuable into a
weatherproof area. You will have to take note that
almost always following major earth shifts there will
be, shortly following, some kind of inclement and
pitiless weather.
* If you have been good little boys and girls you will
have your valuable papers, including insurance records,
where you can get at them with copies in at least one
separate location.
Review the coverage and be prepared to report damages as quickly as is possibleinsurance companies go out of business in major disasters.
* Collect inventory records, appraisals and photographic records to help document losses.
* Use licensed professionals to conduct inspections
and repair your home or you may find no insurance
coverage available and, worse, no assistance forthcoming.
* Check out what failed, and if everything failed,
then you have one problem, but if only a few failures or
losses are present-check
them out and make sure in
repairing them that you FIX THEM SECURELY. If
you have one flood in an area or one earthquake-it
is
POSSIBLE TO HAVE MANY, MANY MORE.
* Review your family disaster plan (00~s again?)
and see how you can help to improve disaster planning
in your community,
AND WHAT ABOUT THOSE
DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES? DO YOU HAVE
SOME STASHED EMERGENCY SUPPLIES TO GET
YOU THROUGH A FEW DAYS OF TERROR AND
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I know that you in Kansas would certainly rather
have me talk about bad weather and tornados wherein
you KNOW you are in storm settings. However, don’t
you see that it matters not WHAT the disaster-YOU
HAVE TO BE PREPARED7
What is there about disasters that causes people to
pay attention and remember? Simply THAT, they are
memorable for one reason or another-NOBODY
remembers that which had no meaning. A two-point
shaker in earthquake country is usually of no note at all.
But a ten-point rock-and-roller in a flood is going to be
long remembered-check
out Pompeii after the “big
one” volcanic explosion.
Also ponder a minute the
possibility of rising water in such as Hawaii where you
only have possibility of a few feet of water inundating
everything in living areas. So what? Well if the high
ground is in shaking, rattling and rolling in active
volcanic eruption or earthquaking-you
got problems,
local residents.
Is this my annual and miserable doom and gloom
lecture? I wish it would be worthy of my time-and
yours, but alas, I expect little, for you will. attend
little-until
after the holidays, of course. Then you
will go forth and announce that if you make it through,
“God is good,” and if you receive great damages through
your own carelessness, it will be blamed on God for
“being bad” to you. It has ever been thus. Unless, of
course, NO ONE REMAINS TO TELL ON GOD!
I can example even more clearly: If no one remained alive to tattle on the Nazis, would you know
about the Holocausting?
How interesting a concept?
How did those survivors survive to now number more in
taking reparations than were incarcerated7 And, were
they ALL Jews? Couldn’t have been-there
were not
that many Jewish people in Europe at the time. Does
this lessen the terror and horror? No? it simply means
things could NOT have happened as is now, by law in
many countries, demanded that you accept without
questioning fact or Truth.
But what of holocausting-or
“destruction” by fire?
Well, that is a whole OTHER lesson in, especially,
areas where fires are the prevailing disaster bearer. But
I believe you get my point-if you are prepared for ANY
contingency, you stand a lot better chance of surviving.
By the way, it is FAR BETTER to live modestly in
all instances because looters choose better theft items if
you have egotistically advertised your big deal possessions. Who is going to steal an old Plymouth if there
is a new Lexus with keys right next to it-and it has a
full gas tank to make a sure exit? The most MASSIVE
KILLER OF MANKIND, BAR NONE, IS EGO!
BANKING

God’s Hosts are going to again speak of things
worldly such as banking and banks, banksters and safedeposit boxes? Yes indeed. In earthquake country, just
where do you keep your assets’? Handy? Good? Not so
good! You need emergency funds and liquid assets
BUT you need to store your assets long-term in another
area NOT prone to dumping your things into the sea,
under the mud, underwater and/or burned up.
If you purchase gold, even, put it in Iron Mountain
and not long in Southern California on the beautiful
sea-shore. Does this guarantee security? No, but it is
reasonable that it might be MORE secure. Further, if
you are able to have someone hold assets and borrow
against them, you have even more ideal circumstances
of avoiding confiscation of precious things by a government in worse financial shape than are you. They
just TAKE, citizens. And, they TAKE FROM YOU.
They are LASTLY going to TAKE from their own
selves, i.e., the banks using that resource you stored,
for collateral for loans and other goodies. That is
THEIR collateral and your security.
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“But they have to leave us something! ” go the blind
mice in their chanting.
NO THEY DO NOT AND
THEY DO NOT PLAN TO LEAVE YOU ANYTHING!
It is going to be so in the day after tomorrow that
many of YOU READERS will be wishing you had
helped US with those funds you are now going to give
the Master-whip wielder in the form of taxes, while you
could have served that which is your own security and
assistance. Do you really think that government slavemaster is going to give a damn about you when the full
intent is to strip you of EVERYTHING? There is not
enough money in the world to pay off those blackmailersl Day after tomorrow you will shake your head and
wonder at your “ill-advice” receivings. You COULD
HAVE offered it (those tax liabilities and funds) to a
church or something, and even borrowed it back if
needed along the way-and you would have put it to
work instead of feeding the dragons. Oh well...too late
smart? Oh I see, you aren’t sure you can trust your
brother? Good thought! But when you refuse to trust
God, you err! But how can you know God? EASY!
[Editor’s note: For information or answers to questions about the Phoenix Institute for Research & Education, Ltd., call 805-822-0601
during normal West
Coast business hours.]
NW0

AND

1997

This is the BIG year for the New World Order
transitioning.
The Plan 2000 is to be a WORKING
reality BY YEAR 2000. That means there is only a
short w=e to gain CONTROL over EVERYTHING
AND EVERYONE. This long arm is going to reach
around your GLOBE in every direction. It becomes
more and more inevitable and “total enforcement” has
to be BEGUN “now” so that the wars which are brought
forth because of the massive “power plays” must be
moved THROUGH and order restored to some level of
global control. You have AT BEST 1997, 1998 and
1999 to GET TO day 20001 A pre-school child can
COUNT on three fingers your time remaining for fruition of the PLAN as laid forth by these power-mongers.
Go back and read the PROTOCOLS-of
any of the
adversarial (to God) PLANNERS. This includes every
GODLESS faction for they always lay forth their manifestos, protocols, and enforcement laws. Some nations
and peoples will not sit still for this destruction to come
upon them as will you who have become servants to the
liars, cheats and enforcers.
Do you have to give up life and limb? No, you can
utilize that which is offered by these very adversaries as
to being under their own LAWS which will even offer
you their support. If you are NOT trying to rule the
world, but rather, survive intact through troubled times
of great tribulations and restrictions, you can do nicely
within laws of the land AND NEVER SO MUCH AS
BEND A LAW OF GOD AND UNIVERSE.
But will it be better than now? Say what? However,
the answer is “YES”. Why? Because you are not being
a THREAT to the Big Boys but rather an island of
stability in a land of their own chaos.
People, however, even those exposed just to me and
us, are making their FINAL choices NOW. I am not
going to help those who have actively worked to destroy
everything that we work for and stand for-even if they
be simply ignorant.
No one who knows or has been
exposed to us and these writings has REASON to be
ignorant.
Let us see if the mistress, or the corrupt

lawyer’s messages, will suffice when the going gets
REALLY rough! YOU WHO BELIEVE THE LIES
WILL GO DOWN WITH THE LIARS. The losses will
be YOURS, squarely earned and squarely judged. YOU
will not be longer welcomed among us-period.
If you
clear your soul with God-you
shall simply do so
without us or our involvement. You who deliberately
have served our adversaries will reap NO REWARDS
from our labors and our withstanding the assaults of those
YOU HAVE CHOSEN to destroy us along with Truth.
Life is fragile at best and some of the elderly people
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YOU HAVE USED to further and feather your nestswill take departure soon. How long will a Sharri live in
frail health in an area destined for natural disasters?
What about beautiful Esther whosevery self has been so
used by the ones who would lie, cheat and steal’? She is
in her 90s (years). Do YOU believe that GOD DOES
NOT KNOW WHAT IS SO? DO YOU THINK GOD IS
BLIND? How many of YOU will make wrong choices
because of your faulty (yes, faulty) opinions and egostrokings? Fine, these are your choices- BUT KEEP
THEE AWAY FROM ME, PLEASE. You who SERVE
the dark brotherhood shall be stuck within the darkness, for LIGHT shall be shown upon your lies and
incorrect perceptions. HOW MANY WILL YOUTAKE
WITH YOU? How many SOULS will you drag within
the walls of hell, with you? How many witches will
drag their victims into the traps with them? How many
false preachers and teachers will pull their unsuspecting prey into the traps as well? How many Emissaries
and agents who serve our own adversaries, will rejoice
when the big bang comes down? So be it-again,
YOUR CHOICE. When it takes a CORRUPT court to
back corrupt people-YOU
HAVE SERIOUS PROBLEMS IN SOCIETY, FRIENDS. Trickery and lies may
well be ruled by a corrupt judge in a corrupted courtroom, to prevail-BUT
IT DOES NOT MAKE JUSTICE SO-IT DESTROYS JUSTICE FOR ALL WHO
COME AFTERWARD, and YOU AND YOUR CHILDREN are that which comes “after”. Your own dark
associates will come against YOU and you will fall, for
the very society protecting those ill-intended attorneys
will HELP THEM GET YOU! Some of you literally
SOLD your SOUL and ASSETS to these “devil lawyers” when you signed Powers of Attorney for you don’t
even KNOW what is taking place while you sleep on
YOU
and on and on. You either LIE TO US-or
DON’T KNOW! It CANNOT be BOTH ways. It simply
cannot be BOTH WAYS!
You on “that side” might well be considering what
you will do when you no longer have these unethical
men to serve as YOUR attorneys. Who with integrity
will defend your unlawful actions7 Oh yes indeed,
these men are vulnerable and are aging and are in illhealth-both
Horton and Abbott, if we get specifically
focused on just these. Oh, Horn will defend your
causes? Forget it, for if you don’t have major “war
chests”, those attached to Steven Horn will NOT EVEN
SNEEZE ON YOUR BEHALF. Remember Jason Brent,
good buddies? Start with a 10% retainer of all claimed
funds and he would devote the rest of his life to “getting
the Ekkers”!
Why didn’t you nice and quarrelsome
buddies go for that one? He also stated that one of YOU
had something like $2 million stated-and that is a lot
of “war chest” at 10% down. Now add all the amounts
falsely reported for all the rest-i.e.,
you know, Fort,
Tuten, et al., where you claim more millions? Boy, is
this an expensive substitute lawyer or what? WHO IS
GOING TO TAKE THE ILL-BEGOTTEN TRIBE’S
CAUSE? Oh, you say, “God is on our side”! NO HE IS
NOT ON YOUR SIDE! HOLD IT IN YOUR HEARTHE IS NOT ON YOURSIDE, NOT NOW OR EVER,
FOR YOUR CAUSE IS UNJUST AND WRONG. Happy
New Year!
WHO

IS

OF

GOD?

EVERYTHING AND EVERY ONE! Therefore,
just because you announce you opinionated somethingdoes not make it so. Just because you trusted someone
who taught and told you false things does not excuse
your ignorance!
Righteousness does not NEED EXCUSES-it
stands on Truth and truth is sufficient.
Sometimes, however, the lies have to be peeled away
before the seed of truth is visible. GOD HAS TIMEyou may well NOT have such a luxury. How nice for our
lawyers that they only have TRUTH from which to pull
and the opposition is only based on LIES. Given long
enough, my friends, the TRUTH will be the beacon left
shining like the lighthouse in the fog sends forth both
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bell and glow.
What about US&P who has served up new lawsuits
and demands incarceration of Dharma for writing on
these subjects of LIGHT? What about it? Do you
actually think that a judge tossing Doris Ekker into
prison for TRUTH will ultimately prevail? Of course
not, but Truth will shine ever the more brightly because
of the shroud of evil intent thrust upon the hapless child
at the hands of inforcers simply more armed with
weapons of force than she. Force and power are NOT
the same thing. Power through FORCE is a sick thing.
It is ALSO UNGODLY.
Now for one last lesson this day on US&P and the
cause of Walter Russell: IF US&P ACTUALLY BE
GODLY IN INTENT AS PROJECTED BY PRESIDENT AND C.E.O. MELFORD OKILO-DO
YOU
ACTUALLY THINK THEY WILL STAND BY WHILE
THEIR OWN GREEDY TEAMMATES INCARCERATE A CHILD OF LIGHT? We shall see, won’t we? In
the “seeing” comes more of the “sorting”. Can one
Doris Ekker stand the trauma? Of course, for she
KNOWS what other wondrous things are at work being
molded by the HANDS OF GOD while she sustains
through the hazards of the course. There is no real
separation between the physical and the invisible WHEN
YOU KNOW TRUTH. The physical things become a
simple inconvenience through which you accomplish,
no more and no less. The inconvenience, itself, becomes THE best tool for accomplishment of the goal
intended. No body and no thing can STOP the Dharma
of Doris and when you understand that FACT you will
have become quite enlightened about SELF.
Why do “I” focus on one Dharma/Doris? Because
she personally SERVES ME as secretary and yes, unfortunately, as the whipping boy of the day! The enemy
really wants to GET ME but they cannot, can they?
Now, however, the major BIG BOY players are ready to
trash the trashers for they know better than to even wish
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to Get Hatonn. The George Greens of the world are
NOTHING and I repeat it: THEY ARE NOTHING!
They are not even worthy of the attention given them
and the BIG PLAYERS give them no attention at all in
most instances. Why? Because they are just a botheration as is rust within a mechanism needing to be
rustless.
In your PHYSICAL world of lists, etc., I am listed,
very physically, at level A-6. That makes me a player
of pretty high-level consequence.
Denying that by
some George Green is not only silly but stupid. If even
the U.S. President or Head of the U.N. cannot access my
security file-who do you think is the bigger bugger to
the Big Boys, myself or George Green nothingness? Is
this some EGO trip for me to have such a high level of
respectfulmanagement?
NOPE-whoneedsEG0
when
TRUTH suffices? I have no reason to interfere with the
bad boys playing with your minds and souls-that
is
your problem as individuals playing at living while
gambling away your very futures. Not “fair “? GOD IS
JUST; “fair” has nothing to do with it. YOU decide
what you consider fair--GOD
IS UNCOMPROMISING ON WHAT IS JUST AND WHAT IS UNJUST!
I believe I have spoiled your New Year’s Eve
sufficiently to move on, and may your time spent in
some preparations for the days ahead help YOU, for it
makes no difference, at all, to me.
May you walk ever with God so that you have
stability, whatever comes to cross your pathway.
Salu.
Do ANY think it bothers departed John Schroepfer,
this day, who denied him or who cared enough to honor
him and his journey here? Well, think again, for you
who serve the negative aspect of anything will be
trapped in that negative environment-sometimes
forever. John does not have to JUDGE-GOD AND YOU
JUDGE-YOU!
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tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted.
Postage
is included
in tape
prices.
Please send check or money order to: 7X?? WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions
or you wish to use your
Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings, please send
at least a 850 donation
from which tape costs will be deducted.
We will try to
notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following
is a partial
list of older items but including
all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and
mentioning
if the meeting has a special focus:
l/7/96 The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2);
2/4/96
Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview (3);2/1 l/96
(3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve
interview on “Larry King Live“ (2); 3/l O/96 (3);
3/l 7/96 (3)Deepak
Chopra “The Wizard Within” & George Hunt
“1987
Wilderness
Conference”; 3/31/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96 (3); 4/28/96 (2)Desire & Intention;
5/l 2/96 (3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l 1:12/96 (4) Beginning of New Phase;
6/l 6/96 (4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96 (3) Major Ed Dames interview on “Remote Viewing”;
i/30/96
(2); 7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;7/21/96
(2);8/4/96 (2);
8/l 7/96 (4) “Little Crow”; 8/l 8/96’(4) & 8/l 9/96 (3) Teddy from Canada 81 Commander
Hatonn; 8/20/96 (2) Road Tour of Tehachapi; 8/28/96 (4) David Icke;
9/l /96 (3) Norio Hayakawa; g/8/96 (3) JUDGEMENT DAY-1995, a dramatization;
g/22/96 (4) Gary Wean & Field Report From The Clays; 1 O/6/96 (3) Farrakhan in Canada;
11/2/96 (3); 11/24/96 (2);12/8/96(2)
;12/29/96(2).
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accommodate the program. They have asked Rick to
stay on with Zita for an additional time period to
finalize the formal program. HAPPY NEW YEAR,
ZITA, and welcome, dear, back among the living in this
dead world you have going on Shan. You are loved; you
are NEEDED, and you are welcome. I know that when
you volunteered for this particular job you had no idea
it would be so difficult. We are greatly indebted to you
and to the Brettons back at Day Star. We either help
one another or we don’t make it, purely simple.
Next, Rick needs to bring back some type of program regimen and we need to get whatever is applicable
to Anamie-IMMEDIATELY.
In fact, please get the
products on their way now and let a program begin for
her ASAP. I don’t care if they have to find the Zulu or
Tutu medicine man to get it into her blood stream. It
will be South Africa which will benefit the MOST from
this mode of attack against such as Ebola, et al., for that
country is where the World Health Organization introduces its trial-run viruses. They are up to the titanium
molecule connector at that neck so you need a consistently HIGHER frequency element to blow apart the
viruses-hopefully
prior to their mutating. All of you
will find the cute little copper molecules we colloidalize
will be best for knocking the arthritis factors to
smithereens. Then we would like to get the Rife-type
apparatus into a reliable form so we can utilize simple
frequencies
to accomplish bullet ammunition according to the bugger involved.
Can we do this in the U.S.? Probably not, so we will
have to simply upgrade crop products to do the same
job. And, we have to become a world community if we
are to survive as a planetary population, so many things
will have to be accomplished on site-elsewhere.
We now have people ready, willing and able to
handle these tasks in Australia, New Zealand, South
Africa, Greece, Canada and Mexico without even considering the shipping problems of products. All we
need is funding to establish producing project facilities. And the lovely thing: the market is wide open in
those places and the people are allowed to have and use
the products in their most effective form of administration-whatever
that might be.
I love the way you people allow the governments to
give out “clean needles” for IV drug users-but nobody
can give an IV injection of anything like a colloid or a
Dria or medical HEALING products. You can only
further destroy your bodies and minds-not
heal them.
SICK! REALLY SICK!!

NewYearThoughts
As Heat Turns’Up
l/1/97 #l
AND

A

HAPPY

HATONN
NEti

“neck”-attaching
molecule of zinc which holds the
“cap” to the body of the crystalline virus. Burst the
molecule and the virus bursts apart. Simple? Yes
indeed.

YEAR!

And Dharma sits in dread of the moving hand that
writes and then moves on to other things of which she
would “prefer to not...”
I have set four books on her desk of which she
always knew we would one day take up and ruin her
month-but precious, today is not for those books IF we
can get someone else to have interest enough in teaching you-the-people the lessons. Will that happen? Not
likely. The titles read The Genetics of Bacteria and
Their Viruses; Molecular
Genetics; Sexuality and the
Genetics ofBacteria; and General Virology. But HOW

do you expect to obliterate that of which you cannot
even identify and, much the less, understand its construction?
And WHY do I speak ofthis on this New Year’s Day
HOLIDAYS?
We too enjoy parades and games and
being allowed the time to partake of something that at
the least can give one a hangover or headache. Ah, but
she will thank me by morning tomorrow!
Counteracting the viral assaults is easy if you know
what is happening. YOU, for instance, can know right
off the proverbial bat that a cold virus which is controlled by zinc lozenges has a simple explanation: The
zinc in construction with “binders” has a higher frequency, or at the very least a toxic bullet, of and for the

Update

ZITA
And no, I am not going to speak about Zita I and
I am speaking of Rick Martin’s
Zita II, Reticulum.
mother, Zita, although I could lump them all into one
and have some measure of accuracy about each.
Zita is healing and the doctors now treating her are
She is
fully respectful of “whatever” is happening.
receiving IV injections of colloids and other supportive
system enhancers.
With only a couple of days of IM small injections
prior to going to the clinic, she dropped her “cancer
markers” abundantly. We are grateful for the opportunity to serve and honor those with the integrity and
tenacity to simply TRY IT. We could even do better and
have quicker response if we had personalized the counterattack team and, oh yes, we can do so.
Zita got to the end of her proverbial rope. Pain and
deterioration of body functions along with inability to
consume and digest food had brought her to the lowest
level yet of her disease course. Sometimes the “miracle”
has to be impressive to get attention. Not only is the
treatment regimen working but the physicians have
especially opened the clinic over the “holidays” to

On

Janet

Editor’s note: Janet Leary is the person who was in the auto accident on
December 25, 1996 at which time “it just happened” that Doris and company
were on the scene soon after and were lucky enough to participate in her and her
children s rescue. We have been asked to send cards, etc., to her. Her story
appeared in our 12/31/96 issue on pgs. I4 & 20. She has now returned to her
home to heal several broken bones. Here is her home address:

Janet Leary
5200 Entrar Dr. #54
Palmdale,
CA 9355 1

JASON

JOHN
SCHROEPFER
BRENT,
SHARK

&
AT LAW

I ask that many additional copies of the Tehachapi
News be obtained and held. The family members need
a copy of what I am going to write here and an original
copy of the obituary of John. Perhaps they can be
brought to realize the picture is relatively NEW and
current and John certainly does not appear to be an
addled idiot ready for the insane asylum where he was
placed.
Perhaps his son can have and hold a better
picture of his father and his father’s accomplishments.
What is past flow of the river cannot be brought
back but feelings can be modified into positive
appreciation.
What I want the world to see, however, is the
advertising piece adjacent to the obituary which advertises the services of Jason Brent, attorney at law, and
Buddy Clark, attorney at law. And their logo’? Can you
believe it? “SHARKS? YOU BETI” I think our own
attorneys who have wondered how to reenter some of
the mischief of this ex-judge into some of the cases may
have just been offered the ammunition for their criminal attitudes about justice. I believe a jury will understand the probabilities and possibilities of other incredibly outrageous actions and intents when they understand what is really said in that one-liner advertisement! And, further, to realize that this man is a part of
the very destructive TEAM USING Schroepfers is too
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much to have ever hoped for that the ad would run
attached TO: John’s obituary! NEVER underestimate
GOD, people. NEVER1 1 Make sure this is also run in
this paper [see box] so that all of you can copy it and
send it to everyone you know, including the BAR
ASSOCIATION. Is THIS that which you as members of
the Association of Attorneys want your profession to
have become? This is the SAME Jason Brent who
advocates the “killing off of the old, the infirm, and the
stupid...” according to his own policy statements in
Mensa, the Elite society of brained wonders of the
world. This is the SAME Jason Brent who will charge
only both arms and both legs and retire to devote his
full life to nothing else except “getting the Ekkers!” Do

YOU

THE PHOENIX
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readers. any of YOU. still have doubts as to the
validity of the Ekkers’ story of abuse by the judicial
system-which
began on Day One with Jason Brent on
the bench and Steven Horn manipulating the entire
court? Perhaps it required a decade to let the delightful
citizens of injustice corner themselves. But the cost has
been massive and the job still is not done. They have,
however, all teamed up together in their wicked circle
of lies, cheating, absolute perjury, and public display
and misuse of clients in several states. This is not good,
readers, IF WE CAN KEEP ON KEEPING ON. A
miracle unnoticed is not nearly as worthy as WORK
ACCOMPLISHED BY YOU and noted! And is it not
wonderful that now that Mr. Tips is under fire from
these misfits of character and
justice that he is finding all sorts
of beneficial, to Ekkers, information in his computer files?
Good! It is when we are personally involved and degraded that
we become
interested
in
another’s plight. So be it, late is
better than never. And “too late”
is most unwise. It is amazing,
Word
was
received
in EGineers
and the Society of
not to be intentional of complaint,
Automotive Engineers. He had a
Tehachapi on Monday, Decembut note the fact that in a species
ber 23, of the passing of John
distinguished
career
in the
of anything, lawyers to leeches,
aerospace field filling lead posiFrederick Scbroepfer, in Porterthe baby leech is still a bloodtions with Robr Industries, Ryan
ville. He was born in Visalia, Calsucker protecting
his food
ifomia on January 18, 1920, Aviation, Fairchild Camera and
source-usually
to his own dewhere his father owned and op- Instrument, and the Lockheed
mise if necessary. And no, it is
NOT alright! It simply IS the
Companies. He last served as
erated a dairy farm. jobn worked
way it is. Parasites will be paraChief, Reliability
Section, at
sites in whatever form they take
Lockheed’s Space and Missile
to fool you who still might have
Division in Sunnyvale, Califora drop of blood which they can
pia. He enjoyed telliig stories of
take.
his experiences as the director of
Mr. Tips said it best, in fact.
a large Navy Lab at San Diego,
He gave Doris a bit of a magnet
and he designed
the engine
sign for the refrigerator which
mounts for the C-130, the fuel
reads: “LAWYER: A PERSON
bellows for the F-14, and was
HIRED TO PROTECT HIS CLIconsulted in the early design
ENTS FROM OTHER MEMstages of the Stealth planes.
BERS OF HIS PROFESSION.”
After his retirement he moved
Well, the lawyers have been paid
to Tehachapi to be near friends,
handsomely, so is it not now time
to start protecting SOMEONE,
and pursued his concern for
even if be yourself? Screws, by
conimunity by actively engaging
the
way, screw in or out, applyin disaster preparedness. He was
ing
all manner of pressures or
often heard saying, “We have to
relief
according to the apparatus
make
sure everybody
has
utilizing
the screws. It is a mepfer
enough to eat!”
chanical
lesson in physics, and
As his health declined in reon the farm as he was growing
in obtaining help from otherwise
cent years, he made his home
disinterested (except in every last
up and designed and built a
with friends. On Monday just afcent of their billings) lawyers!
home for the family while he was
ter he was bathed and dressed
Is it fair to group all lawyers into
still in high school. In 1941 he
and seated in a comfortable
one
assumption of intent? Yes.
graduated from the University of
chair, “Big John” slipped gently
Why? Because there are no
CaIifomia at Berkeley, where he
away to go on to a larger life.
courses in JUSTICE, only legal
was on the rowing team. He was
He is survived by many loving
trickery and bill collecting.
in the Army during WWII and
friends.
Note that Fred Goldman (of
was in General MacArthur’s octhe Simpson debacle) can afford
Wood Family Funeral Service
cupation forces in Japan.
to retire forever on the support
handled the cremation arrangeHe was a member of the
funds gathered by all the Jewish
ments.
American Society of Mechanical
leagues and clubs. Ah, but Mr.
Simpson has been sucked dry of
everything he ever had or hoped
to have. Well, forget that, too,
for I know where Mr. Simpson
can get almost UNLIMITED
funds and help his brethren as
Will he listen?
Who
well.
knows? You see, there are so
many who sell out to the Devil
that
you can’t consider that you
CALL24 HOURS
I
I
are not being sucked dry by ones
who claim to be your own brother.
fax (8&f 823-1104 toUfree (800) 649-1103 21030 Mission St., Old TmvnrTehrcehavi
The point, therefore, is to never
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do anything which can be construed as unlawful or
unsocial.
It is claimed that we write anti-Semitic material?
Well, we write whatever is written or known. Since I
am Semitic and the Jews are NOT, I wonder at their
approach to our material. I also marvel at their ability
to construe my definition out of the dictionary for
“holocaust” as being anti-Semitic and/or racist as
claimed. The facts are that if you work in dark and
secret places you simply do not want LIGHT shown
upon your “doings”. It has ever been thus.
GOOD

OLD

TIMES

I find it interesting that you don’t seem to understand that as far back as can be accounted, in history,
Earth has always had essentially the same kinds of
tyranny and wars.
Anyone see a movie calied
Braveheart? That was supposedly in the end of the 13th
century and the clans were at it then and are still at it
TODAY-same
clans AND against the same enemies,
Not a hopeful legacy, is it?
In all “TIMES” however, there have always been
the strong, the ones who build, invent, improve, and
create. Even in*the worst of times the good have also
been able to create better ways of living while the evil
pretenders to the thrones of the world have been able to
usurp the good for the cause of evil. Perfection of
goodness does not come in a world of freedom of
choices for there will always be the ones who choose
greed and power through force. This is the very foundation of the necessity of the classrooms called thirddimensional physical expression. And WE are no more
welcome to interfere with this process than should
YOU be in any manner other than building and creating
better ways of living in Truth rather than further deteriorating the species and civilization.
In most instances, readers, you can’t digress much further down
the ladder of insidious corruption than you have plunged.
THE

NEWS
OF
YEAR
PAST

Most of you are simply bored with the infernal and
eternal reruns of the past year’s experiences globally.
Note that STILL there is a high level thrust regarding
all news or non-news regarding Simpson’s circumstance. Did nothing else happen in the past few years?
Why do you think you are refocused onto chosen topics
when you get too interested in “other things”? Of
course, to distract you from what is REALLY taking
place in your world. Your free world has fallen to the
New World Order while you didn’t care enough to
notice. “Oh well,” you will probably say. It isn’t so
bad. No, and you may never ever perceive it to be “so
bad”. The gradual heating of the water in the sauna is
not particularly uncomfortable until it bakes you, broils
you or fries you. It is like a gentle overcast on parade
day when you get the first sprinkles of the storm and the
temperature is warm-it doesn’t matter much. When
the winds are blowing at gale force and the temperatures are freezing or below-the
nasty inconvenience
becomes a real pain in the you-know-where.
This is
especially true if your annual income revolves around
that parade and purchasers of your products come only
on parade day.
By the way,‘was the last outbreak of Ebola last year
or the year before-or
just when was that last big
outbreak? Ah, but is it not a major topic these days of
reruns? And how long can the Scotland (airline) crash
be top news while the WRONG people are blamed for
the incident? They have to keep these terrors alive,
don’t they? How else can you control? How else can the
insipid insiders keep Quadafl isolated? How else can
you keep the Arabs “down” while the “others” grow?
Well, a day of reckoning is nigh at hand, pilgrims. Man
will only live in his put-down condition so long without
fighting back in the only way available, even if it be
stones at his disposal for weapons. And aren’t you just
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really proud of your species when you see one army in
uniforms with machine guns and rockets and the other
a scattering of children with stones? Well, soon you
will not even have use of stones for their assaults upon
you will be ever so much more insidious and insane in
methodology and technique.
The United States of
America will go down as having the SHORTEST period
of a nation, on top, in HISTORY. The U.S. effectively
fell to the Israelites in 1948 and you didn’t even notice.
It was subtle, wasn’t it’? You didn’t realize that the
world manipulators were of British Israel, et al. You
didn’t realize that the Communist Soviets were simply
Zionists having changed their names to protect the
guilty, did you?
Well, you had best go back and
consider most carefully the “Jude0-Christian” Protocols of Zion and you will note they are identical, except
in original language and script, to those of the Manifestos of the most heinous destroyers on Earth, right down
the line to this day. If to tell you this information makes
me somehow “anti-Semitic” or anti-Jewish, then you
had better look at that circumstance VERY, VERY
CAREFULLY! The wolf in the sheep’s suit really has
done a number on you more deeply damaging than
fleecing you of possessions. He has made mutton-chops
of you for the feasting tables while he calls it “sacrificing”. But not to worry or concern about self because
you can be “saved” and “raptured” to heavenly pastures
by simply believing on MURDER some 2000 years ago,
pretending like a child would at a tea party, on the
blood and gore of the picture presented-and
wow, off
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we go to milk and honey! IT WILL NOT BE THAT
WAY! ! You have been duped, lied to and enslaved to
that lie. So be it for This is: Your Life, Johnny Doe and
Mary Dee.
To rise up as on wings of Eagles is going to .ome
through TRUTH and not from such garbage tossed out
of the mouths of liars and cheats. Most of mankind sits
with the intelligence and logical reasoning of turnips
ready for the frying pan.
Is God compassionate? God is EVERYTHING and
God is JUST. You determine your circumstance while
God allows you the experience. We tell you how it IS
and you deny us? Fine, if you deny me before my
Father, then I shall deny you before that same Father.
It simply IS the way it IS and it shall continue to be
EXACTLY AS IT WILL BE. All your “opinions” will
not alter, one iota, the Truth.
Will we find anyone who will serve with us in this
outrageous Truth? Of course. Some people do not like
to be stupid and ridiculous in magical imaginings.
The new “up in arms” topic is that some cities are
banning businesses of psychics, astrologers, palm readers, card readers and such, and the next question is
always: “Hatonn, what do you think about this?” Bully
for intelligence. For every insightful person there are
zillions of nitty nit-wits preying on your childish desires for magic fortunes. But what do I think about it?
I don’t!
The one I really like, though, is: “What will that do
to your writing and Dharma’s work?”
Say what?

NOW
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Nobody here even suggests such a thing as psychic
phenomenon or fortune telling. And, further, Doris
doesn’t even know the signs of the Zodiac, so is not
likely to “read the stars” for you. And remember
something important: the placement of the stars from
my vantage is a mirror image of your own. And no, I am
not saying that it is unworthy of attention. I believe,
like everything in life, that it CAN be a wonderfully
useful TOOL. And yes indeed, there are people who
SEE and KNOW! But know that as these people come
into realization of their gift-they stop giving personal
readings and take up a healthy respect for the whole
picture and usage of their wonderful gift for humanity’s
journey.
So, what about prophets?
So, what about
them? If they are 100% correct in all things projected
and prophesied-then
they are valid. If not, they. are
mystics, no more and no less. To call self a prophet
does not MAKE self a prophet. You don’t need prophets to see that you are in trouble as a species and as a
civilization.
You do NOT need a prophet to suggest
that you know right from wrong and are mostly choosing “wrong” as your modus operandi. All you need to
be a perfect prophet for the future is to KNOW WHAT
WAS IN THE PAST! And does it really matter whether
or not Madonna wears pink or blue? And here I speak
of “your” Madonna, not mine. Furthermore, “Will Tom
Cruise stay married?” WHO CARES? Why? If you
cannot reach beyond such trivial garbage and vicarious
experiencing of life flow-you
are in worse trouble
than you can possibly realize and are already controlled
by the mind-control experts who present the “prophets”
in the first place, to fool you. You are continually
fooled by your WORST ENEMIES and don’t even seem
to notice same. Well, my job is not to snatch you from
the path of the bearing-down truck or train-only
to tell
you “it’s coming”. You move out of the way or stay and
get hit-it is your choice. By the way, do not expect me
to bury your cute little bodies, either. You can perhaps
make the newscast for one hearing locally and be
forevermore forgotten as the dead continue to note the
dead-if the death be tragic and bloody enough. A
truck or a train against a body might well be gory
enough to feed the momentary notice of the violent
society, but I doubt it.
I suggest that, as you ponder upon the new year
ahead, you also consider the changes planned and made
known to you by your great leaders and insider misfits
because it is going to be a big takeover to end them alland again, some of you will not even notice the change.
What ARE you going to do in the midst of collapsed
welfare and social security systems7 This is just for
STARTERS! And people, when corporations fail-so
too do their pension plans! And where will be the jobs?
Mexico? What an interesting concept that you won’t be
able to get into Mexico from the U.S. to take their jobs.
Sucking sounds? Indeed-of your blood being sucked
out of you. And, then, can’t you see that this will not
“look” good? You will have to be annihilated through
other higher forms of killing, such as disease, etc. This
will make it appear to be all God’s .fault and none of
your own.
A “happy” New Year? No, I don’t think so. May
the disease you get be swift and gentle and, especially,
quickly finished. Designer illnesses such as AIDS are
not pleasant, are lingering, and painful-and
yet, so
too is the flesh-eating variety of bug which simply
devours you alive. Go ahead, public citizens, and allow
them to ban your colloids, your supplements, and your
very chance at survival for if you allow it, your SOUL
will be the cherry in the pie for them to pluck from your very
being. Thirty-sixmonthsisallyouhavetostopthelocomotive
bearing down on you-just thirty-six months.
Nasty old “Doom and Gloom” himself7 Whatever
you wish. After the train has slain you and scattered
your parts about the landscape is TOO LATE TO
CHANGE YOUR MIND. Change of mind is like
insurance-you
have to get it before you need it.
Again, may the life you save be your own. Good
morning.
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us knows exactly what the future holds for us in the
way of lawsuits, IRS investigations, or a debilitating illness that can seriously jeopardize the assets
that we control. We believe that, in most cases,
there are advantages to not issuing the stock of a
corporation until you are confronted with a situation that may require proof of ownership. Today’s
world of asset protection and privacy forces each of
us to remain sharp and creative. Be very careful of
what other people may tell you with respect to
managing the affairs of your own corporations and
one share of stock would then make up the entire b e aware that, in general, you will not get educated
l/2/97
CORT CHRISTIE
A corporation’s information from your family accountant or attorney.
ownership of the corporation.
ownership is only based on those shares of the
Corporate Stock:
A corporation is owned by its shareholders corporation’s stock that have actually been issued.
Amending Articles:
‘There are a few classifications of stock that you
who make a contribution to the corporation in the
Corporate Articles on Incorporation are not
form of cash, notes, tangible/intangible property, should be made aware of. Common Stock is the fixed in stone in Nevada.
If the stock of the
stock and anything else of value, in a free ex- most common form of stock. Common Stock repre- corporation has not yet been issued for the corporachange for shares of ownership (also called “stock sents the ownership of a corporation and is broken tion, a Certificate Of Amending Or Altering The
shares”), in proportion to the accepted value of down into voting and non-voting shares. Voting Articles must be filed with the Secretary of State’s
the property they contributed. Multiple owners shareholders get to vote on matters that effect the off ice and be signed by the original incorporator(s)
usually agree on the value of any non-cash contri- corporation and the holders ofthese shares have the of the corporation.
butions, but single owners merely put in what they control of the corporation. Non-voting shareholdIf the stock of the corporation has been issued,
need to operate and are issued 100 % of the issued ers have no voting rights or say in the matters of the a meeting must be called and the stockholders of the
corporation.
Another class of stock is Preferred corporation must come to a majority decision on the
shares in return.
As the value of a corporation rises, so too does Stock. This class of stock, like non-voting Corn-- changes to be made. This amendment is then filed
the value of each share of the corporation’s stock. mon Stock, does not get a say or a vote in the with the Secretary of State and the changes are then
Any additional assets placed into a corporation by matters of the corporation, but is guaranteed a &,pt&
its owners will increase the value of the shares in percentage of the profits of the corporation to be
The value of a corporation’s paid in the form of a Dividend.
the corporation.
’
Sixty-Day List Of Officers And Directors:
When one or two people have set up a corporashares are vaiued by calculating the difference
Once the Articles of Incorporation have been
between a corporation’s assets and liabilities, tiOn for their Own Use, the qUCStiOnOfkll k3CS aS t0 filed with the Secretary of State, Nevada will send
plus the value of the good will of the corporation, when they should issue themselves stock. None of you a sixty-day list of officers and directors that
divided
by
you fill out and mail back to them.
the number
You have sixty days from the time
of
issued
of incorporation to get this list
shares of the
into the State. A check for $85 is
corporation.
to be included every year with the
Every
1
sixty-day list to pay the State’s
corporation
b
annual filing fee.
is authorized
a
The list asks for the name of
to issue a
the President, Secretary, Treacertain numsurer and Directors of the corpober of shares
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the world, and has written a number of interesting and
revealing books on international politics and the Roman Catholic Church and Pontiff described this international conspiracy. In THE KEYS OF THIS BLOOD,
which centers on the life and connections of the present
Pope, Martin made this intriguing statement:
“Television commentator Bill Moyers found out
during a fifteen-day, globe-spanning trip in the company of David Rockefeller that just about a dozen or
fifteen individuals made day-to-day decisions that regulated the flow of capital and goods throughout the entire world.”
He quotes Bill Moyers himself as saying:
“David Rockefeller is the most conspicuous representative today of the ruling class: a fraternity of men
who shape the global economy and manage the flow of
its capital. Rockefeller was born to it, and he has made
the most of it. But what some critics see as a vast
international conspiracy, he considers a circumstance
of life.and just another day’s work.... In the world of
David Rockefeller it’s hard to tell where business ends
and politics begin.”
Even if the 120 of the world’s wealthiest and most
influential people who attended this June 2, 1996 High
Secrecy Meeting are sworn to secrecy, such meetings
are not usually even mentioned by major media. The
International Free Press Agency has learned from various sources that we do consider absolutely reliable that
one of the major items finalized at that June 1996 High
Secrecy Meeting is: A prearranged UNILATERAL
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE by Quebec,
that should take place during winter time period between January and March 1997, and leading to the
BREAK-UP OF CANADA and its eventual absorption into “Continental Union” with the United States,
planned for 2005.
The other crucial issue planned at this Meeting as
a direct consequence from the “Unilateral Declaration
of Independence” by Quebec is the massive BLACKOUTS which will “grid down” the entire East Coast of
North America during the 1997 winter time period,
affecting 19 States, including the District of Columbia, and which will bring about the DECLARATION
OF A NATIONAL STATE OF EMERGENCY for the
entire East and Northeastern part of the United States.
Another crucial issue concerns the “6-Ways Civil
War” emerging in the Eastern part of Canada, from
the prearranged Unilateral Declaration of Independence
by Quebec, and the intervention of the U.S. Military
in Canada under the command of the United Nations.
It is not clear yet what will be the exact role of the
United Nations New World Order High Military Council in this one-world totalitarianism, socialist government and economic system’s “War Operation” in
Canada and in the U.S. But what we are sure of is
about some unknown details of this vast “military operation”, such as:
(1) Weather destabilization to provoke the worst
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From Toronto, Ontario, Canada:
The United Nations Capital of the world;
The New World Order Occult International Center;
Ground base for the New World Order Elite Circles;
Starting point for the implementation of the New World
Order Society.
Are those who direct various New World Order
clubs and Organizations (the “just about a dozen or
fifteen individuals [who make] day-to-day decisions
that regulated the flow of capital and goods throughout the entire world”, who Bill Moyers spoke of) now
filling the positions of those individuals of whom President Woodrow Wilson wrote about in his book, THE
NEW FREEDOM:

“Some of the biggest men in the United States, in
the field of commerce and manufacture, are afraid of
something.
They know that there is a power somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better
not speak above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it.”
Who indeed selects the NW0 delegates? Who sets
the agenda? And who are those who “reach no decisions and come to no conclusions” during their Conferences? Can a small coterie of international groups
and national financial titans truly exert this amount of
influence upon both the nature and direction of national
policy and international events7
Investigation and strong sources have resulted in
the first-ever listing of attendees at an on-going NW0
Conference and, for the first time in the organization’s
secretive history, produced an “agenda” for the Elite
group’s discussions (HEAVY SECRECY AT VIP CENTRAL). Usually the NW0 is not accustomed to providing explanations to anyone, particularly since certain of their members own or control mainstream media and wire Services. Since journalists are barred from
the NW0 meetings, and since no final decisions are
ever released to the Press, there is, of course, no way
in which the accuracy or completeness of such an
agenda can be verified. So the only way left to verify
the exactness of such information is to compare what
has been obtained so far from various sources with other
international sources, thus cross-checking the information; and this is exactly what the International Free
Press Agency did before releasing the information contained in this report.
Various reliable sources have been consulted, such
as:
(1) New World Order Intelligence Update on the
Internet;
(2) K. Whitley at the Toronto Star newspaper
(Toronto, Ontario);

(3) Jeff Koftinoff, specialist on the breakup of
Canada (he can be reached on the web site at: http://
www.xmission.com/-seer/jdk
software/canal.html.);
(4) Floyd Rudman, Kingston University (Ontario,
Canada), specialist on the Ft. Drum U.S. Military and
their preparedness for a possible intervention in Canada
under the United Nations Command;
(5) INTEL UPDATE U.S. REPORT of 1995;
(6) Rev. J.R. Zeke Whitelock, POB 17, New
Wilmington, PA 16142, about the United Nations Battle
Groups in the U.S.;
(7) Hanscom AFB, Mass. about the Ground Wave
Emergency;
(8) Departments of the Army and the Air Force
about the National Guard State Partnerships
with
Emerging Democracies;
(9) State Department Publication 10059 about location of “International Biospheres”;
(10) And various reliable sources not identified
for the protection of their authors.
Those recipients of this printed “TOP SECRET”
document who will find this too incredible to believe
should examine with care how Professor Quigley summarized this “international network’s” grand plan:
“Their aim is nothing less than to create a world
system of financial control in private hands able to
dominate the political system of each country and the
economy of the world as a whole. The system was to
be controlled in a feudalistic fashion by the central
banks of the world acting in concert, by secret agreements arrived at in frequent private meetings and conferences.”
Or even how respected author Malachi Martin, who
has top-level connections in the Vatican and around
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winter ever in Eastern part of Canada and Northeastem part of the U.S.
(2) Creation of the worst “Food Shortage*’ in
Canada for winter time period of 1997.
(3) Creation and/or use of a strong state of “fair”
among American people in order to wipe out all government opposition groups before the implementation
of the “National State of Emergency”.
(4) Planned destabilization of the U.S. economy
as a direct consequence from the break-up of Canada.
(5) Reorganization of world economy’s treaties
emerging from the break-up of Canada, and everything
related to that “emergency situation”.
We also learned of the planned privatization sale
of Ontario Hydro to well-placed world Elite investors;
and also certain recommendations for a Commission
on Global Governance called “GLOBAL NEIGHBORHOOD”.
.
The scenario which is laid out in the following
pages is REAL. John K. Whitley is a well known expert researcher with many years of study into the New
World Order plans for the breakup of Canada, and how
that event fits in as a critical stage in the formation of
the coming
“UNITED
STATES OF NORTH
AMERICA”; part of the prepared One-World Socialist
gulag.
The events which are transpiring in Quebec are
very important, and will have a fateful impact on the
United States as a sovereign nation. (Just as events in
Quebec were critical to the formation of America in
the first place.) This is also WHY this vast “Military
Operation” is known under the code name of:
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As the final stage preparation for the
“BIRTH
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WORLD
ORDER
GOVERNMENT”

Lansing Lamont, for 10 years Managing Director
of the Canadian Desk of the Americas Society (a
Rockefeller organization), published a 1994 book’entitled BREAK UP: THE COMING END OF CANADA
AND THE STATES FOR AMERICA.
In a chapter entitled “ADIEU QUEBEC”, he largely confirmed to the
last detail every one of our prior findings, which had
been drawn from other, unimpeachable public and private sources.
The basic scenario finalized at the June 1996 meeting in Toronto, and completed with other reliable
sources, is as follows:
(1) Quebec makes its Unilateral Declaration of Independence between January and March 1997. This
situation provides the “trigger” for the catastrophic and
irreversible “breakup” of Canada and the “Declaration
of a National State of Emergency” in the Eastern and
Northeastern part of the United States.
(2) A six-way [Canadian] civil war erupts, involving, in its first stage, the Cree Indians, Quebec population and the Canadian Forces; and in its second stage,
the population of Quebec and Canada at three different levels: a war of French against English Canadians, a war between French Catholic and English Prot-
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estant and a war of identity. The planned Civil War by
the Elite of the New World Order has also been related
for a time in well analyzed and proved “prophecy”
documents in recent Canadian history.
(3) The Cree Indians, unwilling to remain in an
independent Quebec, rise up in the “UNGAVA REBELLION”, appeal to the Canadian Government to honor
Crown treaties with the Cree, and attempt to retain their
lands and loyalty to Canada while the English Canadian community of Quebec appeal to the Federal Government to protect them against the rise up of political
tenseness and violent acts they are victims of.
(4) As an act of desperate political pressure, the
Cree Indians then seize the massive James Bay hydrogenerating facilities located in Northern Quebec, and
sabotage them, causing immediate massive power outages in Quebec which ripple through the grid, “down”
all Southeastern industrial areas of Ontario and also
the entire East and Northeastern coast of the United
States.
Nineteen American States, including the District
of Columbia, will be directly affected by the massive
BLACKOUT, which will follow the sabotage of the
James Bay hydro-generating facilities in Northern Quebet. These States are: Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, New Jersey, Rhode Island, New York, Massachusetts, Connecticut, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, North and South Carolina, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and the District
of Columbia, paralyzing all activities in Washington.
Within the first hours of this massive BLACKOUT
the President will trigger and implement over a dozen
Executive Orders including EO 11490 which will install Martial Law and suspend constitutional rights into
the targeted States. FEMA, U.N. BATTLE GROUPS,
FINCEN, MJTF and BATF would then go into action,
firearms would be confiscated while all constitutional
rights and guarantees would be suspended.
Specific troops dressed with flat black uniforms and
unmarked units will be brought in by LB-I-60Blackhawk
helicopters.
They will then be deployed on line and
“swept” through towns, building by building, block by
block, and remove (by force if necessary) the civilians
from towns. Each search team will carry three lists:
A Black List, a White List, and a Gray List. The names
on the Black List will be removed in total from their
residences and business by force, hog;tied by flex cuffs,
and placed on the unmarked black helicopters for removal to some unknown, pre-programmed destination.
Those on the White List will be removed “for their own
safety” and flown out, and those on the Gray List will
also be removed for their own safety-but
the troops
have been told that they should “be watched because
they weren’t sure which list they fit on yet”. So under
this type of full state of emergency, thousands of Americans (guilty of hate, environmental, financial or gun
control “crimes”; or “criminal” violation of any of tens
of thousands of new government regulations; or resistance to the New World Order) will be likely to be imprisoned (this is why George Bush moved in recent
years to double U.S. prison capacity).
These specific troops that will remove pre-identifled civilians from given areas and will confiscate firearms, “subversive elements”, remove certain groups for
political andfor religious reasons (targeted groups will
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be gun owners, certain religious groups, and other
groups or organizations considered detrimental to the
“peacekeeping” or “peace-restoring”
missions of an
occupying force, or the objectives of the current government body); these troops will make massive use of
mechanized infantry, assault units, light infantry units,
MPs, and they all will be connected with the Special
United Nations Task Forces.
These “special units” will consist of Rhodesians,
East Germans,
Bulgarians,
Hungarians,
Poles,
Lithuanians, Estonians, Afganis, Pakistanis, Ghurkas
and South Africans, brought in from countries that, of
late, had professional armies which no longer exist, or
have downscaled their force structure, and have provided a surplus of military troops for the opposition;
and been placed under the auspices of the U.N. for “special activated operations”. Such troops will be useful
for such operation because they will not have families
here, and they have been secreted and sequestered
aboard remote non-active military reservations to keep
them away from the civilian population and from discovery. They also will not owe the local population
any form of loyalty or concern. They have the mentality of occupation forces in a hostile environment. Their
actual possible/probable opposition locations are in
larger facilities such as Fort Lewis, Washington. These
troops are considered mercenaries or blackshirts.
The scenario these troops will likely use is practice to insert forces by “fast-rope” in a vertical insertion into a confined area such as a downtown, suburban or industrial area where no adequate helicopter
landing zones (LZs) are available.
“MARTIAL LAW” is a system of government under the direction of military authority. It is an arbitrary kind of law, proceeding directly from military
power and having no immediate constitutional or legislative sanction. It is only justified by necessity, and
supersedes all civil government.. . . Martial law is built
on a “no settle” principle, but is arbitrary and, in truth,
no law. Suspension of the writ of habeas corpus (i.e.,
right to trial by judge and jury and protection from
illegal imprisonment) is a major element of martial law.
As Justice Blackstone wrote: “In this case, the nation
parts with a portion of its liberty and suspected persons may then be arrested without cause assigned.”
It is to fear that this overall massive use of domestic and foreign troops to “police” this part of the U.S.
might conceal some real anti-terrorist activities against
religious and patriotic organizations. No need then to
say how dramatic this blackout will be for Northern
and Northeastern parts of the U.S., especially during
winter time period.
(5) Then, under heavy pressure at home from Center and Western parts of the country, the U.S. Government will likely send the U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain
Division, a crack lO,OOO-troop assault division permanently stationed at Fort Drum, N.Y. (located just south
of the international bridge near Cornwall, Ontario),
into Canada to “assist” the overwhelmed Canadian
Forces and to “re-take” James Bay while U.N. Task
Forces would be deployed along the St. Laurent
[Lawrence] River, from Montreal to Quebec City.
(6) At the first conclusion of the conflict, the massive James Bay freshwater reservoir (which, at 500
miles b. 121 miles, fed by 20 Arctic rivers, is the largest in the world) and the huge hydro-electrical generating facilities will then be purchased by the international Elite-backed GRAND CANAL CORPORATION.
Most likely the international governments will be
using the chaos situation to start the long-dreamed
construction of the huge GRAND CANAL infrastructure, which-will channel James Bay fresh water to the
Great Lakes, then from there to go down the “new-regenerated Mississippi” and other river systems to Texas
and Northern Mexico. A second section will also funnel water out of Lake Superior westward to Lake
Diefenbaker and the Rafferty-Almeda dams; from there
it will be piped down to the dry Southwestern states.
(Continuing profits should be astronomical from an
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operation of that kind.)
* Jean Chretien (Prime Minister of Canada)
(7) Sooner or later, Canada should then slowly
* Frederik Eaton (Chairman, Eatons)
drift into the embrace of the United States where a new
* Al Flood (Chairman, CIBC)
“national dream” will be suggested to the new UNITED
* Allari Gottlieb (former Ambassador to U.S.)
STATES OF NORTH AMERICA.
* Anthony Griffin (Hon. Chairman, Guardian Group)
(*Though he was apparently careful not to men* Mike Harris (Premier of Ontario)
tion thl massive Grand Canal project and its backers,
* Paul Martin (Finance Minister)
or the eruption of a major “civil war” between French
* Sylvia Ostry (Ctntre for International
Studies,
areas of Canada and English Canada, and nothing about Univ. of Toronto)
the National Emergency Measures in the U.S. follow* Ted Rogers (President, Rogers Communications)
ing the massive Blackout, Lamont confirmed most of
* Red Wison (Chairman, Bell Canada Enterprises)
the outline above in every other “key detail”.)
(It’s a need here to remind you of the fact that afEASTERN EUROPE:
ter the last Quebec Referendum campaign, and before
l Andrzej Olechowski(formerPolish Foreign AfTairs
Minister)
resigning, Quebec Premier Jacques Parizeau announced
l Flavio Cotti (Foreign Affairs Minister, Czech Republic)
that the final essential dam uroiect in the James Bay
* Cornelio Sommaruga (President, Red Cross Committee,
reservoir svstem has been cancelled.
A subsequent Czech Republic)
Hydro Quebec Press Release later modified that state* Gyorgy Suranyi (President, National Bank of Hungary)
ment by saying that it had been “postponed until after
2005”, precisely the year that Canada should be toWESTERN EUROPE AND TURKEY:
tally absorbed by the United States.)
* Lord Carrington (Conference chairman: former
NATO Secretary-General)
But who are those assorted members of European
* Martti Ahtissaari (Finnish President)
royalty, international financiers, major newspaper.pub* Giovanni Agnelli (Hon. Chairman, Fiat, Italy)
lishers, and heads of supranational agencies, leading
* Anders Aslund (Carnegie Endowment for InternaU.S. and North American politicians, and selected ti- tional Peace, Sweden)
* Francisco Pinto Balscmao (Former Prime Minister
tans of industry and commerce? Who are the ones that
have manaped to CONCEAL-so
far-the
substance of Portugal)
of. and the consensus reached after. ‘each of their
* Percy Barnevik (President,
ABB Asca Brown
ROUND TABLE INTERNATIONAL FOURTH REICH Boveri, Sweden)
discussions?
* Queen Beatrix (the Netherlands)
* France Bemabe(CE0, EnteNazionale Idmc&mi, Italy)
THE UNITED STATES:
* Carl Bildt (the High representative)
* Frits Bolkestein (Liberal Party lea&r, Netherlands)
* Paul Allaire ( Chairman of Xerox)
l Dwayne Andreas (Chairman, Archer Daniels Midland)
l Jaime Carvarja Urquito (Chairman, Iberfomento, Spain)
* Lloyd Bentsen (former Treasury Secretary)
* Bertrand Collomb (Chairman, Lafarge, France)
* John Bryan (Chairman, Sarah Lee Corp.)
* George David (Chairman, Hellenic Bottlin&- Greece)
* Etienne Davignoa (Executive Chairman, Societie
l William Buckley (the NATIONAL REVIEW magazine)
* Jon Corzine (Chairman, Goldman Sachs)
Generale de Belgique, Belgium)
’
* Stanley Fischer (International Monetary Fund)
* Gazi Ercel (Central Bank of Turkey)
* Charles Freeman (Former Assistant Secretary of
* Emre Gonesay (Governor, Central Bank of Turkey)
Defense)
* Westye Hoegh (Chairman, L.eifHoegh & Co., Norway)
* Richard Holbrooke (Former Assistant Secretary of
* Jan Huyghebaert (Chairman, Almanij-Kredietbank
State)
Group. Belgium)
* Henry Kissinger (former U.S. Secretary of State)
* Jaakko Iloniemi (Former Finnish ambassador to U.S.)
* Henry Kravis (Kohlberg, Kravis, Roberts)
* Peter Job (Chief Executive, Reuters, Britain)
* Winston Lord (Assistant Secretary of State)
* Lionel Jospin (Socialist Party leader, France)
* Sam Nunn (U.S. Senator)
* Dietrich Karner (Chairman, Erste Allgemeine* William Perry (wrmer] Secretary of Defense)
Generali Aktiengesclischaft, Austria)
* David Rockefeller (Chaie Manhattan Bank)
* Andrew Knight (News Corp., Britain)
* Jack Scheinkman (Chairman, Amalgamated Bank)
* Max Kohnstamm (European Policy Centre, Belgium)
* George Soros (President, Soros Fund Management)
* Phillipe Maystadt (Finance Minister, Belgium)
* George Stephanopoulos
(Senior Advisor to the
* Ad P.W. Melkert (Social Affairs Minister, Netherlands)
President)
* John Monks (Union Leader, Britain)
* Alex Trotma (Chairman, Ford Motor Company)
* Mario Monti (European Commissioner)
* John Whitehead (former Deputy Secretary of State)
* Theodoros Pangalos (Foreign Affairs Minister, Greece)
* Jan Petersen (Conservative Party leader, Norway)
CANADA:
* Malcolm Rifkind (Foreign Secretary, Britain)
* Lloyd Axworthy (Minister of Foreign Affairs)
* Simon Robertson (Chairman, Kleinwort Benson
* Conrad Black (Chairman, Hollinger Inc.)
Group, Britain)
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* Renato Ruggiero (Director-General,
World Trade
Organization)
l Mona Sahlin (Member of Swedish Parliament)
l Jurgen Schrempp (chainnan, Daimler-Benz, Germany)
l Klaus Schwab (President,
World Economic Forum)
* Queen Sofia (Spain)
* Peter Sutherland (Former Director-General, GATT
and WTO)
* Morris Tabaksblat (Chairman, Unilever, Netherlands)
l J. Martin Taylor (Chief Executive,
Barclays Bank,
Britain)
* Franz Vranitzky (Chancellor of Austria)
* Antonio vitorino (Deputy Prime rvlilder, Portugal)
* Karel Vuurs&n (chairman, He&ken, Netherlands)
* James Wolfensohn (President, World Bank)
(NOTE: If most of the United Nations New World
Order Conferences throughout the world seem to reach
no conclusions and recommend no policies, it is because the conclusions have alwavs been reached and
the uolicies determined, at a higher level, so that the
delegates usually assemble to be told what the form is.
THEY DO NOT NEED TO BE GIVEN THEIR ORDERS. Once the form is declared they already know
well enough what is expected of them.)
But, what is that “power, somewhere, so organized,
so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, SO
pervasive” which President Woodrow Wilson wrote
about in his book THE NEW FREEDOM?
Who comprises this Hidden Power? Who are the
“Selects” behind the names’? Who is higher than everyone else in the economic and in the politic throughout the world? Who are those who are part of the highest level within the International Occult Inner Circle?
How is that power exactly working?
According to some of our most reliable sources,
and.for the first time ever, I dare to give here the exact
description (never released before) of the most secret
occult groun of the world, the only one who bears the
POWER FROM THE DARK SIDE OF THE UNDERWORLD.
At first there is a group of 9 people, a long time
ago chosen among those considered throughout the
world as the most powerful mediums, psychics, occult
transmitters, all well established and recognized as
possessed souls through which spirits can communicate their will. Most likely these chosen ones come
from families having a traditional history of Satanism
among their members, and some have even been conceived during a black mass ceremony by a woman devoted to Satan.
Each of these chosen from the DARK SIDE have
been previously selected by “spirits” all claiming they
bring out a new light to humanity, a new knowledge
through the voice of those they call their “light canal”.
They also claim they have to intervene at this time of
human history because they consider man is on the edge
of destruction and, as they proclaim to be the true light,
wrongly banished in a far past, they have come to reestablish the lost true doctrine of the Faith.
Each of these “spirits” claim to have their own and
permanent field of knowledge to communicate through
a chosen one. These fields are: Science; Technology;
Biology and Medicine; Military structures, organization and strategy; Politics; Economics; History and
Archeology (symbols ofthe past); Religion; and Culture.
Nine fields of knowledge to communicate through
the nine chosen ones.
Once a month the chosen from the “dark side” must
appear in front of a well-selected committee composed
of three specialists assigned to each field of knowledge, which gives 27 people, each group separated from
others in nine special rooms, all decorated with precise “occult symbols”. It is in there that, for a period
of three hours, these groups of specialists deliver a series of prepared questions they must ask to the “chosen”. Then they carefully register all answers that they
will transcript, when they join in another room pre--red for that purpose, in a report book called: THE
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Moreover, the term “discovery” or
“rediscovery” is for them a code-name which means:
reestablish the lost light of the past.
It is in this way that all new scientific discoveries
ari: communicated from the dark side to humans. This
also explains why science and technology, for instance,
have advanced so fast for the last 30 years. This also
helps each of us to understand why events apparently
separated from one field to another one are in fact that
much interconnected with each other when we take a
closer look at recent history. For instance, the history
of the sixties with its sudden new culture matching with
new ideology, new music and new technology, and then,
suddenly, computers and VCRs, with an apparent new
peace era around the world.
When the nine “Rediscovery Reports” are finally
completed, each of them are given to nine selected
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“messengers of the Dark”, who will bring them to nine their name everywhere are, in fact, only the puppets of
chosen world representatives, each of them related with the Dark.
the nine most powerful people of the world, and each
one of the nine corresponding to the nine fields of conEND OF THE REPORT: “COUNTDOWN TO THE
trol over humanity. Then afterward, these nine repre1997 NORTHERN SHOWDOWN”.
sentatives will meet with a special committee of their
AUGUST 1996.
own which will carefully analyze the content of each
report. Afterwards they give the results to these nine
Serge Monast,
representatives, who will then take the results to those
International Investigative Journalist.
in charge of the world economics and politics.
This is how the international economic and poliCONCLUSION
tics are conducted, and also how the dark side is slowly,
but surely, establishing its kingdom throughout the
All of the events described to occur in early 1997
world. Thisalso explains why it has never been able in Canada are in fact real, and are all based on recent
to identify the real one behind the walls, the one who documented material, the latest is dated June 1996. But
is making the real decisions. And this tells everyone it is also possible that the NW0 Elite delayed the
that those ones who attend world meetings and spread Dlanned scenario to a later date for some obscure reasons. Whatever should happen or not at the precise
chosen time, a few basic undeniable facts still remain
and must never go forgotten by anyone concerned with
the safety of their own Nation.
-The NW0 Elite has already planned the breakup
of Canada, and still working at this agenda.
-This breakup is likely to trigger the Cree Indians
Rebellion or any other Quebec Indians Rebellion, and
a six-ways civil war between French Canada and English Canada.
-The two first main consequences for the United
States which will come out from this breakup will be,
“This JOURNAL will undoubtedly be controversial. I
at first, a major BLACKOUT for all Eastern and Northcan only ask that you READ IT ALL, CAREFULLY, so eastern parts of the U.S., and the other will be an ecothat you do not miss the confirmations of the Truth
nomic one for it will disrupt all of the U.S. regular
within.“-Hatonn
export of goods to Canada.
-Such a major Blackout for all Eastern and NorthA few of the topics discussed arei
eastern parts of the U.S. will automatically trigger the
implementation of a NATIONAL STATE OF EMER*Thoughts On Freedom
GENCY, for these kinds of measures are already in*Saint Germain’s Role In The Signing
cluded within the FEMA agenda for such etiergencies.
of The Declaration of Independence
, *
-The National State of Emergency coupled with the
*A TaxRecovery SCAM
very possible intervention of U.S. troops in Canada is
*Disarmament, Soviet Style
part of a vast plan to turn over the U.S. Military to the
*Our Troublesome WHITE Community
United Nations.
*Encounter With Two KGB Agents
-The U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain Division, a crack
*Zionist Occupation Government’s Tremendous Power
10,000~troop shock assault Division stationed at Ft.
& Control Of ALL Media
Drum, N.Y., and located just south of the international
*ZOG: A CANCER That Has Infected Our Culture
bridge near Cornwall (Ontario, Canada) has been
*Midwest Floods Created Bv Man.
trained for more than 10 years (so far) for such a sce* “The Hidden Tyranny: TheIssue That Dwarfs AUOther
nario to happen. Moreover, these troops have been well
Issues”--Interview with Harold Wabce Rosenthal
trained for winter operations in far northern regions.
(Prof. Floyd Rudman at Kingston University [Ontario,
Canada] is THE specialist of the FT. Drum U.S. Military and their preparedness for a possible intervention
into Canada under the U.N. Command. He can be
reached at any time at Kingston University.)
-The actual political and economical situation in
Canada is like a barrel full of powder ready to explode
at any time.
ZOC-Zionist
Qccupation S;ovcrnment
-Weather destabilization for the 1997 winter time
If you know not the players in the game-team which
opposes that which youfind to be #right” and “truth”period in Eastern Canada and in Eastern and Northyou cannot consider the winning of the match. It is
eastern parts of the United States coupled with politiunpleasant to realize self has been duped and made the
cal and economical tenseness in the Eastern part of
fool-it
takes MEN (generic term) OF GREATNESS to
Canada is likely to bring together all of the most exconfront that which IS for what it IS and rise-up in
plosive devices needed to form the worst dramatic
strength to overcome and reclaim rightful ownership of
property-be
it physical or SPIRITUAL.
How many
“cocktail” ever for the breakup of a country.
MEN (generk term) OF GREATNESS MIGHT THERE BE?
-Considering all of these basic facts with a whole
lot of the most reliable and unprecedented
other
sources, it is then possible to state that the 1997
planned events in Canada are REAL since the breakup
of Canada has been part of the NW0 agenda to trigger
the NW0 government implementation throughout the
world. In the eyes of the Elite, Canada is first on their
list, and the U.S. is second.
-Some people usually ask if I am a reporter related
BY
to some known newspapers or if I work alone. I can
answer that I work for the International Free Press
GYEORGOS CERFS HATONN
Agency in Canada and that I am also an official forA PHOENIX JOURNAL
eign press correspondent for the U.S. and Australia in
( ~0 1
Canada. I am also a regular member of the very off&
cial Canadian Association of Journalists and the Canadian Committee to Protect Journalists, both located
in Ottawa, Canada.
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Canada. They are “re-building and strengthening rail.; road tracks for the anticipated heavy use of railway
T
~.,~.
mm
,#, ,N~~~
: 1;;. aesk~,:
transportation of incoming military personnel from the
West Coast” (both Russian and Chinese forces) as well
as transporting military vehicles and armaments and
..
.‘:..::‘:, food supplies. New tracks are also being laid between
. . .:.
..
.”
border states and Canada.
Those people who are arrested as resisters or dissil/7/97
DR. AL OVERHOLT
AMERICA by Russian/NW0 FORCES are progressing
rapidly in Canada! As candidly admitted to me by dents will also be transported in specially prepared
THE
FINAL
INVASION
many Canadians (including author and lecturer Grant prisoner boxcars to the death camps already established
OF THE
U.S.??
Jeffery of Final Warning and many other books ex- near the border, such as the one near Cut Bank, MT.
plaining the coming New World Order takeover) Canada The death camp outside of Cut Bank has been conveFrom the INTERNET, 12/96, [quoting:]
is totally sold out to the NW0 and its heinous agenda of niently located right off a major AMTRACK express
line in the anticipation of transporting resisters and
The following, about a possible planned “invasion” world domination. [See related Front Page story.]
America has long been a thorn in the flesh of NW0 dissidents conveniently to their deaths by rail.
of the U.S., is, I know, the sort of alarmist thing one
Reports have been received from INTEL sources
hears from time to time, Yet it ties in with other events planners, because of our Christian and patriot heritage
and its isolation from Europe. With little over three nationwide which indicate that certain boxcars are
to make it not readily dismissible.
(1) U, S. forces sent to Bosnia, not here in the USA years left to move this Western Hemisphere into their quietly being renovated from the inside so that they can
to protect us.
NW0 agenda by the year 2000, they are making rapid be used for prisoner transport to such death camps..
Preparations noted by eye-witnesses include shack(2) U.S. forces going to Zaire, further diminishing
use of Canada’s willingness to betray America into
les being bolted into the walls to restrain those taken
national security.
their control.
How is this taking place? Canada has opened her prisoner until they reach their final destination. From
(3) Gulf War Syndrome, decimating U.S. military.
(4) Gradual infiltration (known) of German mili- doors wide to NW0 military forces, including GER- our intelligence source in Florida, we know that Rustary into the U.S.
MAN, RUSSIAN AND CHINESE. As Grant Jeffery Sian train engineer experts are already being trained in
Like I say, the following might be only alarmist admitted to me personally one month ago, “we have how to operate American engines and how our rail
claptrap.
more German militarv forces in Canada now than system functions...
Russian railway procedures differ from American.
Then again.. . . _.*caveat lector*. This means, “reader we do Canadian militarv force% [emphasis mine]!”
beware.” In other words, it is up to the reader to form Indeed, for next to Dease Lake, Canada, Germans have At least fifty Russian engineers are in training presher/his own judgements as to the following. [End quot- been handed a military air base for their use. They are ently in Jacksonville, Florida. Many others are apparactively practicing bombing and strafing runs for the ently being trained in other locations as well.
Ml
Already seen being transported on these train lines
From: Stop All Federal Abuses Now! S.A.F.A.N. coming Invasion of America...much as they are doing
Internet Newsletter, No. 129, November 15, 1996
down at Holloman AFB, which has been permanently
are huge power generators to various locations in
Canada, in anticipation of the planned power outages
turned over to the Germans (in New Mexico).
COMING
INVASION
OF AMERICA
The traitorous NW0 elements within our own gov- that will be triggered deliberately both in Canada and
emment are fully aware of the motives of these German America as the planned takeover methodically takes
INTERNET:
Posted by Roger D. Cravens
NW0 forces both in Canada and America and welcome place.
Incredibly, we now have information that JAZi em(rbg@CCDOSAl.EM.CDC.GOV
their presence into the Western Hemisphere as part of
The following is most of the message printed in the the solution to subduing patriotic Americans who sim- pAa& mine. below. 1 the Russians have finally SUCThe Prophecy CZub Newsletter from Intelligence sources ply refuse to surrender national sovereignty to a foreign ceeded in bridninw the can between Siberia and
Alaska through a vast underwround tunnel!
in Canada- and New England, [quoting:]
power.
Although documented in more than one new opaper
Preparations
for the COMING INVASION OF
Russian and Chinese forces are also very active in
report in Western Canada, the American news uedig
has remained silent on this feat. Russian civilians
{???I are known to be cominn thru this tunnel. 100
PLANNING
SESSION
FOR THE
per month. ~1~s heavv militarv artillery
ONE WORLD
RELIGION??
&Is ~.there is vet another tunnel thd has been
built from Siberia to Northern Caaada. this one
From THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, 12/20/96, [quoting:]
being used for railroad transoortation DurDoses.
The extent of the American Government’s betrayal
of her citizens can be further evidenced in the fact that
these Chinese and Russian forces are receivinp Davment for their Dre-invasion activities through the
International Monetarv Fund... issued on American
Government checks.
In anticipation of the coming invasion from Russia
and China, Canada has even gone so far as to disband
its Western Coast Guard Division, thus they are open to
Vatican
amphibious invasion forces.
visit
According to our veteran intelligence source in
New England, the Chinese are very much anticipating
PopeJohnPaulll
an amphibious invasion of America from the West.
This was openly evidenced recently through the presentation of a documentary report over the BBC television
in London which detailed amphibious assault forces
practicing war maneuvers and strategy in the Formosa
Straits.
When BBC newsmen were permitted to interview
wapwNt3WY~tiS
these soldiers in training, they repeatedly asked them
they-.ltwas
the following question. “What are you preparing to use
their 5th tlleeting.
this training for?” The shocking, consistent reply was
lhe2-ule
“FOR THE COMING INVASION OF AMERICA!”
‘~oftenslonand
When it became clear that a gaff in security was
created
by airing this broadcast over television in Ensuffering’among
AMsin&usalem,
gland, its scheduled re-broadcast for the next day in
ttreV&aflS&l.
London was hastily cancelled.
JSueculate no more on the susdcious suicide of
Admiral Michael Boorda. I was informed he waq
terminated because of his refusal to eoouerate in the
covert elan bv our traitorous NW0 forces within our
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own government to assist in the coming invasion of
America. When he refused to eo alone with the ulan
to covertlv brine Chinese forces into America throuPb
use of our own Navv vessels, orders were riven from
on high to terminate him.)
The message is clear. This message is to inform
those who may not know the magnitude of the New
World Order and its massive agenda.
Be wise and investigate for vourselves. We are
not getting the truth from agents of government.
Examples are Vietnam, Waco, Ruby Ridge, Militias, TWA800, Oklahoma, etc. Beware and prepare!
God Bless America. ]We crrtuinlv won’t slop it
withou2 His hcb. 1
We need his blessing.
Reply to: SafanNews@aol.com
http://feustel.mixi.net
[End quoting]
ARE WE GOING TO WAKE UP IN TIME
TO STOP THIS??
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ties”, national financial crisis as a result of massive
budget cuts, national social crisis blamed upon Militia
and Religious Groups before the end of 1997.. . 1 million
patriotic Americans who may resist the New World
Order and Americans who are not “politically correct”
already
listed
and
targeted
to
be
are
arrested...(Specifically
mentioned are Christian followers of those who run talk-shows throughout the
country and Churches not under federal control)...
Very high secretive United Nations Military
Plans.. .Never released before.. .TOP CONFIDENTIAL
at high political level...also concern RUSSIAN AND
FOREIGN TROOPS DEPLOYMENT AND OCCUPATION OF U.S. TERRITORY under United Nations Military Command...FEMA-U.N. Multi-Jurisdictional Police/military operation “to neutralize all
Patriotic and Christian Organizations in America
before the end of 1997”... . ..FEMA cancelled their
scheduled Aug./Sept. 1996 “exercises” and changed it
to the period between Jan./March 1997 which link to
“PHILADELPHIA
PHASE
III”
“PHILADELPHIA PHASE III” to start in Eastern
Canada during the same period...High-ranking
politi(COUNTDOWN
TO THE
1997
cians and military involved.. . Strong link between main
NORTHERN
SHOWDOWN)
roads to be used by foreign troops stationed in Mexico
The following articles are excerpts taken from and Canada and Detention facilities areas, Biodiversity
advertisement flyers put out by Serge Monast. [Again, areas, some Military bases and railroad centers... [End
see Front Page story, the last reportfrom Serge.] They quoting]
have short news-bites of verv interesting information
COUNTDOWN
TO THE
that I feel is worth uonderine. Also see
1997 NORTHERN
SHOWDOWN
For those who haven’t heard yet-Serge
Monast
was indirectly deaded recently for his daring exposes of
Excerpted from RED ALERT REPORT, Aug. ‘96,
the Elite. His son was kidnapped shortly befc .e he was
deaded, also because of his exposing their dastardly
[quoting:]
International cross-checking verified sources and
deeds and plans to make most of us their slaves. SOON!!
I don’t have any information whether or not any of other absolute reliable and “uimrecedented” sources of
his reoorts are available since he has transitioned to the documentation [DATED JUNE 19961 tell us that this
time is for “REAL”. No fiction, no imagination, no
heavenly realms. -Al
process of deduction, the “TOP SECRET” scenario we
now have in onr hands is just bevond evervthink ever
FEMA:
RED IRON
PLAN
imagined before. We can surely state that no one else
NATIONWIDE
STATE OF EMERGENCY
NATIONAL
STATE
anywhere has the “FULL COMPLETE PICTURE” with
SOVEREIGNTY
ENDANGERED..
.
all accurate details of what has been carefully planned
at the highest level of the world Politics and Economic
Excerpted from THE INTERNATIONAL
FREE Elite for something (BIG) to happen in 1997 which will
PRESS AGENCY “‘REPORT”, 12196, [quoting:]
disrupt life of millions of people.
FORWARDED MESSAGE:
With full, well documented documents strongly
From: U.N. Military Confidential Source.
supported by various serious unknown Politics and
Sender:
lnt’l Free Press Agency-aDnrova1
Military hard evidence files copies and actual docuoffice-Fax 1 (819) 888-2949
ments for a major prearranged “Chaos”, WE KNOW:
Reply to: lnt’l Free Press Agency, Fax: l(819) 888“WHY, HOW and WHEN unexpected political tur2949
moil will occur in Canada in early 19977 [UnprecTo: Please forward this crucial information to all edented unknown Political Crisis in Eastern Canada.]
networks-World,
National
(Nobody yet outside Quebec is aware of what is
Date: December 3rd, 1996; Time 15:00 GMT
coming ahead in 1997).
EXTREMELY URGENT...
* WHY, HOW and WHEN a “DECLARATION OF
RED ALERT CONFIRMED HIGH U.N. SENSI- A NATIONAL STATE OF EMERGENCY” in the
TIVE MILITARY INFORMATION
U.S. will emerge during night time, and which are the
NOTE: PLEASE PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO 19 States that will be placed under “MARTIAL LAW”?
THIS ONE...KNOW THAT FOREIGN TROOPS ARE
* WHAT will be the precise “MILITARY AGENDA”
IN STANDBY . . .THEY ARE DAGGERS POINTED AT in the targeted States for FEMA, Foreign UN Battle
THE
HEART
OF GUR HGMELAND
AND ‘Groups, FINCEN, MJTF and BATF troops?
SOCIETY...THlS
IS REAL...THAT’S
ONLY THE
* WHAT are the names of these-people-in
BEGINNING.. .RED IRON FEMA PREPAREDCanada, in the U.S. and throughout the world who
NESS...
planned and finalized the 1997 scenario??
You might think you knew something. Beware of
FEMA: RED IRON FEMA PLAN/NATIONWIDE
what you always think which might not be this time
STATE OF EMERGENCY/NATIONAL
STATE SOV- what will really happen.
EREIGNTY ENDANGERED...
* KNOWLEDGE IS THE BEST PROTECTION.
* NO ONE CAN PROTECT THEMSELVES IF
STORM WARNING IN AMERICA...
THEY ARE UNAWARE HOW THEIR RIGHTS ARE
Department of the Army, FEMA, FBI, BATF, State THREATENED. [End quoting]
.
and Local Police and other Federal Agencies
Involved...the R-EMAP regions correspond exactly, by
RECENT
NEWS
FROM
THE
location and number, to the FEMA regions...R-EMAP,
PARTISAN
RANGERS
OF OHIO
an EPA program, stands for Regional EMAP...UN’s
Global Biodiversity Assessment (GBA) for UN’s ForExcerpted from Serge Monast’s International Free
eign Troops Global Training Centers 62 Detention Fa- Press Agency, “THEPARTISAN RANGERS OF OHIO”,
cilities Areas.. .Bring about national disaster by all 8/14/96, [quoting:]
means, social unjustified unrest into “Black communiUnited States Military Command Office...
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(Maj. Gen. Darren Day)
CANADA:
On August 14, 1996, the Canadian Serge Monast
was interviewed on the Steve Quayle SW radio program
(9400); our Col. Watchman supplied a summary as
follows:
“The Russian ID system is probing before invasion
to test the strength of police units; create havoc, such as
riots, to see what the reaction is; see the reaction of the
people; create confrontations with the militia and Patriot groups to test their response. The East Coast is
the start of this invasion.
New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia, brand new unit specializing in “search and
weather and Arctic-preseizure”, “roundups”-cold
The 82nd Airborne, Mountain Division,
pared.
Watertown, NY, same preparedness-with
these two
units they can close off the St. Lawrence sea-way.
Invasion routes: from Nova Scotia through Maine,
across the borders.
* “The Champion Paper Co. is cutting [trees] on
the mountains closest to the Canadian border, creating
a clear area to the border before the mountains. They’re
also spreading herbicides.
“Satellite motion-sensor
detection equipment to be installed in area.”
* “Phase One of Project Philadelphia is about twothirds completed: rise in prices, shortages of food,
power outages, civil unrest.. .expect a price doubling in
your staple food items.
* “Phase two-Weather
manipulations, food shortages.. .
* “Phase Three-Quebec
Hydro shutdown; this is
the 6th largest electric power [plonr] in the world, and
East
of’
the
electricity
controls
all
Mississippi....Scheduled
to go down any time from
Jan./March (probably after the U.S. Presidential inauguration).
An “induced” outage during the cold of
winter would create the most hardships and be a major
“emergency” crisis condition.. . .
* “(NOTE: FEMA cancelled their scheduled Aug./
Sept. *exercises” and changed-it to the period between Jan.-March 1997).
* “There were two very high ranking Quebec hydro
engineers aboard RON BROWN’s plane. Keep your
eyes on Canada. [End quoting]
1996-97
Excerpted

SPECIAL

REPORT

from Serge Monast’s THE INTERNAALERT REPORT, Sept. 8,1996,

TIONAL FREEPRESS

[quoting:]
According to our latest source of information dated
September the 8th, 1996, everything has now been set
for political tension to culminate to this breaking point
for early 1997 in Eastern part of Canada. (New emerging fights about language situation between French and
English-speaking population strongly arose last week.
Added to the fast economic disintegration and the
coming hard winter due to “planned weather manipulations” provide all of the ingredients needed for the
successful result of “PHILADELPHIA PHASE III”.)
For all of those who are not accustomed to the
Canadian political situation and its coming enormous
consequences on the United States economic and politics, it is then a “MUST” for each one to be kept
informed if they do not want to be caught by surprise in
an inextricable situation. No need to say that these
“Philadelphia Phase III” first stages are not part of a
trifling scenario but rather the “bottom line” for the
implementation
of the New World Order all over
America with U.N. special foreign troops deployment
that will be coming out from Northern Canada to cover
the entire territory.
The COUNTDOWN has now started. It is up to
each of you to be prepared or to hide in fear. But hiding
will not stop the process in progress nor will it prevent
you to suffer the consequences if you chose not to care
about what’s ahead. In the 30s most of the people
refused to hear those who knew. In the 40s most of
them ended up in a deep despair while they were on
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their way to camps. What is your answer when you
know that only the “TRUTH SHALL MAKE YOU
FREE”? The choice is yours. [End quoting]
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I am intolerant of the fact the federal government
(state) wants to take our guns.
I am intolerant of the fact the state wants to listen
to my phone calls and read my e-mail.
“RED IRONI am intolerant about police having the right to stop
FEMA PLAN”
me at anytime and search my car.
I am intolerant that police have the right to come
Excerpted from THE INTERNATIONAL
FREE into my house under the guise of probable cause.
PRESS AGENCY ‘REPORT”,
12/96, [quoting:]
I am intolerant that the state thinks they are the
Very high secretive United Nations Military
best parents for my children.
I am intolerant to the fact that the state has control
information.. .Never released before.. .TOP CONPIDENTIAL at high political level...concern RUSSIAN OC- over the weather.
CUPATION OF U.S. Multi-Jurisdictional
Police/miliI am intolerant that the state has control over the
tary operation with foreign troops “to neutralize all coming food shortage.
Patriotic Organizations in America before the end of
I am intolerant that genocide was committed oti our
military during Desert Storm and the state is not doing
1997”...
FEMA cancelled their scheduled Aug./Sept. 1996 anything to help the victims.
I am intolerant to the fact that AIDS and other such
“exercises: and changed it to the period between January-March
1997 which link to “PHILADELPHIA
diseases were made in a lab to reduce the population.
I am intolerant to the fact the state wants to put a
PHASE III” to start in Eastern Canada during the same
period.. .High ranking
politicians
and military
computer chip in me so they can keep tabs on me [and
involved...Which will be the main highways to be used control hey through mind-controlfiequencies).
I am intolerant to Americans being slaughtered by
from Mexico+Mexico
is now on theedge of a major
the state and the state gets away with it.
social/political crisis due to famine). [End quoting]
I am intolerant that our national parks are being
turned over as property of the United Nations.
STOP
ALL
If this makes me a horrible person, so be it. -Paula
FEDERAL
ABUSES
NOW!
[End quoting]
She really knows how to nut it succiactlv. Thank
From S.A.F.A.N. INTERNET NEWSLETTER, No.
you. Paula!!
121, November 5, 1996, [quoting:]
PAULA’S CORNER: By Paula Demers (Rdy4Battle)
STATE
RECORDING
Hi Folks. My friend Bob Grimes, who owns the
NORMAL
SEASON
“Give Me Liberty”,
allows me to have a column,
FOR FLU,
OFFICIALS
SAY
besides the research columns I do, so that I can basitally “run my mouth”. I usually don’t send much I put
Excerpted from THE DAILY NEWS, Los Angeles,
in the “Liberty” over the Net when I first write it.. .for
the sake of his subscribers...but
I had to “run my 12/29/96, [quoting:]
Lots of colds andviruses are masquerading as the
mouth”. The movement against those awful, intolerant, unloving patriots, Christians and militias is get- flu this year.
ting worse. It’s kind of hard to answer the folks that
Despite an abundance of stuffv noses and sore
have a problem with those awful criminals...1 mean, throats [emphasis mine], the state is experiencing “a
those criminals have no “love” and no “compassion”.
very average season” for influenza, said Dr. Robert
(I wrote this column to help the new folks in giving Murray, an epidemiologist with the Division of Comanswers to people who accuse them of being “awful, municable Disease Control of the California Departintolerant and unloving”.)
ment of Health Services JAn Elite oromzaanda urm for
I have been accused of being “intolerant”.
Am I? the CDC.1.
You bet!
As of Friday, California had confirmed the outI am intolerant of a public school system that is breaks in institutional settings such as nursing homes
brainwashing children against the values we, as par- or juvenile detention centers, Murray said.
ents, try to instill in them.
People often mistakenly believe they have come
I am intolerant of sex being pushed onchildren who down with the flu. [Tell me, please, what difference
don’t have a chance to be children.
does it make if you have all the symptoms of theflu,
I am intolerant of the murder of the unborn babies but tke doctors give it another name so they can say
who feel the pain of being murdered.
there isnojlu
epidemic??
Ihopeyou
are wise enough
I am intolerant of the fact that I am supposed to by now to know that renaming something is an old, old
agree with others’ t‘sexual preference”, yet I am not propaganda trick of all potential dictators.].
allowed to have my own.
“There are 100 to 200 other viruses, many of
I am intolerant of affirmative action; which should which cause influenzalike symptoms,” Murray
be an insult to any intelligent person who is a part of it. said.
I am intolerant of the fact that you can’t even turn
Doctors are seeing a lot of respiratory vion the TV without seeing witchcraft, occultism and sex ruses,” said Dr. Alvin Nelson, public health
on every channel.
physician for Long Beach, where there has been
I am intolerant of being called a racist or bigot just one reported flu case this season. [End
because I believe in the Constitution.
quoting]
I am intolerant of the fact that the only beliefs that
I hope you caught that word REPORTED.
are “politically correct” are everything that is opposite Can you really believe that there was only one
of Christianity and morality.
case-which
they are indicating to you-of inI am intolerant of women and children being vic- fluenza in a large city like Long Beach, CA and
timized by rape.
especially in the month of December?? They
I am intolerant of the fact that violent criminals really think we are nincompoops and idiots,
and sex offenders are let out on the street while patriots, don’t they??
who don’t attack anyone, are arrested and considered
I hope I’m not the only one to see the
“terrorists”.
contrived propaganda in this story. Those in
I am intolerant of the fact that most Americans (the California: how many of your family or friends
church in particular) are asleep as to what is going on have been down with the flu recently? I venture
in our country and don’t want to know.
to say many of them from what I’ve read, heard
I am intolerant of some of the insulting mail I get and seen in the past several weeks-furtherthat accuses me of being “hate filled”, without one more, tens of thousands elsewhere.
Do you
piece of evidence to back up their accusations.
smell damage control in the above news item-
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coveriar UD their dirtv work?
FAA REGULATION
INVADES
PRIVACY
Excerpted from THEANCHORAGE DAILY NEWS,
Anchorage,
Alaska,
Letter to editor,
12/?/96,
[quoting:]
Have you heard about the new government regulations which mandate that you obtain a permit to fly?
Before you are granted permission to travel you will be
required to fill out a government form and submit it,
along with a $100 processing fee, six to eight weeks
before the intended departure date. Why? For security
reasons, of course.
Well, this particular regulation has not been implemented just yet. But it will be. Why? Because too
many Americans act like sheep.
FAA bureaucrats decreed that we must present our
identification papers before we fly, for security reasons. Do. we challenge this nonsense? Do we cite
Alaska’s strong constitutional
prohibitions against
unreasonable searches or seizures in Section 141
If you refuse to show your identification, you will
be defending your legal rights and you are to be saluted.
Those of you who meekly comply simply encourage
further illegal invasions of our privacy. FAA bureaucrats are seriously contemplating beginning electronic
strip searches. Passengers will be bombarded with Xrays until an unclothed image of their body appears on
a security monitor. A minimum-wage security dork
will then closely study the image until they decide they
either like what they see, or, oh yeah, determine that a
security threat doesn’t exist.
Your constitutional rights can only exist if you
assert them. -Keith Peirce, Fairbanks [End quoting]
If you want to travel, it looks like you’re going to
find you have to do pretty much what they ask because
the masses of people are not willing to protest. The
goon squads will make examples of you who do openly
protest. I’ll repeat what I’ve said before-the
ONLY
way we are going to win this battle is with knovrledge
and WISDOM IN THE USE OF IT AND MOST IMPORTANT IS THE ASKING FOR. AND THE USE OF,
GOD’S HELP!!
STORMS

OF

LIFE

From GUIDEPOSTS, P.O. Box 1479, Carmel, NY
10512, [quoting:]
How often we look upon God as our last and feeblest
resource. We go to Him because we have nowhere else
to go. And then we learn that the storms of life have
driven us, not upon the rocks, but into the desired
haven. -George MacDonald [End quoting]
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Editor ‘s note: The following remarkable dissertation was recently relayed to CONTACT by diligent
reader JHR. He extracted it from the Internet and, as
usual, there is no way to verify the accuracy of this
information.
However. from a scientific perspective,
there are points made herein which are quite plausible.
Moreover, while these particular
details may not tell
the whole story behind the downing of TWA Flight 800
(since it does not suggest a weaponry use angle foe
say, ‘political” purposes of murder of some key people
who may have been aboard that flight), this document
at least helps to open a public forum toward realpossibilities in physics which you anon t likely to hear about on
either the evening news or the Discovery channel!
Such information may help to put into perspective
why weather control and earthquake
detonations
are
such “old hat”.
Our earlier discussion of this topic
appeared in the 10/8/96 issue of CONTACT. -E.Y.

[Quoting:]
The real reason TWA Flight 800 was destroyed.
Pierre Salinger, respected journalist and former
press secretary for the Kennedy Administration, was
convinced to go public with a document posted on the
Internet by a person “inside the Government” who has
high-level connections to the TWA Flight 800 investigation. The document in que$tion described the release of a missile from a Navy ship with an Axis Missile system in a Navy exercise area off the coast of New York’s
Long Island in an area known as Warning Area-105
I have information regarding the real information
hidden within the document. I cannot reveal my identity for fear of endangering my life.
Several witnesses on the night of the explosion,
including the pilot of a New York Air National Guard
plane, reported the sighting of “an orange streak of
light” descending toward Flight 800. Some have speculated this to be a missile, others a meteor and some
conspiracy people have suggested a UFO. None of the
above of are true. The truth of this matter will be so
startling that you will not believe it at first reading
but you will eventually have to accept it as fact.
The “streak of light” was an electromagnetic temporal ribbon that sliced through the atmosphere on the
night of July 17, 1996. This ribbon was created as a
result of the conjunction of several top-secret government scientific experiments involving Einstein’s Unified Field Theory (UFT) and the effects of high electromagnetic f&quency waves on portions of the atmosphere
to warp into existence a rifl in the space-time continuum.
At $00 p.m. Eastern Daylight Time, two large
antenna arrays, the first one, in the state of Alaska,
known as the High-frequency Active Aurora1 Research
Project (H.A.A.RP.) and the second, in Norway, known
as European Incoherent Scatter Radar site (EISCAT),
were activated to study the creation of temporal anomalies in the Earth’s atmosphere by altering the magnetosphere of the Earth in a way to cause such intense fields
of magnetic compression within an area as to warp a
rift into the space-time continuum. The purpose of the
project was to create this rift to study Einstein’s Unified Field Theory. Several sites across the Earth were
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selected for the creation of the rift in areas away from
civilian centers and airline traffic.
The target area was to be over the center of the
Atlantic Ocean and was to be studied by top-secret
Military Atmospheric Information Satellites (MAIS).
Several other attempts at this experiment failed due to
miscalculations within the internal sub-processors of
at least three Cray-3 super computers stored at the
H.A.A.R.P. site. Once the sub-processors within the
Cray-3s were replaced and several maintenance and
calibration checks were performed, the system was at
full operation on the night of July 17, 1996. The facilities of H. A. A.R.P. in Alaska and EISCAT in Norway were simultaneously put into operation.
Once the experiment was started, the rift was created; it was only visible to the MAIS satellites and the
American and European Governments’ scientific personnel stationed at H.A.A.R.P. and EISCAT. This experiment was a success until TWA Flight 800 intersected with an invisible “tempyral axis” left permanently in place by two previous experiments by the U.S.
Government to study Einstein’s Unified Field Theory.
If a line were drawn across the Earth to connect these
two sites of previous experiments, one end of the line
would end in Philadelphia Harbor in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, and the other in Montauk, Long Island.
Philadelphia Harbor was the location of a Unified
Field theory experiment on August 15, 1943, known
as the “Philadelphia Experiment”. A Navy Destroyer
Escort known as the U.S.S. Eldridge (DE 173) was
outfitted with large electromagnetic Tesla coils for an
The first
experiment involving “radar invisibility”.
test of the ship was a success, but a second test on that
fateful day would prove fatal to many crew members
who manned the ship. According to classified ON1
(Office of Naval Intelligence) files, the U.S.S. Eldridge
underwent a dramatic change once the experiment was
under way. The ship was surrounded by a green haze
of electromagnetic energy and the Eldridge vanished
in splaying light into the space-time continuum.
Echoes of the Eldridge were scattered all over the
space time continuum, both in the past and the future,
in the proximity of both high electromagnetic fields
and temporal distortion fields. One echo appeared in
the previous port of the Eldridge, Norfolk, Virginia.
The ship reappeared in Philadelphia with several crew
members burned, some phased and combined with the
superstructure of the ship, and, others who vanished or
were able to walk through walls, and one man apparently traveled through time to the year 1984, as you
will see later.
Several more echoes of the Eldridge have appeared
since 1943 and would be significant in the events that
followed later.
A second experiment to study Einstein’s Unified
Field Theory took place in Montauk, Long Island, in
the summer of 1984. This experiment was meant to be
an improvement on the original Philadelphia Experiment. This project would also have the consequences
that would endanger the Earth itself. The experiment
was activated and in hyper-dimensional space, which
has no time whatsoever, the effect of the Montauk
Project intersected with the effects of the Philadelphia
Experiment. A vortex was opened up between the years
1943 and 1984.
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An echo of the U.S.S. Eldridge appeared and vanished. One of the sailors from the Eldridge
was
stranded in the year 1984 at Montauk. According to
scientists working on the Montauk Project, the vortex
between Montauk and Philadelphia was staying open
because it was still being controlled by the generators
powering the electromagnetic coils on the Eldridge in
1943. If the vortex had stayed open, the 1984 Earth
would have been pulled into hyperdimensonal space
and destroyed as it passed through the vortex and collided with the 1943 Earth. The sailor from the Eldridge
was convinced to go back through the vortex to the
U.S.S. Eldridge in i943 and shut down the generators.
He went back and destroyed several vacuum tube arrays for the circuity running the 1943 experiment. He
then vanished, never to be seen again.
Although the vortex was closed between Philadelphia 1943 and Mont&
1984, a permanent “temporal
axis” was left between the two sites, stretching from
Philadelphia, across New Jersey and across the Atlantic Ocean, just ten miles south of Long Island, until it
reached Montauk. Now we get to July 17, 1996.
As TWA Flight 800 was rising to 13,000 feet, it
was also intersecting, with this “temporal axis”. At
the moment TWA Flight 800 intersected, the transponder was continuously sending a signal to JFK International Tower, giving its location on the Air Traffic
Control Screens. This signal was at the exact same
harmonic frequency as the temporal distortion caused
by H.A.A.RP. and EISCAT over the Atlantic. The ternporal distortion became naturally attracted to the harmanic signal emanating from the TWA’s transponder
and “quantum leaped” from its original site to cross
the “temporal axis” at a 90 degree angle, at the exact
point in which TWA Flight 800 intersected with it.
An orange streak of light became visible as the temporal distortion appeared from its quantum leap and
then shortened its length down to the plane from ‘both
directions. The rift tore through the plane, destroying
the transponder and causing a massivti explosion of
molten metal that punctured the center fuel tank. This
is why some witnesses say the streak of light came from
above (the meteor theory) or it rose from below (the
missile theory) and why there has been no evidence of
a bomb, missile or mechanical failure. The first “booming” sound heard by witnesses was the temporal rift
destroying the center fuel tank, and the second sound
was the wing tanks beginning to explode.
The destruction of the center fuel tank caused the
chain reaction

explosion

throughout

the fuel tanks in

the wings while the plane plummeted to the Atlantic,
killing all 230 people on board. At the exact same
moment of the destruction of Flight 800, an echo of
the U.S.S. Eldridge appeared on the Atlantic, 13,000
feet directly underneath the plane. The Eldridge appearance explains why there were reports of a ship in
the area near Flight 800 and then discounted by the
government as conjecture by the media.
There have been periodic aftereffects of this juncture, with the most recent reappearance of the rift appear& near a Pakistani airliner on November 16, 1996
while it followed the same path as Flight 800. The
transponder of the Pakistani Airliner temporarily reactivated the temporal rift.
The riA was activated again by a Canadian Airlines 747 on December 13, 1996.
The current news stories are telling us that there
was a spark near an air conditioning unit (what the
hell does air conditioning have to do with the center
fuel tank anyway?) that set off the explosion. What’s
not being told is that the “spark” the authorities are
not telling us about is the rupture in the space-time
continuum.
This is the true story that needs to be told, and the
doors must be opened on the secrecy surrounding top
secret Unified Field Theory projects before more deaths
are caused.
Let the truth be known.
[End of quoting]
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der this Federal Advisory Committee Act. We need an
old fashioned President, House and Senate, who can
Law, law, law and more law. So much law is go- read and uphold their respective oaths to protect and
ing around, it sort of makes one think-the
law is defend the Constitution.
breaking the law, and that is exactly what is going on.
We need elected judges in our courts! These presiHere we already have a Constitution of and for the dential appointees are corrupt, they follow their direcUnited States. That Constitution is law. Even more tions from the one who appointed them, and do so unimportant:
That Constitution
is a contract!
It sets der the Federal Advisory Committee Act. The Presithe rules, guidelines, parameters, boundaries, confines,
dent of the United States, his wife, his cabinet, and
and constrictures, for our federal and state represenour Congress and Senate are approximately
90%
tatives’ “ authority” over the people. The same goes American Bar Association Members. They have, with
for that numbskull in the White House, and all other deliberate intent, caused Statutory Law (Admiralty
little collective
numbskulls,
which is called the Law) to override andoverthrow our constitutional CornPresident’s Cabinet; for everyone keeps on keepin’
mon Law of our contracted constitutional
law and
on-making
laws which do not conform, nor are in sought to destroy our old Constitution by and though a
pursuance (look that word up) to the Constitutian of collective effort of state and federal representatives,
and for the United States (and which violate Article
President and Cabinet, accompliced by the American
VI, of the grandfathered Constitution).
Bar Association.
We pay those representatives to represent us. We
Don’t just think about it. Go and get The Rise And
do not pay them to misrepresent us.
Fall of the Third Reich, pages 66 1-664. “Frank was a
He
U.S. Representatives, Mssrs. John Shadegg of Ari- typical example of the Nazi intellectual gangster.
joined the party in 1927, soon after his graduation from
zona and Senator Spencer Abraham of Michigan,
somehow came up with a bright idea. They introduced
law school, and quickly made a reputation as the legal
Joint Resolution HR 2270 and S 1039 respectively
light (legal brains) of the movement. Nimble to the
which would require any proposed legislation to list, arts and especially to music, he became a power in the
chapter and verse, the constitutional authority support- legal profession after. the Nazis assumed office, serving such proposed legislation.
ing ‘first as Bavarian Minister of Justice, then
Reichminister without Portfolio and president of the
Academy of Law and of the German Bar Association.”

THINK ABOUT
THAT ONE!

The law is already an act of Congress, it is called
the Constitution of and for the United States, Article
VI. In case they have not read the old Act of Congress’ Article VI, it contains three (3) sections/clauses.
A clue is the word pursuance.
It appears that it’s too
much trouble to go back and read the original.
These hirelings would do better jobs if they repealed all those repugnant laws which they were so
eager to pass, which are not in pursuance to or with
the laws of the Constitution.
An excellent beginning
would be to repeal the Federal Advisory Committee
Act. We don’t need a dictator-which
is allowed un-

FRANK & ERNEST

’

THINK ABOUT IT!
The Key Is The
Bar Association
Members.
Historically, nation after nation has fallen by the
encroachments of this Bar Association and its members. Our founding fathers were almost certain it had
been done away with in the American Colonies when
they were considering a central government.
It was
not called the Bar Association in those days. It was
called the Amphictomony League, and the Aeghean
League. The same old ruse of knowledge of the law.
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then they set up legal associations or member affrliates, which later became known as the American and
State Bar Associations. The next move is and was to
throw out the civil laws (our state and federal constitutional laws), and replace constitutional laws with
statutory laws such as evidenced in all courts today.
When the American people cry out in open court for
constitutional rights, the bench will not even acknowledge the Constitution to which the court and bench are
bound by the Article VI oath: “To uphold, protect and
defend”.
These appointed judges on OUTbenches of our alleged duly constituted courts, make a mockery of our
constitutional rights, and force statutory law upon the
American People, in blatant defiance of the contract of
constitutions [state and federal] for the Law of the
Land.
Judges, with full knowledge of the difference between the Law of the Sea (Admiralty/Statutory
Law),
with precise and predetermined collusive and conspiratorial methods, defy the Constitution and the people,
and falsely impose Admiralty/Statutory Law upon those
who Cry out for constitutional law rights, and openly
defy said rights by declaring in open court: “You have
no rights in this Court!” Gf course not. Not under
Admiralty/Statutory
Law, which is a proponent of
Rhodian Principles: “Take anything in its pathway, as
long as there is no law to stop it!” The caveat is that
constitutional law is the Law of the Land. Admiralty/
Statutory Law stops at the high tide mark.
These judges on our benches in our courts know
tit11well the rights of the people are guaranteed by contract contained in the Bill ofRights. This is’also known
by our duly elected representatives.
Then one has to
ask the ultimate question: For what Purpose and intent did the founding fathers include the original Thirteenth Amendment into the Bill of Rights?
Their reasons are cited in the Declaration of IndeThese acts defined and declared as acts
pendence.
against humanities by the king and his representatives,
known as the English Bar Association. This wi s back
in 1774. THINK ABOUT IT!
This German Bar Association President, Frank,
Hitler’s favorite of the Elite Nazi movement, along with
Himmler and Heydrich, did destroy the old Constitution of “Germany, set up their own Nazi government,
made their own laws, and summarily sentenced “the
men/women capable of leadership.
Those following
them must be eliminated in their turn. There [according to Frank’s diary found mid-May 1945 by Lt. Walter
Stein of the U.S. Seventh Army in Frank’s apartment,
at the hotel Berghof near Neuhas in Bavaria] is no need
to burden the Reich with this...no need to send these
elements to Reich concentration camps.”
Per The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich, pages
662-663, this German Bar Association president/SS
Leader/Nazi decided, on his own, to exterminate all
Jews. “As far as the Jews are concerned, I want to tell
you quite frankly that they must be done away with in
one way or the other....Gentlemen,
I must ask you to
rid yourself of all feeling of pity. We must annihilate
the Jews,” Frank said.
Primarily, Frank’s job was supposed to be squeezing food and supplies and forced labor out of Poland,
and liquidating the intelligentsia. The code name for
this operation was “Extraordinary Pacification Action”.
(This book is highly recommended to be reread, judging from what is going on in the U.S. in these times,
for it appears step-by-step, methodical, identical methods are once again in preparation for this country.)
You see, this time it’s the useless eaters: The ones
which this Amphictonomy League, Aeghean Council/
League, International Bar Association, member Bar
groups and affiliate members have targeted for this ageold, everlasting peace, Third Reich (1000 years of everlasting peace); and now the One World Order, the
overthrow of not only the United States, but the global
society of nations.
Throughout
the ages, the United States:of
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America’s Constitution and civil laws have held these
leagues, councils, associations, affiliates, and members
at bay. These ones were confronted with the House of
Un-American Activities, and bound by Oath of Allegiance to the. Constitution
and the United States. In
the early 1960s so many members of the American Bar
Association, etc., had gained a toe hold in the American political structure, they began to change the laws,
with full intent (as they did with Germany and other
nations historically) to disband, and do away with the
Constitution,
of and for the United States. Again it is
stated that our Founding Fathers knew about these
leagues, councils, etc. For had they not, they would
have never included the Original Thirteenth Amendment to the Constitution
of and for the United States.
They set up seven articles of law in that Constitution.
These seven articles of law are the boundary of the central government, known as the federal government.
As in prior histories of other fallen nations, civil
law (state law) is being overturned and overwhelmed
by the American Bar Association’s enforcement of
statutory laws, federal rules and regulations (which are
printed in the Federal Register for 30 days, if not challenged they become law) which creates a conflict of
and at law, confusing all laws by acts repugnant to the
constitutions, state and federal. Have you tried to find
a constitutional law book, or even find a judge on the
bench who knows constitutional law? Those judges
cannot be found?! THINK ABOUT IT!

NOW, THINK
ABOUT THIS!
I: the Third Reich Movement, and other such
movements, there are always those who want to be, or
see themselves as lords and masters of everyone else’s
fate (this behavior has been documented as early as
the 15OOs, but it has really been ongoing since Byzantine times, or biblical times). They are of the opinion
that they are the Elite. They consider anyone not belonging to the “club” as nothing more than disposable,
while they believe themselves to be indisposable or indispensable (or so they think). They (the “elite”) were
the first to be summarily sentenced or executed in the
Third Reich Movement. It mattered not that they were
government officials, or government employees. They
suffered summarily sentencing and annihilation
of
themselves and their families, along with the elderly,
undesirables, children, educators, artists, poets, writers, historians, or anyone who was educated who knew
the difference between right and wrong: clergymen,
ministers, priests or just plain tellers of the truth.
One has to ask: Who was left to run the movement? Sexual deviates, perverts, child molesters, rapists, murderers and other criminals ran the movement.
It’s as simple as that. Wrong became right, right became wrong. Fellow Americans, you had best take a
good, long, hard look at our current governmental bodies, and note what they are comprised of. One can
hardly find a God-fearing Christian, or a moral man/
woman in the entire collective group.
A bill (I do not know the number) is currently before the U.S. House to stop all religious radio and television programs, and to stop them from being broadcast to the millions of Americans who listen daily. It
was submitted by the same individual who stopped
prayer in our schools. Also (I am told) a bill has been
submitted to stop talk radio. I think this is what is
called a wake-up call, fellow Americans.

THINKABOUT
IT’0
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Update On
Legal Matters
l/4/97 #I1 HATONN
We will see how things work out but as an updatethe only thing changed thus far in the “Contempt case”
from US&P IS THE DATE OF COURT. It was changed
from January to February because US&P failed to make
good service of the documents. Scattering them around
everywhere doesn’t seem to make “good service”, whatever that may mean. Now prison looms over the head
for an additional month. Oh well.. ., so the saying goes.
And a Happy New Year to you.
In the long-running property case in which ALL
attorneys involved in ANY case are now involved-we
have a reconsideration hearing on Tuesday the seventh
of January. We can’t even keep up with the other cases
in which Abbott is now demanding a Nevada “administrator” for the Dave Overton estate in Texas. This is
filed by one Leon Fort-goes the headings. The gold
was and is not a part of any estate. But that doesn’t
seem to make them hesitate even a minute. And, in
getting certified copies of the estate file, it is found that
no claim has been lodged against the estate. So,’ what
gives? More of the same allowances for terrible attorneys to continue to control the courts and judicial
system.
Now, in going through the Schroepfer files, we find
that John’s brother Jim claims that John had given
Green at least $150,000 that was unknown to anyone
else here. Jim stated that in an affidavit under oath of
truth. He also refers to something unknown called the
Phoenix Society and if anyone knows about that one, let
us know, please. And no, no family member has called
about anything regarding this man’s disposition. It has
been clear all along that Green gave outrageously HIGH
numbers in every instance and with every party he has
publicly used in his mailings but it begins to appear he
must have been getting a big whack off EVERYTHING
and the overstatements must indicate discrepancy in
what is known here and what the total figures might
have been.
These continue to be called investments-but
there
are no “investments” here-unless
Green had his own
game going which appears more and more likely in

matching his stories and amounts of input with facts.
We KNOW that Sharri Yount, Wendell Hoffmann,
John & Eleanor Schroepfer PERSONALLY handed
over money to Green and LOTS OF IT. We find that
checks that even made it to the Institute were MADE
OUT PERSONALLY TO GEORGE GREEN-so how
much would it take to be snatched away to make up the
outrageous amounts George claimed Schroepfers put
into the Institute? George also signed personally as
Trustee (and then the documents were stolen, claimed
Schroepfer)-there
are now TWO sets of origin&
FLOATING
AROUND,
ONE SET OF SEVEN IN
GREEN’S A TTORNEY’S FILE AND A SET OF FIVE
AT C.L.C., WHICH PATRICIA
YOUNG TURNED
IN, amounting to hundreds of thousands of dollars.

Into the Institute? How do you track such things when
checks are PERSONAL? Why the discrepancy? No,
NOT into the Institute! Green, remember, claims the
Overton gold was a PERSONAL gift to him and Desired
to pay her bills, etc. Does it sound reasonable in ANY
way whatsoever that a gift would be given to Greens to
pay Desireb’s Neiman-Marcus BILL? Ge/Jrge, after all,
constantly did and continues to advertise himself around
the world as a millionaire businessman and developer.
He claims to own a bank, a Beverly Hills shopping mall,
and two coffee plantations in Costa Rica-by his own
recent radio advertisements.
Why would ANYONE
give him $400,000 in gold coins to further do corrupt
work for personal gain for two high-living elite pretenders. We even have avideo tape of George in Hawaii
at a SEMINAR speaking of his expertise in “creating
the illusion of money”. Perhaps “illusion*’ in this
instance is called “theft”? Therefore, if you judge
known actions you can probably discern that the man
has not limited his sticky fingers to filching ONLY
some gold coins from one Dave Overton. Is it any
wonder that Green so happily had you send any donations or support for CLC-TO AND THROUGH HIM’?
A LOT OF IT ended up in a Colorado bank account with
the pass-through of one Gary Anderson!
Anderson
himself still owes the Institute a couple of hundred
thousand dollars on his own project borrowings. One
Ruby Pimental sent about $2,700 in check form and it
in f!nlnrado

by (&y

Anderson

in Sacrai

FREE CATALOG
else those snewers of garbage tout is wrong.
But, is Desired i&olved or just rather blind to it
AVAILABLE
FROM /all? Well, she has done the most elaborate and creative
bookkeeping I have ever witnessed, with her own two
little hands with ten fingers.
PHOENIX SOURCE
This is EXACTLY WHY honest people finally just
say they have had enough and go away-and YOU are
DISTRIBUTORS,
INC the
losers, readers, forwith them goes the fuel that has
kept
the fires burning.
BY CALLING
Isn’t there something more the legal team can do?
thought it surely an exaggeration

L

because everything

I suppose not or they would surely do it-wouldn’t they?
How many of YOU who wrote to the Bar Associa-
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tion, etc., got a response, in-depth response, action, or
whatever, from the mailing?
None of us here got
anything and, as ofYESTERDAY, a new document was
filed with Judge Gamble by George Abbott/Leon Fort.
Leon must be in debt to George Abbott by double
whatever he thought he had already “lost”. Eleanor
Schroepfer simply signed a Power of Attorney with
Abbott, AS DID LEON, and they are not even worthy of
getting notices from this attorney in point. According
to THEIR OWN EXCUSES about Eleanor, she is now
tucked away in a “rest home”, something like her son
did to John, and incapable of participating in anything,
mentally or physically.
Ann Beam, “emissary” (her
term, not ours) to George Green, takes care of all
Leon’s business in the legal arena. This lady was a
participating member of a witch’s coven in Tucson,
Arizona, we are informed by many people from that
area. She was just “passing through town”, camping in
a tent with a girlfriend, when she latched onto Leon in
the campground.
Within mere days she dumped the
friend who was, by the way, paying all the expenses of
the vacation trip, and moved into Leon’s abode and
bedroom. This was as painful a thing for that little
elderly mother of Leon’s, about which Abbott continually squeaks and drags into court to show the Judge, as
anything that could have been done to her. Well,
readers, so be it for reason and logic has never seemingly been part of any reference in that muddle of
antics. If that is “unconditional”
love, then no thank
you, I want none of it.
Any interchange with one Leon Fort and the Institute was done openly and lawfully with a corporation
called Infinite Balance-which
by the way, Ann Beam
now controls.
We are accused of “bashing people”? My, my, if
this is bashing then it is worthy of notice BECAUSE IT
IS TRUTHFUL FACT. And further, at the time Leon
wanted his funds back in gold coins as suggested by
Green, Green had them buried right in his back yard
and nobody here at the Institute knew about it. Ah, but
Schroepfers TOLD IT ALL and therefore I guess “they”
had to get rid of John because he was “mad as hell and
wusn ‘t going to take it any longer”. He told on George
and how George wanted the funds to do his own development and give each of the “withdraw-ers” a “WHOLE
LOT OF STOCK” IN THE OPERATION. Green is at
it again, this time with Tuten, et al., in LAS VEGAS,
Nevada. It is also obvious that Green is NOT PAYING
HIS ATTORNEYS-at
least those in Nevada, because
they are going to outrageous measures which will cost
them their Bar Association licenses one of these daysto gather in a bit of blood-crumbs. Now they even suck
harder on the dead bodies as well. And nobody stops it!
John and Eleanor started a house and got the foundation of massive size in the ground. The Institute got
stuck with a mighty eye-sore and eventually were ordered by the Township to clean it up-at our expense.
Why? Because they were told it was Institute funds
from Schroepfers that did it in the first place. By the
time that was over, readers, it had cost, from beginning
to end, several hundred thousands of dollars because
plans were changed so often as to be unable to keep up
architectural drawings, much the less integrate these
changes into the building structure.
The lot finally
reverted to the original owner, and a rather outraged
owner at that. The entire thing was simply abandoned
to be dumped back on the Institute for handling.
But are we learning anything? Oh, my goodnessYES INDEED!
The same thing with corporations, good friends.
“They” thought they would just get Sharri to dump all
responsibility to some three corporations and, surely
enough, the Directors and Officers got tagged with the
tax liabilities, legal responsibilities, and fiduciary responsibilities of corporations which then WERE TAKEN
BY BETTY TUTEN IN THEIR ACTUAL BOOK FORM.
No, thank you, it is NOT “OK”. Ence told Mr. Christie
that he was going to “dump” HIS CORPORATION as
well-after
using it for multiple thousands of dollars in

business. Sorry, it doesn’t.work that way and the IRS
comes to the AGENT to collect. Again, no thank you.
The agent then has no alternative other than to legally
turn over the corporation, in this instance, Challenge
Met, with stock ledgers, assigned stock, etc. You can’t
abandon your corporations, readers, without proper
legal paperwork (any more than you can abandon a
young child) just because you want to hide the taxes and
facts of operations from the IRS. People, further input
would be by now, it would seem to me, that it is
UNWISE to screw around with me with lies and thefts

and direct assaults against that which is RIGHT and
GOOD. It simply is not wise. People come here
claiming “undying” offers of service and eternal love,
both unconditional and infinite. B.S. The factsare that
if you are a FAILURE and THIEF/LIAR anytime before
you come to my spaces-you will revert to kind much
sooner than a simple person who “thought” they could
keep their promises.
I have spent more time this morning, on this above
topic than I had hoped to utilize so we must move on,
please.

Medical Update
On Zita
l/4/97 #l

HAT6NN

and cleaned out all the plaques from the blood system.
Oh well, Rome was not built in a day either. I can’t
even convince our OWN IMMEDIATE team members
that WE HAVE IT, much the less expect medical
doctors to consider such inclusive value.
The clinic is going to immediately change to a full
regimen of this kind of treatment, so would I suggest
anyone with dis-ease, cancer, HIV, etc., go there? Just
as rapidly as your little feet will get you there. EVeNthing about the process is totally LEGAL and approved
in Mexico, and no, your governments won’t like this,
especially as they are trying to get those colloids OFF
THE MARKET and away from you-even
the less
effective quack-stuff of greedy men.
AND BY THE WAY: FULL ORGAN TESTS \VERE
PERFORMED TO CHECK THE LIVER, KIDNEYS
AND BOTH TRACTS IN TOTAL TO SEE IF THERE
NO-100%
OF THE
IS PARTICLE SPILLAGE.
“PRODUCT” IS UTILIZED PROPERLY WITHOUT
ANY PARTICULATE SPILLAGE AT ALL.
THIS
MEANS, READERS, THIS IS TOTALLY HARMLESS
TO NORMAL CELLS-IN
ANY AMOUNT GIVEN
BY ANY METHOD. ITISA GOOD DAYAND I WISH

Let us share with you about Rick Martin’s mother,
Zita. I don’t wish to belabor that subject, either, at this
time, other than to update conditions. Rick went with
Zita, the day after Christmas, to Mexico whereat Zita
could be given colloids IV (ours). She has been on a
program of heavy supportive nutrients, as well, to
hopefully speed the healing process of deteriorated
bone and, basically, malnutrition.
When Zita left the clinic the last time a few months
ago her “markers” for cancer-cell presence (and instrumentation doesn’t matter except as to differences in the
counts on the same laboratory equipment) was at 37.
Zita was getting, in the last three days prior to this
“fkzl” trip to try one more thing, some colloids IM but
only small amounts because she was doing it herself to
protect everyone else. The count for “markers” had
dropped from that 37 to 3 1 just from those tiny amount
injections. Yesterday, after some IV use, starting at
tiny dosages in order to study results appropriately and
increasing the amount daily, the count is down to 16.
The medical staff is flying out of their trees with
excitement-because
cancer is only a SIDE-EVENT ALL OF YOU COULD REALIZE
OF MAN-MADE VIRUSES. The potential is, of course,
so massively positive as to give you certain input as to
just why the colloids will be taken away from you. If,
readers, the cancer markers are being lowered, it means
the causative organism, which in this case is a targetspecific “breast cancer” microbe, is basically wiped out
except for the flushing out of the mutated cells. And,
yes indeed, there are specifically-targeting
“breast”
and “prostate” viruses which result in carcinomas.
I don’t want you to rush out and get all the silver
colloid you can garner. It will be effective in some
instances, but in the newer viral crosses it won’t be and
you will be disappointed. I remind you, LOUDLY: We
not only colloidalize the silver but boost its frequency
with addition of selenium and GOLD finishing electrolysis. (This can be a tedious operation for if you do
not have accurate allowances you will “discharge” the
particles.)
I can now add here that if there was
sufficient OxySol given to Zita, the count would be
ZERO. But we deal with what IS and OxySol is a “new”
element established through alchemy and only three
people even know how to do it. We can supply all you
need, so it has not been important for I haven’t had any
inclinationtoshare,anymorethan~Drias,intounholyhands.
If they had the Drias in hand for Zita they could
have started IV introduction of the Gaiandriana and
cleaned up that immune system overnight, as well. In
addition, they could have also introduced AquaGaia

.
*
*
New-Gaia
IT.

Products

1 (800)
NEW-GALA
(639-4242)
for information and
a free catalog

*.,,

*
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OLD
TOPICS.
NEW
VIRUSESAND
HENRY
KISSINGER
Why do I start out a nice Saturday morning on the
subject of such as Henry Kissinger7
Dharma also
wonders about that because she has about had enough of
viruses AND Henry Kissinger. Well, EVERYWHERE
you find dirty dealing-YOU
FIND HENRY
KISSINGER AND HIS CRONIES. YOU FIND LIES
UPON LIES AND DEATH OOZING OUT OF YOUR
VERY OWN INFECTED SORES GIVEN YOU BY
THE LITTLE SATANS OF UNJUST CAUSES. YES
INDEED, HENRY KISSINGER WAS THE ONE WHO
GAVE ORDERS TO DEVELOP SUCH AS HIV,
EBOLA, ETC.
I need to write on this now, again, because there are
so many court appearances for Dharma in the weeks
ahead that I need to leave you with some homework in
case we can’t get at the keyboard every day.

heating up by its own ability to continue to mutate and
annihilate-you
the people.
Depopulation is fully
planned by the Rockefeller-funded
programs under
way, to depopulate the global societies. In the U.S.
alone it is demanded to lower population to no more
remaining people than 50-55% of the current total
number of persons. The method? DISEASE. This will
be handled initially by introduction into the major
population through immunizations. Read on and weep
now because if YOU don’t do something about thisYOU WILL BE AMONG THE STATISTICS of fallen
persons. Every tiny wound will become an invasion
site.
So, thanking Dr. Horowitz in advance, we offer a
recent lecture given by him on the subject of these
diseases and their tampered organisms. This will have
to be in segments because Dharma can’t sit here without interruptions for the time necessary to transcribe
the information.
If we’ have to stretch it over several editions of the
paper, so be it. You can obtain the book Emerging
Viruses:
tional?,

AIDS & Ebola.

Nature,

Accident

or Inten-

Leonard G. Horowitz, Tetrahedron,
Inc.
.
Rockport, MA. Copyright Leonard G. Horowitz, 1996,
[Tetrahedron, Inc., 20
Since we have written so much on this topic (but 1997. ISBN: o-923550-12-7.
one of the books banned by US&P was the initial Drumlin Rd., Rockport, Massachusetts 01966. 1-800508-546-9226,
e-mail:
Fax:
offering and was the most important) I ask that you go 336-9266,
URL web site: http://
a different routing. We made the terrible blunder of tetraCtetrahedron.org,
The retail price is $29.95 plus
giving Walter Russell full credit for any input into www.tetrahedron.org.1
AIDS, THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE, treatment possi- shipping & handling; there is a 2% discount for e-mail
bilities with LIGHT, frequency, etc., and you know the orders. [Editor’s note: Dr. Horowitz was the featured
rest. Therefore, we are taking a different type of focus, guest on Art Bell’s late-night radio talk-show program
for now there are several authors who have lumped into for the evening of Friday 1 l/22/96. His comments and
their research books the causes of HIV creation as spoken Truth were among the most shocking and scary
ordered by Henry Kissinger WITH PROOF OF THE I (E.Y.) have ever heard on radio. Call l-800-91 7DOCUMENTS-NOW,
OF COURSE, PULLED FROM 4278 to order an audio tape set of that remarkable
And by the way. this is one of those weeks
THE SHELVES OF ALL PUBLIC LIBRARIES. BUT, program.
a lot of these documents now missing were, prior to when we really needed two Front Pages, as this subject
pulling them, photographed and are available. You continues last week’s Front Page topic-again!]
don’t have to even believe the author’s input-but
it
[QUOTING, PART 1; TRANSCRIPTION OF A
would behoove you to gei the information directly if you
LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]
can do so.
We will only utilize, herein at this time, a Seminar
Host: Welcome to the Fantasy Club where we study
lecture by the author, Leonard G. Horowitz, M.M.D.,
M.A., M.P.H., and ask you to get your own copy of his and research Bible Prophecy. Chtr topic tonight is:
most recent book, and Rick Martin will make connec- “Emerging Viruses: Aids & Ebola”.
We know that Revelation talks about a time when
tions with this man next week. Ah, but can we trust his
information?
You can TRUST TRUTH! He doesn’t a fourth of the world’s population will be killed by
claim to know it all and that is the first measure of a true plagues, by beasts, by famine-so we know that plagues
is a big part of it. We don’t know how, exactly, it all fits
researcher.
He deals with the political connections
and, unlike we who thought the world should also know together but we do see, for the first time, in all of
some treatment programs, he doesn’t deal with treat- mankind’s existence that now there exists the possibility to eliminate the human race by viruses, AIDS and
ment as much as with what IS.
Now, I want to start on Dr. Horowitz’s lecture and Ebola.
Now listeners, Jesus spoke and said that “unless he
I ask that you NOT MISS A WORD OF IT. Yes, you
WILL have heard it before and from RIGHT HERE, but returned, no flesh would be saved*. So we truly know
study it AGAIN, please. This information covers virus that we are getting very close to the end.
Our speaker tonight is well qualified to speak on
mutations and evolution and the siege against you is
EMERGING

VIRUSES

the subject. He is the investigator that exposed, researched and brought public the “Dental AIDS Tragedy”, the dentist that was infecting his patients with
AIDS. As a result of that, exposing that truth, God has
now called him to expose other truths. He has since
written 80 articles, 10 books, his most recent of which
is Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola. Will you help me
welcome:
LEONARD

HOROWITZ

Horowitz: Thank you very much. Good evening
and how are you doing tonight? Good. I hope you will
be doing this well when we are done tonight. Unfortunately, this is a very solemn and very disturbing presentation that I have to give you here, but I want to tell you
that the context of tonight, if you hold it in the context
in which Revelation is written, you will find it talks
very clearly about how the Lord is setting up the powers
that be to really -finally fall. Despite, then, the horror
and the very unfortunate facts that I will be sharing
with you tonight, please hold this in a greater context
and know that we as human beings are created as
magnificent beings composed of body, mind, emotions,
imaginations, intuition and will, hopefully, as connected to God’s will, and that through the balance of
who we are and our love for God and our Spiritual
devotion and through God’s Grace, we will find we are
empowered to develop even our immune systems despite the horrors I will be sharing with you tonight. The
take-home message is to be aware. I am going to offer
you tonight a flashlight that will help you and your
families in guiding you through the darkness that will
befall pretty much all of us, pretty soon. The writing is
on the wall. In general, however, please feel that this
is not a horrible thing to which we should necessarily
look at so dreadfully that we miss the opportunity
presented. When we turn all crises into opportunities,
such as seeing a glass as half full rather than half
empty, we will find what God truly wants for us. I
believe this to be so.
I first want you to know how I began investigating
the origin of the AIDS and Ebola viruses. I spent the
last three years, full time, doing that research. I began’
from that case in Florida-perhaps
you remember the
dentist in Florida who infected his patients with the
AIDS virus, and you remember what a terrible mystery
that was? Well, the government covered up the evidence and that is why it was a mystery. There is no
mystery when you put all the pieces of the puzzle
together.
At the time in 1989-90 when that case broke I was
the Chief Professional Adviser for the world’s largest
Dental-Medical catalog supply company. At the time
you will remember how afraid everyone was of going to
their dentist and probably many of you still hold that fear.
Well, I was assigned to develop Patient educational
literature for the purpose of allaying people’s fear of
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going into dental and medical offices. I began, like you
would probably begin, on an assignment like that.
Having had a Masters in Public Health degree from
Harvard in Behavioral Science and a Dental degree (I
practiced dentistry for 16 years), and another Masters
degree in Health Education and Health and Human
Development, I began doing a lot of researching. I had,
in other words, the education allowing me to know how
to go into libraries and dig up such as the Centers for
Disease Control special and official investigative reports.
I found them to be scientifically bogus. About a
year later I found that they were actually fraudulent.
The authorities had literally deleted, covered up the
critical evidence necessary to solving the mysteries of
the cases.involved. What I found after going then to the
FBI and using the FBI’s official methods and materials,
and investigating these types of unsolvable mysteries,
these serial killings, I found that in the dental case the
dentist, Dr. David Acer, had done what every serial
killer love to do; they all kill, says the FBI, for the sake
of power, control and revenge. And so the number one
“Deadly Innocence ” (the name of the project) investigation question became “against whom did he hold a
vendetta?”
It became very very clear that there was
legal testimony to the effect that his principle vendetta
was against the United States Public Health Service and
the Centers for Disease Control-and,
the World Health
Organization who, he believed, had created and purposely deployed the AIDS virus. He was, in fact, dying
of the very disease in point. In essence he did what all
organized serial killers love to do. You know how the
one such as the mail bomber loves to publish manifestos
and manipulate-well,
that is exactly what Dr. Acer
did. In essence, he created a crime, a mystery, that
could NOT be solved without implicating the government. If they told the truth in the case the whole world
would want to know motive and the motive was screaming loud and clear in the legal testimonies; it was called
the World Health Organization theory of AIDS.
This theory was promoted in 1986 by Dr. Strecker,
an M.D., PhD who was asked by a very large insurance
company to develop actuarial tables to alert the insurante companies as to what they would be spending on
AIDS patient care. Therefore, Dr. Strecker started
researching AIDS and he and his brother, who was an
attorney, began to gather some information which led
Dr. Strecker to believe that the AIDS virus was
manmade. This information came from a very interesting document his brother had obtained through the
Freedom of Information Act.
Dr. Strecker then produced a two-hour videotape
called The Strecker Memorandum, which laid out his
thesis based upon the document which his brother, Ted,
had obtained.
This was a horrifying document; a
Department of Defense request in 1970 for $10 million
dollars for the development of Immune System-Ravaging Viruses for Germ Warfare. [H: We have presented
that document prior to now but it is printed in the
book in point as well.]
In fact, if you read that
document carefully it says that “The National Academy
of Sciences National Research Council informed the
Department of Defense (around 1968-69) that for two
million dollars a year for five years they could develop
a new infective micro-organism which could ‘differ in
certain important aspects’ from any known diseasecausing micro-organisms”.
Most importantly, it could
be “refractory to the immunological and therapeutic
processes upon which we depend to maintain our relative freedom from infectious diseases”. In others words,
to create a germ that you could not treat and which
would also knock out the host’s whole immune system.
In essence, if the assignment was to write a definition
of the AIDS virus in 1969, you would be hard-pressed
to write it any better.
So, with that document staring me in the face, I was’
horrified. Once I had finished the Deadly Innocence
investigation I looked at that document and said to
myself, “No, this couldn’t be,” because I, like most of
you, could never imagine this could be true. I thought
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that this guy Strecker had to be a fraud. At that time,
however, I had not seen the Memorandum.
I thought
this guy Strecker had simply “got to be crazy”. But you
know something, curiosity got the better of me and I
started to investigate.
I went directly back into Harvard’s medical library
and just for the sake of my own satisfaction for curiosity
I began to pull out .the World Health Organization
Chronicles because this was actually being called The
World Health Organization
Theory.
So I went back,
thinking 1970 funding, go back five years and forward
five years from there and so between 1965 and 1975 was
my study period.
I pulled the World Health Organization Chronicles
and began to read them and I learned some very interesting things, that you would think, that somebody with
a Masters in Public Health from Harvard, having professional school training, involved in Dental public
health, that I would have already learned about the
World Health Organization. Well no, I hadn’t learned
much of anything about it. But what I learned from
reading these Chronicles is that this was actually pretty
much the “Godfather” to the Pharmaceutical industry.
In essence, anything that the Pharmaceutical companies needed to use to develop new drugs, including
reagents and all of the standards required, were being
set by the World Health Organization and that they
would even determine as to which drugs would remain
legal and which ones would be illegal.
I also learned
that during the 1960s they were developing what was
called the Viral Research Network,
By 1970 they proudly published that they had “isolated well over 70,000 viruses” and, come to find out a
little while later, most of those viruses isolated were
actually viral recombinants (GENETIC MUTANTS).
They referred to them as Hybrids. They were genetic
recombinants.
By 1970 they had distributed these to
well over 500 different research laboratories throughout the world. I also learned that they had used four
principle agencies to distribute these and the two major
distributors of the viruses were the Centers for Disease
Control in Atlanta and the National Cancer Institute in
Bethesda.
[END QUOTING OF PART 1]
We need to take a break here and to make this more
easily used in layout format, we will simply begin later
as Part 2. Thank you. Please, don’t go away for THIS
IS YOUR LIFE, WORLD! Salu.
,,t :
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[QUOTING, PART 2; TRANSCRIPTION
LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

OF A

I don’t know how many of you have read the book
THE BAND PLAYED ON by Randy Shilts, or watched
the HBO channel Special based on the book, wherein

Dr. Robert Gallo is played by Alan Alda. You might
recall that Dr. Gallo got involved in what‘s called the
French-American AIDS Fracas. Dr. Gallo is the guy
who allegedly discovered the AIDS virus in 1984 and,
come to find out, he actually cloned Luc Montagnier’s
virus and then took credit for the discovery. France
then began a suit against the United States and that
litigationonly endedabout a year-and-a-halfago.
About
a year ago then, President Clinton pardoned Dr. Gallo
on charges of scientific fraud and misconduct.
Now since when does a President of the United
States ever pardon a scientist? This is just a little
bizarre, isn’t it? Anyway, Dr. Gallo is notorious. He
is hated by some; he is loved by some, but when I
learned that the National Cancer Institute is one of the
principle viral distributors for the World Health Organization it occurred to me that the world’s most preeminent retrovirologist, Dr. Robert Gaflo, who hails from
the National Cancer Institute, might very well be the
subject for an inquiry. So, again I did what you would
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probably do: I went into Harvard’s Countway Medical
Library; I pulled Index Medicus; I pulled forty-someodd papers that had been listed in Index Medicus that
Dr. Gallo had published between 1967 and 1974, and I
buried myself in a room for three weeks, came out
looking pale from having readevery paper at least three
times and, in essence, came out with six pages of notes,
study titles, year, study conclusions and the possible
relationship of HIV synthesis. Now, of course, most
dentists don’t get a lot of virology training and I don’t
claim to be a viral expert. However, we get the basic
knowledge and all it really took was a lot of cross
referencing in medical texts to be able to figure out the
jargon. This program was a largely funded and highly
secret program predating Nixon’s War on Cancer. Dr.
Robert Gallo was intimately involved, along with Litton
Bionetics Research Laboratories. Most of you will have
heard of Litton Industries and they are well known as a
major military weapons contractor. They had a subsidiary called Litton Bionetics Research Labs. I noticed
that 20 to 30% of what Dr. Gallo published was published with co-authors from Litton Bionetics Research
Labs.
I didn’t know about the military connections of
Litton Bionetics but here you have, for example, a
paper that comes out of NATURE in 1970 and you see
the name Dr. Robert Gallo and you see Robert Ting and
Stringer Yang from Bionetics Research Labs. You can
see that what they were studying here was RNA-dependent DNA-polymerase associated with human acute
leukemic cells.
Anyone who knows anything about the AIDS virus
knows there is a very bizarre enzyme called reverse
transcriptase.
The reverse transcriptase enzyme literally demands life operates in reverse.
Typically, God created all of us with an incredible
blueprint of life called DNA which all of our cells use
to make additional proteins, etc., and, typically, in
health and life the way God planned it was that the
DNA code is read to produce RNA, messenger RNA and
transfer RNA which interact with the cells’ ribosomes
which is the protein manufacturing mechanism of the
cell which causes the production of new cell proteins,
cell structures, so that new healthy cells get created and
that is what causes life.
With the AIDS virus is this thing called reverse
transcriptase
which is also present in the leukemia
virus (HTLV 1). This enzyme calls for the production
of DNA from RNA. It literally goes to the ribosome and
tells the ribosome to produce from this strand of RNAthat the virus is going to provide-produce
a new
strand of DNA called a provirus.
There is another
unique substance called an endonuclease in the virus
that has something like scissors and cuts open the
DNA, the host’s DNA, and allows this new DNA strand
to be inserted so that now when God’s creation, this
normal healthy cell, reads this new genetic blueprint
for life, it produces MORE VIRUSES than normal
healthy cells. So that is the unique enzyme that Dr.
Robert Gallo was studying in 1970.. The problem is
this: this is fourteen years before this man allegedly
discovered the AIDS virus. This is nine years before
this man allegedly discovered the first leukemia virus,
HTLV-1. So, when I had the great fortune of being the
first investigator in the history of the esteemed International AIDS Conference in Vancouver on July lo,1996
and I presented the first paper that said that these
viruses are undoubtedly manmade, they are laboratory
creations, some of my international colleagues said,
“So what, Dr. Horowitz? So what? So they are studying
RNA-dependent DNA-polymerase reverse transcriptase
fourteen years... that’s just an enzyme, no problem...”
I said, “Well, here’s the problem: His co-authors are
sixth on the list of major ARMY biological weapons
contractors for that period of time.” This is out of the
Congressional Record.
Also highlighted you will see New York University
Medical Center and, in fact, as you review Dr. Gallo’s
early work you will see that he received reagents and/
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or worked with at least a half dozen of the Army’s top
biological weapons contractors in 1969, 1970, 1971.
Moreover, I told them, “When you read the papers and
you realize what they did, it’s pretty extraordinary.”
In
essence, what they published was taking monkey viruses and a variety of animal viruses that cause cancer
in animals-but
remember that you have to go back to
1970 predating Nixon’s War on Cancer, and at that
time it had never been proven that a virus caused
cancers in humans. It was known for sure that they
caused them in animals.
What they did under the
shelter of research contracts, not only from the Department of Defense but also under research contracts for
the National Cancer Institute for Humanitarian Methods and Desires, they had tried to study whether or not
viruses cause cancer in humans. They also wanted to
develop vaccines, if they could, and they also wanted to
develop diagnostic tests to help screen patients who
have cancer viruses or the early subclinical signs of
cancer for early detection.
They took monkey viruses that were humanly benign, could barely even hurt monkeys, and they recombined them with virtually every animal cancer virus
under the sun. For example, they took feline leukemia
virus RNA and chicken virus sarcoma RNA and they
added that to the mix in some experiments with monkey
viruses, such as SV 40, such as Wooly Monkey viruses
and others as well, and were also in the presence of
monkey viruses that contained that bizarre enzyme
called Simian Foamy Retrovirus, and at this pointnow this RNA caused immune suppression, wasting
and death and the RNA from the cat, for example,
caused a whole laundry list of symptoms virtually
identical to that from which AIDS patients suffer-and
then at this point this virus could not infect humans. It
needed another major mutation.
So, in order to get it to jump species, and now you
will see why Dr. Robert Gallo’s claim in 1983 in Cold
Springs Harbor, that it was an African Green monkey
that bit a man or was eaten by a man, that some five
hundred years ago was then carried by Portuguese
seamen to Japan-why
that is such hogwash! This is
scientifically bogus and now you are going to see why.
Because to get this to jump species they cultured it, as
shown in some studies, in human white blood cells, and
in other studies in human fetal cells and culture. This
was in order to get it to adapt. This was in order to get
it to develop the protease, the external membrane
characteristics,
the gp f20-like proteins. This was to
allow it to attach to the human cells, be carri,ed across
the cell membranes and to the gene of the cell and then
do essentially everything that the AIDS virus does in
humans.
They not only published that, they published where
they presented some of this work. You can see, if you
refer to the document, that it was presented in Belgium
in 1970 in front of NATO military scientists at a
symposium entitled “The -Uptake of Informative Molecules by Living Cells”.
Then on the evening of July 10th Dr. Robert Gallo
gave an open forum presentation in Vancouver at the
1 lth International Conference on AIDS. That day I had
given a radio interview in Vancouver. There was also
a documentary film crew present to film a vaccine
documentary and they informed me that Dr. Gallo was
going to be giving a presentation in that public forum
and they asked me if I would join them and would I care
to ask Dr. Gallo a question regarding his research? So,
I said that I would and I stood up in the question-answer
session and I said, “Dr. Gallo, are you at all concerned
that your early research, taking monkey viruses and
recombining them with things like feline leuukaemia
virus, RNA in chicken leukemia sarcoma viruses, migkt
have given rise to the AIDS or its progenitors which,
through contamination of monkeys supplied by your
colleagues from Litton Bionetics Research Laboratories to the vaccine manufacturers at Mere, Sharp and
Dome, might have caused the contamination of vaccines simultaneously
administered
to gay men,
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Willowbrook State School for mentally retarded children on Staten Island, both in New York, and to the
Blacks in Central Africa? That was in 1974.”
Well, Dr. Gallo got very angry. He got very, very
angry. In essence he said that I should go back and get
a grade 101 level of biological science training (high
school level).
He then denied that there was any
relevance of this work to NATO military scientists and
he said that he was there “but at these meetings they just
talk about motherhood and fatherhood and sisterhood
and brotherhood.. .” and that clearly I was in the wrong.
Well, at the end of that meeting many of the press
people came up to me to talk while Dr. Gallo left very
hastily. Somebody handed him a flyer on the way out
that contained information about the book Emerging
Viruses.

He happened to see that there was a Foreword by
Dr. W. John Martin who is one of the world’s leading
vaccine contamination analysts who worked as the
FDA Bureau’s Biological Director between 1976 and
1980, in charge of testing human vaccines for contamination and who had happened to rent a room in Dr.
Gallo’s house for some time and was personal friends
with Gallo. And there on the back of the flyer he
noticed that there was a testimonial rating the book by
the hero to those Gulf War veterans who are coming
down with Chronic Fatigue Gulf War Syndrome, Dr.
Garth Nicolson. Dr. Garth Nicolson was Dr. Gallo’s
counterpart at M.D. Anderson Research Center and the
two had been involved together in that special virus
cancer program and both had worked, at least with
people who worked, at Fort Detrick, Maryland. This is
America’s and the world’s leading biological weapons
testing center.
Next, Gallo called Garth Nicolson and asked
“...what the heck are you doin’ giving this fellow, who
is obviously crazy, a testimonial like this?” In no
uncertain terms Dr. Nicolson said, “Bob, he is not
crazy. He is a Harvard graduate and have you read his
book?” Gallo said, “No.” Nicolson said, “Bob, you had
better read his book... so here is his number.” On July
30th, in the morning, my phone rings and I answer“This is Gallo.” He begins to tell me, after he first
apologizes for saying what .he said about me, that he is
not a bad man, that he is a humanitarian likemyself and
that he had only minimal association with Litton
Bionetics Research Laboratories and that he had only
minor connections to people who worked at Fort Detrick,
Maryland in biological weapons and that he raised five
specific objections to my thesis.
When I went to check out those objections in. the
weeks ahead I found them to be scientifically bogus.
I’ll tell you quickly so you will know what disinformation
is going to be spread when and if this information ever
comes out.
These viruses which I just showed you, he said,
could never have combined as they did not have the
“homology” (the likeness, similarities) needed to combine. That is absolute hogwash. All of Dr. Gallo’s
mentors said that they could combine them and did in
fact, combine them. Dr. Gallo and his own research
teams at Bionetics Research combined them.
Secondly, he said that there is not enough similarity between the viruses, that I just showed you, and
HIV-l, the human AIDS virus. It is bizarre in that it
seems to have no family tree at all and seems to be a
branch just sticking out there all by itself, if you would
believe Gallo. He insisted that there was not enough of
anything like feline leukemia or chicken sarcoma or
these other monkey viruses in HIV-l so it couldn’t have
been. Well, unfortunately that is false and misleading
too because it was shown that when you recombine
these things in labs the amount of the mother viruses
that remained in the children was oftentimes only 5%,
or even less, and that would not eliminate the possibility that this could have occurred.
Here’s what he said when I pressed him on it: “I
will not argue with you. I cannot argue with your
general thesis. And I could tell you even more plausi-
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bly, how it could have happened-by
accident.” He
emphasized “accident”. So last week I sent Dr. Robert
Gallo a letter refuting or at least objecting to his
objections, and I said that “If you can tell me how it
could have happened, more plausibly at the time, please
do so because I am very interested in solving the origin
of AIDS mystery.” So, I await Dr. Gallo’s response.
[END QUOTING OF PART 21
It is quite late, Dharma, so allow us to leave this
and hopefully we can pick it up in the early morning. I
really would like this lecture in the paper on Tuesday.
I believe you can now see why I dumped the virus
books on your desk and I hope you also realize that you
aren’t going to have to do the original research work.
I also HOPE that you regular readers are into getting
out your lessons on these topics from this past year
because you have to know something about which we
write or it will fly right past your ears and eyes. I don’t
give you lessons in such as microbiology without cause.
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION
TO YOUR EXISTENCE OF ANY KNOWN SUBJECT.
YOU ARE UP AGAINST THE TOOLS TO BE UTILIZED TO DEPOPULATE THE GLOBE TO NEW
WORLD ORDER NUMBERS-AND YOU HAVE NO
KNOWN TREATMENT FOR THESE DISEASES. IT
IS “GET SERIOUS” TIME IN WONDERLAND,
ALICE.
Good evening and, Dharma, that vacation I promised you-well, give us another week or so, please, and
no, I don’t mean the vacation of being in jail. No
wonder Hank Kissinger listed you first on his “get him/
her” out list of dangerous people to his career. We have
fouled up about everything he ever tried to accomplish
and it couldn’t happen to a better rat-fink. And dear,
may the wonderment in your mind never cease’as we
unfold these great and mysterious things. So be it.
l/5/97 #l

HATONN

We are continually ripped asunder by ones who
move into fits of laughter at the “strange ” names we
choose for our “idiotic writings”, Hatonn not being the
least. What mean you? That is my name and I am a
journalist.
Then there comes under fire, Soltec and
Lady Nada, etc.
Are you telling me that names such as Brzezinski,
Zbigniew and Morganthau, not to mention Gandi or
Lady Diana, are easier? How about Bihar, Bilderberger,
Bullock, Bacchus or Quadafi? Then there is Rimmer de
Vries, Sir Philip de Zuleta and Thyraud de Vosjoli,
Giscard D’Estang and Etienne D’ Avignon. What about
Chou-En-lai? Then there is Kettering, Codman, Quigley
and, yes, Horowitz. And YOU can’t believe us because
our names are “so stupid”!? You have “Courtney” but
Korton sounds flaky’? You have Lady Sarah Ferguson
but Lady Nada sounds flaky? You have Hannenberger
but Hatonn sounds stupid and silly? You use Messrs.
Spring, Summer, Fall and Winter and Solton but Soltec
sounds flaky and stupid? Upon what else do you base
your displeasure at our STAFF? Oh I see-we tell you
truth when nobody else, and certainly not the media,
tells you anything-or,
worse, LIES. Fine, BUT THE
BUGS WE TELL
THATAREGOING

YOU ABOUT ARE THE ONES
TOKILL YOU-THE-PEOPLE!
It

is also the PRODUCTS from our little hands which can
keep those bugs FROM killing you! So the day Dr.
Zimmerman doesn’t sound more silly than Dr. Marta
we might have something going for civilization.
You also have Dr. Young, Mr. Nori, Mr.
Courtwright, Mr. Martin, and Eckert and on and on but
you consider this: to us you all look alike, except some
are far more bright than others in aspect. By names
here you would assume you have a Young Nori Martin
bird aviary and Mr. Eckert simply is Ekker with hiccups! Then you have Redman, Goldman, Brown, Green,
White, Black and on through the colors-how original!
You have a Schoenberg, Fillmore (as reverse of Fill-
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less) and still somehow Scheibner sounds more reasonable than Dr. Kalyn or Omegon? You have Mr. Ting
and Ling and Yang and that is more serious than Dr.
Soltec? Dr. Ting is a biophysicist and Dr. Soltec is a
Geophysicist of highest rank. Dr. Ting just works for
your Cancer Center and Bionetics Inc.
Do we now understand one another a bit better? It
makes little difference to me, ladies and gentlemen.
Childhood’s
End has actually come and gone-AND
ONLY THE “END” REMAINS.
Think it over.
[QUOTING, PART 3; TRANSCRIPTION
LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]

OF A-

As I again present this work I want you to know that
I am going to call on your common sense.
As I presented this work to my colleagues at the
International Conference on Aids, to virologists and
epidemiologists, I was calling on their common sense
as well. For example, I was showing them that one of
the thousands of studies that “they” did at the National
Cancer Institute with Litton Bionetics Researchers and
Dr. Gallo, here they are looking for “un alternative
approach”
for the detection of possible human leukemia viruses and I suppose that is fine and noble and
perhaps is even humanitarian. I have to assume that at
least 99% of the researchers involved, and giving Dr.
Gallo the benefit of the doubt, I have to tell you that
there is only one thing that gets Dr. Gallo off the hook
and that is that he published. He left a paper trail. If
he had, in his wildest imagination, ever really thought
or believed that it would accidentally get out, or intentionally, he wouldn’t have made it so easy for someone
like myself. However, the motives of his superiors are
in full question!
Here is a study where our humanitarians
were
looking to detect cancer viruses earIy. Specifically
here, in human leukemia. So here is what they do: They
take mouse sarcoma viruses, they combine it with
mouse leukemia viruses so they can get a hybrid mutant
called a mouse leukemia-sarcoma
virus which they
then inoculate into healthy cats, again, to get it to jump
species. Then they use this virus and inoculate it into
a cat with feline leukemia and wow, success. They were
then able to identify feline leukemia viruses in this
leukemic cat. The next step was to take this virus,
culture it through human embryonic cells in culture
and did the same thing for diagnosis in humans suffering from leukemia.
Did any of you notice that there is a little risk in
that? When I shared this information with my colleagues, the virologists in the world, they shook their
heads and said, “I can’t believe they did this. This is so
risky.”
Many of you here probably have cats, right? Well,
this feline leukemia thing is pretty “hot”. If you go
back into the recent literature there are many of the
experts saying that the feline leukemia virus, itself, was
a man-made virus. You can then see how easy it would
have been to create those viruses using this same type
of technology as I just described above. This is outright
cruelty.
Dr. Gallo said they could not have designed this
HIV-l as a biological weapon “because we did not have
the genetics engineering capacity until 1975.” This is
the same silly argument that Laurie Garrett, the famed
reporter who just won the Pulitzer Prize for her coverage of Ebola Kikwit outbreak and wrote the book The
Coming Plagues.
She conveniently misses the entire
period between 1965 and 1975 where they were conducting a sort of crude genetic engineering research
and she says, “They couldn’t have because all the
people who came before me, Strecker and everyone
else, are false and lost because they not did have the
molecular genetic engineering capabilities until 1975.”
This may well be true but you know what?-Alexander
G. Bell, however, did not need fiberoptics to make his
first telephone cali. The bottom line was that they did
this and if you read the definitive text in the field of
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biological weapons, published by Oxford University
Press with contribution by David Baltimore who was
among the members of the National Academy of Sciences National Research Council, that informed the
Departnient of Defense that they could do this research
for $2 million a year, they tell you that this is EXACTLY what was being done.
I then came out with a theory and basically you are
now looking at my theory. Here is my atrogenic theory
on the origin of AIDS. This is what I have just
previously shared with you. This is taking monkey
viruses and going from there through a series of mutations and culturing through human white blood cells to
HIV-l or progenitor. This is what has been published
in the American Scientific literature and you can see
that this is a very similar type of process. Researchers
have actually gone on from SIV (simian immune dellciency) virus in the African Green monkey and the
Chimpanzee (and for your knowledge, all AIDS experts
know that the closest thing to the human AIDS virus is
the simian immune deficiency virus from the Chimpanzee and, by the way, all these SIVs are, also, most
plausibly, man-made viruses and were only beginning
tobe identified in the 1980s). This is where researchers
have gone and they have also gone backwards from
HIV-l to produce monkey viruses.
[H: Not to distract from the thesis herein described, I just don’t want you readers to consider
leaving out other steps in this chain of events that
created other viruses, including but not exclusively
related to HIV viruses, the cross of some of these,
tampered genetically, strains of additional sheep
visna viruses and bovine leukemia viruses.
The
latter can take many mutational directions and one
moves on into a type of “Smallpox”-like
virus which
has NO KNOWN TREATMENT or VACCINE and is
totally capable of being ‘stored” on the hoof and is
being stored in a whole herd of altered cattle awaiting the next siege of smallpox vaccinations worldwide. Frightening? Yes indeed, almost as frightening as meeting someone with a name like Hatonn.]
Now, you are all told ihat the AIDS doesn’t discriminate, aren’t you? Hogwash! The AIDS virus
discriminates!
It even discriminates in IV drug users
and gay men. This is taken from the American Journal
ofPublic Health in 1988 and is just one little piece but
there are lots of other examples I could give you right
now but in this short time we have today I will only give
you a couple:
This is Lifetime Needle Sharing Experience in HIV
Serial Prevalence.
That is, this is the behavior that
allegedly causes the transmission of the AIDS virus.
That is, needle sharing where bloody, contaminated
needles are shared among IV drug users. And, we are
told that is probably not a great risk. And then you have
in this article a percentage of these HIV drug users that
are positive at testing. Now, you can see, for example,
that in San Antonio, Texas, 99% of the IV drug users
share their needles.
In other words, they are the
dumbest IV drug users in the country, versus the smartest IV drug users in the country who are in New York.
So, look here at the difference where you have 2% serial
prevalence in San Antonio, in New York you have
61%. You don’t have to be a rocket scientist to
conclude that something bizarre happened in New York,
Likewise, consider Tampa where there is a 0% prevalence rate and 72% share needles.
If you look at AIDS by health-year, San Francisco,
Los Angeles and New York City, again you compare
San Francisco to the others you will see that it is far and
beyond showing that the prevalence is in New York. It
should have leveled off a little bit. Something bizarre
happened in New York. Well, what could that be?
So what happened7 Let us look at a monograph
from 1972 where they show you what they were doing
and where they were doing it. You see here very clearly
what they are studying; liver cancer viruses, Hepatitis
B viruses that they believed to cause liver cancer in
New York and in Central Africa in fact, Northwest
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Uganda. The story goes that in 1965 at the New York
University medical center, the Biological Weapons
contractor I pointed out earlier, a fellow by the name of
Saul Krugman began studying the Australian antigen,
Hepatitis B virus. They suspected it caused cancer in
human beings. And Saul KNgman began inoculating
Willowbrook State School mentally retarded children
with this virus. Many died, informed consents were not
gained at that particular time but would never stand
today, for that particular work.
What they found out was that by 1970 they were
close to developing a vaccine. So at that point in time
Saul KNgman turned the project over to Maurice
Helliman at Merck, Sharp & Dohme. Maurice Helliman
is the world’s leading vaccine developer for both the
military as well as the pharmaceutical industries. He
worked with Robert Purcell at the National Institute for
Allergies and Infectious Diseases and he worked also
with Dr. Baker at the Centers for Disease Control:
They also worked with that wonderful agency, The
Food and Drug Administration
(FDA).
They had trouble getting enough viruses, you know,
it was hard to grow viruses, especially in the children
for they kept dying. So they tried to culture it in tissuecultures and it simply wouldn’t grow. They ended up
growing it successfully in Rhesus monkeys and chimThose chimpanzees, as I told you, were
panzees.
supplied to Litton Bionetics. Again, I told you that SIV
from the chimpanzee is the closest thing to human
AIDS. Please remember that. So, they grew those
Hepatitis viruses in the chimps, Rhesus monkeys. Those
animals were totally contaminated with all sorts of
viruses, herpes, Epstein-Barr,
simian cytomegaloviruses-all
sorts of things. They then took the LIVE
viruses out of the chimps and they inoculated it into the
Willowbrook State School children in Staten Island,
the gays in New York City and the Blacks in Central
Africa. This was to develop the four different sub-types
of the vaccine which was required for the world’s
population. Next they took, out of those people that
they inoculated with that virus, the serum from which
they then made the vaccine. Now, that serum that they
took was obviously contaminated with everything that
had been introduced before. But, if you don’t think
THAT is bad enough, the fact is that those individuals
had, about a decade earlier, received the Salk and Sabin
polio vaccines which were littered with simian virus
contaminants and monkey viruses.
Then in 1972 the FDA could have shut down the
manufacturer of that virus of the oral polio vaccine, the
Sabin’s live viral vaccine, because they knew that there
was full contamination, in fact, to this day it is STILL
FULLY CONTAMINATED. THE ORAL POLIO VACCINE THAT YOU, BY LAW, ARE REQUIRED TO
-GIVE YOUR CHILDREN, IS STILL, TODAY, FULLY
CONTAMINATED WITH LIVE MONKEY VIRUSES.
In fact, the FDA to this day turns a blind eye to as many
as 100 simian virus contaminants PER DOSE OF THE
ORAL POLIO VACCINE. The reason why they don’t
tell us this is because their hands are$ied, allegedly by
non-disclosure and proprietary laws placed upon them
by the pharmaceutical companies. They are muzzled.
NOTEVENHEALTHSCIENTISTSAREALLOWED
TO KNOW THE TRUTH.
So, you-the-public

never
even get close to the truth.
The first Phase 1, Phase 2 studies were for lots of
experimental Hepatitis B vaccine containing 200,000
human doses that they used in 1974 simultaneously in
New York City and Central Africa. That explains,
really, almost everything, although you might question, “Weren’t there any AIDS cases prior to 19687”
NO! There were NOT. Despite the disinforma. on that
you have heard, all of the cases prior to 1976 have been
refuted in the scientific literature. The problem is that
it never made it to the front page of the newspapers as
was the initial
finding
which was, in fact,
disinformation.
Facts are that the world’s leading
molecular epidemiologist and genetic evolutionist,
Gerald Myers at Los Alamos laboratories, published in
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Jay Levy’s book which is the definitive
text in hesitate sharing this with most people, particularly
whatever you want but it was emphatically strong,
retrovirology, and says that the only isolate, the earliest non-Christians because, you know, you are looked at as angels or whatever. I heard this voice say “Stop”. It
isolate that we have of HIV-l is a 1976 strain. Nothing if you’re crazy, and quite honestly, as a scientist with was so strong that I stopped. It said, turn right so I
earlier has been found.
an important story to tell, I try not to let people know turned right. It said “Walk”. So I walked.
The issue is that we have not just had AIDS out- how crazy I am so I keep pretty quiet about some things.
Now however, I have a problem because I am
breaks or Ebola outbreaks. In my opinion we have had
However, what happened was that I was at the supposed to be following this librarian and now I’m
everything that with which they were working as out- University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and by going off in another direction. The librarian calls back
breaks. Their science was so sloppy back then, and still God’s Grace I was there, because I wasn’t supposed to to me and asks where I think I’m going? I said “Oh,
is today, that-for
you see that here they are working be there. I had gotten a phone call that the seminar I don’t mind me! I’m just going over here.” He says “No,
in Central Africa and in Bethesda, with herpes-type
was supposed to be attending had been cancelled at the there’s nothing over there that you’re looking for...” I
viruses.
You need to know that this thing called last minute because the hall had been too freshly painted; repeated, “Don’t mind me, I’m just going on over
Chronic Fatigue is represented here but we will talk and no substitute hall could be acquired. I was coming here.. .” He says again, “No, no. no, what YOU want is
about it a bit cater. That is most plausibly
&et-he&...”
Thdn hk start; to be irricaused by simian cytomegalovirus&,
tated and tells me “That is not how you
Epstein-Barr
viruses, etc., and then of
do research! You’re not going to find
However, what happened was that I was at the
course Dr. Gallo’s new discovery, herpesanything.
You have to first get your
B virus.
That is exactly WHERE they
references
and
then you look them up.”
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and by God’s
were working with it at that time. The
But I was being driven. Again I said,
Grace I was there, because I wasn’t supposed to be
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome, ALSO AN
“Don’t mind me...” He got frustrated
INFECTIOUS DISEASE, has fpllowed the
and went on to find the Congressional
there. I had gotten a phone call that the seminar I was
AIDS epidemic almost identically.
Records I had given him.
supposed to be attending had been cancelled at the last
Also what you can see from this literaI start walking again and I hear this
ture easily gathered is that they are workvoice saying, “Ok, now slow... now turn
minute because the hall had been too freshly painted,
ing on “prostate cancer viruses”. They
left... walk slow.” I am now walking
and no substitute hall could be acquired. I was coming
were/are also working on “breast cancer
down an aisle of literally hundreds of
viruses”. In fact they took mouse mamthousands of volumes on both sides of
north from Florida and I said to my wife, “Let’s stop at
mary tissue of cancer viruses, which spethis long football field-sized aisle. I’m
the Chapel Hill so I can go to the School of Public Health
cifically cause breast cancer in mice, and
walking on and the voice says: “Stopthey mutated and manipulated them and
look down to your left”. I looked down,
library,” and that’s what we did.
then they started being found in cattle.
left, and there I see the title: SPECIAL
I had a couple of Congressional Records which I had
What next? Well a couple of years later
VIRUS CANCER PROGRAM.
I was
those breast cancer viruses began to be
blown away and when I pulled it off the
not yet found, so I went to the Government Documents
shelf and I yelled out, “I found what I’m
found in cow’s milk. Then they started
office there at the library and asked for help. The
looking for.” But, you know... I was
finding them in female human breast milk.
You might say that it is possible, and
struck dumb. What this was was the
gentleman to whom I inquired said he would help and
CONTRACTS FOR THE PROGRAMS.
as a scientist I can certainly say that it is
asked me to follow him. I was following this fellow to
now within reason to speculate and sugWhat I have to show you here are the
CONTRACTS through which the AIDSgest/theorize that between 1902, when the
the section on Congressional Records but was about ten
like and the Ebola-like Viruses were decancer registries began, and 1970 where
yards behind, as he was moving fast. ‘All of a sudden I
veloped. If you look, there is the name
prostate cancer and breast cancer was
Dr. Robert Gallo, Project Officer for the
flatlined and all of a sudden in the 70s you
hear an extremely strong inner voice. You can call it
National Cancer Institute. See the name
had a bit of increase and in the 80s a larger
whatever you want but it was emphatically strong,
Robert Ting, Bionetics etc.? See this
increase and in the 9Os, now, you have it
of Viral Carcinotitle: ‘Investigation
going through the roof. Again, you don’t
angels or whatever. I heard this voice say “Stop”. It was
gens in Primates and Monkeys”.
Conhave to be a rocket scientist to conclude
so strong that I stopped. It said, turn right so I turned
tract date initiated, February 12, 1962.
that maybe we should consider this to be a
The annual funding level, $2.15 million
right. It said “Walk”. So I walked.
source of our current cancer epidemics!
dollars. And that is why the National
[H: I suggest you re-read this paraNow
however,
I
have
a
problem
because
I
am
Academy of Sciences National Research
graph because if you have viral causes
Council was able to inform the Departsupposed to be following this librarian and now I’m
for cancer here, you have viral causes
ment of Defense in 1969 that for $2
everywhere in every type of cancer and
going off in another direction. The librarian calls back
million dollars a year for five years they
it CAN BE STOPPED BY SUCH AS
could
develop these viruses. They knew
to
me
and
asks
where
I
think
I’m
going?
I
said
“Oh,
OUR COLLOIDS
IF AT A FREbecause they had just done it. Hear me:
QUENCY OF TITANIUM.
CONTAdon’t mind me! I’m just going over here.” He says “No,
They had just done it!
GIOUS? OH MY GOODNESS, YES IT
So another $10 million of your taxthere’s nothing over there that you’re looking for. ..” I
IS CONTAGIOUS!
IT IS EASILY
payer
money went to fund the developPASSED, AS YOU CAN SEE, RIGHT
repeated, “Don’t mind me, I’m just going on over here.. .”
ment of the current plague-but
not to
THROUGH THE MILK YOU FEED
concern, for the use is intended for you
He says again, “No, no, no, what you want is over
YOUR BABIES.
VIRUSES CAN BE
same tax-payers.
SPECIFICALLY
STRUCTURED TO
here...” Then he starts to be irritated and tells me “That
This was the contract used for the
UTILIZE SPECIFIC SITES AND TISspreading
of the Grus. This is Merck,
is
not
how
you
do
research!
You’re
not
going
to
find
SUES OF TEE BODY AND ITS ORSharp, and Dohme’s contract,
NIH
GANS.1
anything. You have to first get your references and then
712059, and an adjacent contract, Study
I now refer to a chart by Gerald Myers
of Viruses
in Human
and Animal
you look them up.” But I was being driven. Again I said,
that says, note he calls his theory The Big
Neoplasmia,
and
then
there
is a next one
Bang, the Big Bang happened in the early
(continuedon
nextpage)
that referred to development of vaccines.
1970s where SIV from the African Green
All of the contracts were published in the
monkey or the chimpanzee all of a sudden
sprouted roots and grew into the different types of HIV north from Florida and I said to my wife, “Let’s stop at book, Emerging Viruses: AIDS & Ebola. In fact, what
viruses, all around the planet, by 1975. The theory that the Chapel Hill so I can go to the School of Public was extraordinary was that once I had these documents
and I photocopied them I wondered to myself if the
I just suggest to you makes total sense because they Health library,” and that’s what we did.
And lo and
1 had a couple of Congressional Records which I documents still exist in the libraries.
developed different sub-types from those viruses, and
had not yet found, so I went to the Government Docu- behold I searched and couldn’t find them in any other
of course in developing the sub-types in the different
ments office there at the library and asked for help. The libraries so I went right into Fort Detrick, right to the
individuals you would have slightly differing strains.
Along about the end of my investigation I lucked gentleman to whom I inquired said he would help and National Cancer Institute’s Library where I thought for
out. In fact, because you are a Christian audience, and asked me to follow him. I was following this fellow to sure it would have to be there, but NO it was even pulled
most of our viewers will be Christians in the real sense the section on Congressional Records but was about ten off the library’s catalogue. I then went back to Harvard
reference. What I have
of the term, meaning Christ oriented, I will share with yards behind, as he was moving fast. All of a sudden I and found the same thing-no
I hear an extremely strong inner voice. You can call it now done is to publish the “call” numbers for these
you the miracle of my finding this information.
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things so that librarians throughout the country can Unreliable monkey traders? That is, they got contami- produce
that piece of garbage.
It was total.
protect those documents because they are the most nated monkeys and that must be what caused the out- disinformation meant to scare you and let you know
incriminating documents you could ever imagine. [H: breaks. Now think about that a minute, please. You are that these viruses are coming-and
boy are they comWell, they are gone and refusal of that information,
National Cancer Institute, these monkeys are expensive ing... ! What is the Sloan Foundation? Well, they just
just as the Phoenix journals are deliberately KEPT as the chimps alone cost thousands of dollars EACH happen to be very well connected with the Ford FounOUT OF LIBRARIES, to be available for public and they used hundreds, if not thousands, of these a dation and the Rockefeller Foundation.
They just
reference is part of the major PLAN for depopula- year, and the other monkeys go for $300 to $500 each. happen to send about $200,000 per year to MIT under
tion and you will NOT be intentionally given such Now, let’s say you are in business-are
How noble! For
you going to the umbrella of “Neurosciences”.
information.]
rely, first of all, on UNreliable monkey traders to “Public Management, Mass Persuasion Technologies
I would like to turn now to the issue of “Ebola”. supply your monkeys7 Or, are you going to set up shop Research”, that is, BRAINWASHING. [H: Sounds a
How many of you read the book, THE HOT ZONE? Lots with reputable suppliers? By the way, all the discover- bit like the Brookings Institute/US&P connection??]
of you... very nice. It was the number one New York ies, made at TAX-PAYER expense, after discovered
Do you still wonder why Richard Preston would
Times non-fiction book for over two-and-apublish this book? Or do you wonder at
half years. THE HOT ZONE by Richard
why Random House would print it? All
Preston. The thesis was that as man inpaid off by the same criminals! [H: Or is
fringes upon the tropical rain forest and as
there any wonder that Binder would try
“Don’t mind me.. .” He got frustrated and went on to
to get Dharma jailed?]
we cut down the rain forests, these viruses
find the Congressional Records I had given him.
are under lumber, in grass and they are
Who else is Sloan? Well, interestingly
JUMPING OUT AND ENTERING INTO
enough, on the, Board of Directors was
I start walking again and I hear this voice saying,
Laurance Rockefeller. And what they were
us... Well, Richard Preston wrote about,
“Ok, now slow.. . now turn left. . . walk slow.” I am
also funding was, heavily, THE POPULAand the book starts, at Kitum Caves. This
TION CONTROL COUNCILS and POPUis a couple of hundred miles from northnow walking down an aisle of literally hundreds of
west Uganda, this very dark cave, in the
LATION
CONTROL.
Laurance
thousands
of volumes on both sides of this long
darkest of Central Africa where there are
Rockefeller not only sat on the Board but
was the Director and President of The Sloan
“Black people and they are DARK there
football field-sized aisle. I’m walking on and the
and they get disease, ” but there is nothing
Kettering Cancer Memorial Research Cenvoice says: “Stop-look down to your left”. I looked
ter, which was literally and intimately inlike racist literature, is there?
There was this Kitum Cave where there
volved
in the development of these types
down, left, and there I see the title: SPECIAL VIRUS
of cancers. In fact, they supplied Dr.
was a pumping station sugar factory operaCANCER PROGRAM I was blown away and when I
Gallo with some of his reagents for his
tor who was taking a hike one day and ran
research. Moreover, Laurance Rockefeller
into some bat-guano at the bottom of Kitum
pulled it off the shelf and I yelled out, “I found what
put together the New York City Blood CounCave where this Ebola virus was mutating
I’m looking for.” But, you know. . . I was struck dumb.
cil. This was the council of doctors that
and it jumped out and entered into this
started the New York City blood bank.
fellow and he then came out and he spread
What this was was the CONTRACTS FOR THE
This was the International Blood Bankers.
This was a “terrifying true
it around.
PROGRAMS.
Which, if you saw 60 MINUTES a few
story” at/from RANDOM HOUSE, that gloweeks ago, they had a segment saying that
rious publisher in New York city, as NONWhat I have to show you here are the
“the government knew... that blood was
fiction. If you go into the scientific literaCONTRACTS through which the AIDS-like and the
tainted and allowed the over 10,000 hemoture, not only did Richard Preston change
philiacs in the U.S. to get taintedblood”, as
the names but the character never existed.
Ebola-like Viruses were developed. If you look, there
well as tainted blood clotting factor-s, and
In fact, the scientific literature tells you
is the name Dr. Robert Gallo, Project Officer for the
that it was the government who knew this...
that is was two women working in a textile
and countless others throughout who reNational Cancer Institute. See the name Robert Ting,
mill that were the first to develop the Ebola.
ceived similar materials. And they didn’t
Not this fellow from the book! More inBionetics etc.? See this title: “Investigation of Viral
do anything! See, but the government is an
credibly, however, Kitum Cave is a metaCarcinogens in Primates and Monkeys”. Contract
easy scapegoat-it
is a nameless thing,
phor for LITTON BIONETICS RESEARCH
being, conglomerate of bureaucratic noLABORATORIES! ! !
date initiated, February 12, 1962. The annual funding
names. There are people, listeners, in the
In fact, Preston went on to talk about
level, $2.15 million dollars. And that is why the
government who make these decisions. In
how the Reston virus, from right outside of
fact these decisions were made‘by the New
Washington D.C., you will remember the
National Academy of Sciences National Research
York City Blood Council, blood bank,
Hazelton Research Labs that Preston said
Council was able to inform the Department of Defense
Laurance Rockefeller, et al.
supplied monkeys to U.S. Army Research
and Infectious Diseases Institute. He never
in 1969 that for $2 million dollars a year for five years
[END QUOTING OF PART 31
said a word about Hazelton supplying the
they could develop these viruses. They knew because
military with VIRUSES. BUT, THAT IS
Have to have a break here so we will
WHAT THEY WERE ALSO DOING. In
they had just done it. Hear me: They had just done
just run on into Part 4 when we sit again to
fact, I have also published THEIR conit!
transcribe.
tracts. You can see for yourselves that they
I hope you readers are stopping along
were doing the exact same work that Gallo
So another $10 million of your tax-payer money
the way to realize and refresh your minds
was doing on monkeys-they
were doing it
went to fund the development of the current plagueas to what we have offered you prior to
in dogs, and Preston said that they got their
now. If you do so and confirm your own
Reston Virus Outbreak monkeys from the
but not to concern, for the use is intended for you same
beliefs, you are going to be A LONG WAY
Philippines-but
when you trace down
tax-payers.
AHEAD in ability to defend yourselves, at
where the African Green monkeys come
least for a while, with what we have to
from, it is northwest Uganda in Central
offer. I cannot warn you strongly enough
Africa.
When you look at all the other
monkeys involved you can find in their own documents and patented, they spun it off to for-profit entities how serious this information is to your very existence
as a species. The Pandora’s box is opened and it might
it shows that Hazelton IMPORTED their monkeys. leaving the tax-payer OUT. I think that is disgusting.
Davis lab on the California West Coast which had
[H: By the way, readers, if a book is published by as’well be the proverbial ARK. Viruses, like any other
several of the Ebola-like virus outbreaks, along with a RANDOM HOUSE-be very, very suspicious. t This hybrid thing, will simply mutate, re-mutate, recombine
couple in Philadelphia, they also imported their mon- is the source of ghost writer heaven wherein such as and endlessly be able to multiply in every chaotic
Darden’s book, all the politician books, etc., are fashion you can imagine. Man created this bastard
keys and only Litton Bionetics Labs had colony-born,
colony-born, colony-born monkeys.
Their colonies published and there is no truth among the whole lot microbe species and you will die by it, millions upon
were in northwest Uganda and then they also developed of them. It is a Pay-Off publisher for paying other- millions of you. Once your blueprint in DNA ‘is irresome over here in the U.S.
wise unpayable people, off. If Random House pub- versibly reversed, .you will not survive for the RNA
They worked intimately with the International As- lislies a book-KNOW THAT IT IS FILLED WITH factors will reprogram you for deterioration and malfunction. Reprogramming is NOT simple and, once the
sociation for Research in Cancer and they had set up MISINFORMATION AND DISINFORMATION.]
their labs and used the colonies over there. Preston’s
Richard Preston’s thesis is bogus. In fact, Richard original DNA blueprint is completely changed, there is
thesis is that they used unreliable monkey traders. Preston was paid $20,000 by the Sloan Foundation to nothing lefi from which to reprogram.,.Moreonr,
by
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the time you become fully aware of this little glitch, it
is too late to revamp-“ time” will have lapsed beyond
the point of no return. So doom and gloom? Well, it is
all in perception and perspective, isn’t it? Salu.
l/5/97 #2
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[QUOTING, PART 4; TRANSCRIPTION
LECTURE, DEC. 1996:]
AND

OF A

RIGHT
AROUND
AGAINTO HENRY
KISSINGER

This in essence is a summary report on Emerging
Viruses: AIDS & Ebola. And, the horrifying reality is
that it was HENRY KISSINGER,
in 1968, TEAT
ORDERED THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THESE
TYPES OF VIRUSES!
The story goes something like the following and I
should touch upon the center third of my book which
goes over the social-political background:
In 1968 KISSINGER became NSC (National Security Council) advisor under Richard Nixon. How he got
to that position can be found in the history books where
you find that Nelson Rockefeller made Henry Kissinger
the Nuclear Weapons Study Group Director of the
Council on Foreign Relations (CFR). This is how he
became the nuclear weapons guru and that, as you can
probably remember the days of alarms and fallout
shelters, well, a fallout shelter in every home was
America’s price for freedom, was directly from Henry
Kissinger.
[H: Now you are some kind of a kinky
cultist if you even think about a security shelter and
much the more so if you happen to think there might
just-be a nuclear problem some day.] So, this became
the man behind the deployment of strategic nuclear
missiles in Europe and in 1968 he was looking for
alternatives and the word passed on by him was that the
Russians were far ahead of us in the biological race, in
itself false and misleading.
The U.S., embarrassingly, was and is the world’s
leading expert in the field ofBiological Weapons. The
other fellow that Nixon was considering as well as
Kissinger for the NSC in Foreign Policy Intelligence,
was Roy L. Ash, the PRESIDENT OF LITTON INDUSTRIES. So it is really, as usual, the “good old boy”
network. This is just a small group of people, listeners.
This is not a makeup of bunches and bunches of people
at the top-there
are only a tiny handful who run
everything.
Kissinger ordered Laird to immediately do a reassessment of America’s biological weapons capabilities.
The reassessment came back and the option of developing these types of viruses WAS SELECTED.
The
money then went to Litton Bionetics, which owned and
operated the entire National Cancer Institute’s Fort
Detrick, Maryland facilities. They held the contract to
RUN IT ALL. They administered, as well, ALL of the
money passing through it. So, we can KNOW that the
money went through there. And I know where the $2
million per year went!
But how did Henry Kissinger get to that point? And
how does this relate to America’s Biological Weapons
Industry? Well, interestingly enough, I told you that it
was Merck, Sharp and Dohme’s Hepatitis B vaccine
that most plausibly brought AIDS to the world. American Biological Weapons Industries DIRECTOR was
none other than George W. Merck, the president of
Merck, Sharp 62 Dohme. This was a fact -during most
of the “Cold War”. He was personally appointed by
President Roosevelt to direct America’s Biological
Weapons Industries. Then, at the end of WW-II there
were a lot of very devious things ongoing.
You had Allen Dulles, and you have a wonderful
airport outside Washington D.C. named after Dulles,
who for the sake of Rockefeller and Standard Oil,
negotiated partnership agreements with I.G. Farben in
pre-Nazi GERMANY. That is the company, by the
way, that used all the concentration
camp slave-labor
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They are also the company that
held the patent on the “gas” that was allegedly used in
the gas chambers-also
partners with the John D.
Rockefeller and all the Rockefeller folks. They were
doing some extremely devious things back then as they
were also simultaneously
CREATING THE COLD
WAR. They were going behind President Roosevelt’s,
and Truman’s, backs and had a Central Intelligence
Agency (CIA) within the Central Intelligence Agency
[H: You know, sort of like today.] about which very
few people knew.
What happened was that they had an idea to get all
their colleagues out of Nazi Germany. And they did it.
All of the Nazis that you thought JUST DISAPPEARED
or died-guess what? They didn’t die! They all came
under what was called [H: Hold your breath, readers.] PROJECT PAPERCLIP.
In fact, HENRY KISSINGER, in 1948, was the
Chief Nazi Hunter for American Intelligence.
They
started the Central Intelligence Agency as a cover
organization for what was called the GALEN ORG.
That was the German Intelligence PRE-Hitler, superseding the Nazi S.S. This was funded by Europe’s and
Germany’s biggest industrialists. And they desired to
get all of their partners, all the Nazis, out, along with
all the money, prior to the fall of Hitler.
[H: Do you suppose all this discussion makes
Leonard Horowitz (a good Jewish name) antiSemitic?
Wow, the sham charade begins to fall
apart, does it not?]
Among the people who were brought over there
were over 2,000 Nazis who escaped through the
“rat”line.
They went from underground trains from
Germany to Rome where the Vatican laundered half of
the Nazi warchest of personnel and the Chase Manhattan BANK, which was in Paris, France and stayed open
during the entire Nazi occupation of France, laundered
the other half-including
the millions of dollars which
remained-while
most of the funds had already been
moved out. This was done through the same train
setup. In addition, the Vatican supplied many of the
false identifications that were needed to get the Nazis,
out and which ones they did not supply, Allen Dulles
supplied and they formed the Central Intelligence
Agency in order to get them out, to act as a cover.
Some of the people included the horrifying names
of Joseph Mengele (the Angel of Death), the “Butcher
of Lyon”, Klaus Barbie and Erich Traub and his associate, Hitler’s top biological weapon’s contractor/developer-the
world’s LEADING virologist,
They
brought him over and he immediately went to work for
the Naval Biological Research Laboratories in association with the University of California. This is, by the
way, from where Dr. Peter Deusberg hails. Many of you
in the audience may well remember the name, Dr. Peter
Deusberg. He is making the headlines right now. HE
IS THE ONE WHO SAYS HIV DOES NOT CAUSE
AIDS. “I’ll inject myself with it,” he says. You know,
I found records of discussions between him and Dr.
Robert Gallo and, in fact, I publish his CONTRACT,
his special virus program contract, in EMERGING
VIRUSES. And you can see that when Gallo asks, “Hey
Peter, do you think if we combine chicken leukemia,”
and this is the chicken leukemia sarcoma expert, “with
this type-C virus that we can get this to cause cancer in
humans?” Deusberg says: “That is absolutely right!”
Now he is all of a sudden saying that he has a “change
of heart” and that “these things don’t cause cancer.”
I do agree with him, however, that 80% of what he
puts out is TRUE. It is the 20% that he is not telling us
that I believe to be more important that you know.
What he does tell you is important for many of you who
are suffering from HIV-AIDS, that AZT, DDI, 3-tc, the
protease inhibitors, all of the drugs, all the bad lifestyles-they
are probably killing faster than the viruses. [H: You have to hold it in mind that the HIV
virus is pretty lazy and if that was ALL that is
introduced, it would never KILL anyone-just
compromise the immune system a bit. However, what
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happens is that all opportunistic buggers can move
in and they in turn now have capability of mutation
and you have a fine kettle of chaotic fish to get you
from one direction or another. Worse, there is no
real negotiation in the matter. If one virus doesn’t
get you, then another will.]
But guess what? IF there actually would be a
Population Control Agenda, hey, knock off some people
in the process when, after all, the drug treatment
program only costs you incapacitated people some
$20,000 a year. Cheap? Well, “they” can make an
awful lot of money as they “go out”. And, they will
certainly “go out”.
So, the Nazis came over here to the U.S. And, I
would like to point out some books recently published.
One is The Nazi Connection,
The Human Genome
Project.
To those of you who haven’t heard the term
eugenics, you should read it carefully.
It is from
Oxford University Press, and the author is German.
The horrifying reality is that Hitler’s racial hygienic agenda w.as OUR CREATION HERE IN THE
UNITED STATES. And, in addition, IT WAS FUNDED
BY ROCKEFELLER THROUGH THE ROCKEFELLER
UNIVERSITY AND ROCKEFELLERRESEARCHERS
WHO BEGAN TO DO THE FIRST RESEARCH IN
HUMAN GENOMES, HUMAN GENES, IN THE LATE
1920s AND EARLY 30s.
You from the South will remember the days when it
was unlawful to intermix races. This was simply a part
of the “Rockefeller Racial Hygienic Program”. This
showed, as you would suspect, that Blacks are genetically inferior to Whites. So in 1932 when Hitler started
his rise, he is out of jail, he publishes his famous book,
Mein kmph,
he turns and shows the world that “I’m
not such a bad man; I’m just following THE LEAD OF
THE AMERICANS! Look at what THEY are doing
here.” Worse, he was correct. But Hitler said, “We will
refine it and say that these Jews are also inferior.” Of
course you will now recognize the separation of the
Jewish people as simply called Jews who were NOT
THE SAME AS THOSE WHO WERE PERPETRATING THE OFFENSES, THE “NEW” JEWS. Confused?
How else could you be than confused?
Allen Dulles and brothers agreed, “Right on! Do
it-let’s
go for it...” And therefore now the Jews
become the scapegoats of the persecution of the gays,
the Blacks and the Gypsies and of course, the Christians.
In 1938, almost to the beginning of the war, you
had all the brilliant Jewish researchers being purged
from the European Universities and where did they go?
THEY CAME HERE TO AMERICA! Some went to
Argentina but many of them came right here to the U.S.
of A. The work, then, was continued here as well as
over there. In the concentration camps they continued
to refine the genetic predispositions for all sorts of
things from eye color to diseases. After the war they
continued to research over here in the United States. At
Cold Springs Harbor, ladies and gentlemen, they have
just completed THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT.
All of it, for nearly a century, led up to this just
completed THE HUMAN GENOME PROJECT, wherein
researchers announce being able to map out the entire
human genome, all of the DNA sequences, all of the
amino sequence in the genes and they now know the
SPECIFIC GENES SEQUENCES ASSOCIATED WITH
EVERY PREDISPOSITION OF DISEASE IN VIRTUALLY EVERY RACE. THEY HAVE MAPPED IT
ALL OUT NEATLY AS PRESENTED.
[H: Still think you don’t have CLONES and
DUPLICATES in high places?]
Is it anv wonder that two Thursdavs azo the Poue,
for the first time in historv, came out and said “IT’S
NOT CREA TIONISM. IT’S NOT GOD-IT’S
GENES!
IT IS SURIT’S EVOLUTION
OF THE SPECIES.
VIVAL OF THE FITTEST!”
Did any one of you think that was a little bit odd?

But now, you can see the connection
The fact is that
now they have designer viruses. They DO have the
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capacity, now, to create a virus which literally COULD
SEEK OUT AND FIND the specific gene sequence that
causes, for instance, Jewish women to develop breast
cancer and you read that at least two months ago in
Associated Press releases. Or, a couple of weeks ago
you read that in Blacks they had found the gene sequence that causes Blacks to be more susceptible to
Ebola virus infections. And then, you have the gene
sequence associated with Blacks’ Sickle Cell Anemia.
And, in addition, you have the gene sequence associated with Jewish men of European descent developing
sarcomas. And then, you know what causes problems
in American Indians and you know what causes problems in Japanese and in Chinese and so on. I really
don’t need to tell you any more, do I?
A year ago in July in the Council on Foreign
Relations Magazine what I saw was a full-page spread
paid for by the Population Council in New Jersey,
another Rockefeller-funded
agency, and what does it
say? “Immediate attention to Council members, to
recognize the URGENT need to REDUCE the United
States’ population by 55 PERCENT! Down to 1947
levels.” That is not Third World countries, people, that
is the UNITED STATES-that
is HERE!
You could say, “But why? There is no population
problem here.” I don’t have an answer. Why don’t you
ask the Rockefellers? Why don’t you ask Mr. Kissinger7
But now, let me ask you this: Let’s say you had all
the money and all the power and you had THAT as a
goal in life. How would you accomplish that today?
Well, you might use bullets. Youmight be able todrum
up enough racial tension and hate between Blacks and
Whites so that the poor unbelievably ignorant Black
people in the urban ghetto, who have been brainwashed
by the media, believe that Whitie is out to “get’em” and
they start rioting and guess who gets called in but the
military people who HAVE NOW BEEN ASKED,
“WOULD YOU SHOOT AMERICAN CITIZENS IF
YOU HAD TO?” So, yes, you might be able to go in and
kill off a million or two Black people in urban America,
couldn’t you? BUT, that is NOT 55 PERCENT of the
United States’ population, is it? You need to kill off a
lot more, don’t you? Well, what else are you going to
do? How about gas? Nah! Remember, there is still a
stigma against gas from the last war! So, how would
you do it?
How about VACCINES? How about CONTAMINATED VACCINES? How about contaminated vactines contaminated with DESIGNER VIRUSES? You
know, given the fact that my mother died of GuillainBarre syndrome. She initially got this Guillain-Barre
syndrome from the Swine Flu vaccine, just like thousands of other people, which causes an immune system
dysfunction wherein a person’s own white blood cells
start eating away at the myelin sheaths surrounding the
nerves. Shortly after these symptoms become recognized cancer follows along with death.
There are numerous other researchers that will tell
you that what inspires their research is just like me,
wherein family members have died because of the
vaccines. It therefore becomesno mystery, or is highly
plausible to consider, this probability of sequence.
When Dr. John Martin testified at the Subcommittee
investigation into Gulf War Syndrome, that the government had been covering up and if you read the New York
Times just today, you’ll find a whole article about how
the CIA and Pentagon has been covering up the truth
about Gulf War Syndrome.
Along with this American hero comes Garth
Nicolson who went with him to Congress and said the
most plausible explanation for the Gulf War Syndrome
is that it was INITIATED BY CONTAMINATED VACCINES. They explained that the troops had gotten
vaccines containing 17 DIFFERENT components. Some
of the lots (batches) were contaminated and some were
not. The company that produced the vaccines down in
Texas had used the vaccine for experimenting on a
population of prisoners and those people developed
Gulf War Syndrome before the Gulf War! It followed
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that Americans who didn’t go over to the Gulf War area
ALSO GOT GULF WAR SYNDROME AS WELL.
Some who went “over there” didn’t get it despite being
“exposed”. How is this explained? Well, it’svery clear
that the only plausible explanation is that some of the
vaccine lots were contaminated and the ones with
contamination caused immune system suppression and
then, in an immune-suppressed
human being, when
exposed to multiple drug interactions, you get symptoms such as Chronic Fatigue and Gulf War Syndrome.
Also, the ones who went over to that Gulf War arena
were also exposed to the chemical weapons dump exThey then developed tiultiple chemical
plosions.
sensitivities.
It is, therefore, most plausible from a
scientific perspective to speculate and theorize that it
was the contaminated vaccines that caused this atrocity.
It finally made it into the press about a month ago.
And yet, what did you read the next day? The next day
you read “The Pentagon announced a major change of
plans and they were now going to inoculate 1.5 million
military personnel with ANTHRAX vaccine.”
I am going to leave you with this thought: If there
is an agenda called the New World Order, and there IS,
and if there is a plan to knock out the United States
military in order to achieve the NATO and United
Nations armed services being the world’s providers of
the military, then you would have to most plausibly
knock out the U.S. military to accomplish that feat. I
guarantee you that the most inexpensive and least
traceable way to do it would be to contaminate the
vaccines.
Thank you very much.
[END QUOTING OF TRANSCRIPTION AND OUR
PART 41
And so, how do you like these apples? Disturbing7
What Do you think about this material, readers? It is
YOUR life, you know! You as a species are on the brink
of being exterminated.
This goes beyond any type of
genocide ever brought to your shores prior to now in all
of history. You have had some BAD things come along,
but this potentially is the annihilation of a species of
Earth humans.
So, Mr. Kissinger doesn’t like me and he doesn’t
like Dharma? Well, people, I don’t like Mr. Kissinger
either. And then, which Mr. Kissinger would I choose
to dislike? There are so many hand-me-downs by this
time that it is hard to find the REAL Mr. Kissinger to
stand up, please. This in itself should scare the living
daylights out of you because SOMEONE is even higher
and beyond the duplicates- isn’t there’? Ah, and you
had best begin to consider just who and what that might
be! Aliens from out of space? DO NOT INSULT
SPACE ALIENS WITH SUCH ASSUMPTIONS! YOUR
PLIGHT IS STEMMING RIGHT FROM YOUR
EARTH-NOT
THE COSMOS!
So what do you have to have to beat the odds in this
game? Well, you have to have GOD because “we” are
the only ones who can offer what you need. You have
to have, first of all, something in a form absolutely
viable of such frequencies as to knock out the attaching
molecule in a vi&s (the neck that holds the cap to the
B.C.-By
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crystalline body). Since the early viruses utilized zinc
for that molecule, then you know you have to have
something up the scale in frequency from zinc or, at the
least, zinc. Then you have to have something that
knocks out the carrier if it be viable parasitic or
bacterial microbes. Now you have to reach beyond
anything you have on Earth so there has to be a “new”
element.
We can offer that in OxySol, ladies and
gentlemen. This is a production of the finest liquid
diamond chips for programming of anything known to
mankind except the Drias which house the original life
DNA cellular structure of LIFE with ability to absolutely blueprint original RNA without the scissors.
Fountain ofyouth? God forbid the silliness of mankind’s
focus. We speak here of survival of a SPECIES. YOU
HUMANS are the endangered species of the Universe!
What are we supposed to do, colonize a few of you in our
survival zoos? Are we supposed to argue with you over
your own demise? No thank you, we prefer to stay out
of your business and isolate you from contaminating
any part of the Cosmos. Goodness, we can’t even get
more subscriptions to the paper than around 1,300 tops.
So, 144,000 survivors looks pretty good, doesn’t it?
And for you who look at titanium “stuff and
wonder where we can go from there? Well, iridium for
one, and then move right on up the spectrum of octaves.
Can you do this? No, but WE CAN. And I think it is
about time you really started taking better care of my
hands because so far Dharma is the only one able to
produce these THINGS for you.
You people have just witnessed a complete kill-off
of Zita’s cancer-causing buggers when EVERYTHING
else known to man to use was exhausted. This ain’t just
“accidental miracles”, good friends! This is deliberate
PROOF! Zita was dying, terminal, kaput, zapped out
and then some! Moreover, the treatment didn’t even
spill one particulate into any organ-cleansing mechanism. In fact, ten times the amount used could have
been used safely and still not spill over. You could use
a hundred times the amount and the body would only
use what it needs to attend itself. Then, you have
available a whole renewal of cellular structure from
DNA-RNA rehabilitation through the carbon of life,
OxySol in Dria integration. But this will only come in
sequence slow enough to satisfy the physicians already
“blown out” over what has happened here. And you
think you are NOT special7 Come now, little friends.
But isn’t it time we give Dharma a break already? I find
it that even Einstein gets some respect while Dharma
just gets to go back and back and back again to court to
try and save her own life and property from the thugs
and criminals. Is there not something wrong with this
picture? So be it for we never know what masterpieces
God will paint with HIS brushes.
Dharma, in honor of a good day’s work, go forth
and eat junk food. We have done a good day’s work this
day! May we walk ever with GOD that our days eachbe
so filled with good tidings and new frontiers.
The
negative things that confront you only allow you to
more clearly recognize the WONDERFUL GIFTS GOD
OFFERS! .
May you think hard upon these things and again:
may the life you save be your own, for it can be no other
way. Salu. -

Johnny Hart
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He has, I believe, given Rick Martin contact information for the new Chief Executive Officer. Dr. Okilo
suggests that you who have contacted him regarding
the case, please duplicate your petitions to this new
officer. I, too, ask that you do so as the court confrontation is still scheduled, only the date has changed from
January to-February.
I don’t know why I am asked about attendance of
“anyone” who wishes to attend, to go to the court
hearings, i.e. tomorrow morning in the property case
versus Horn et al. These can be as short as five minutes
or as long as extending to weeks. However, these are
OPEN COURT.proceedings and there is NO reason to
NOT go if you are interested. In fact, I suggest Rick
Martin find journalists, TV, whatever, reporters and
ask them to attend. The PUBLIC attention does more
good than anything done in secret. Accusations do not
make truth and the better way to produce the ideal
picture of FACT and truth is to have OPEN COURT
AND INSIST THAT ALL BE PLACED IN PUBLIC
EVIDENCE. I DID SAY “ALL”. Stop allowing important and focused items to be deleted from cases. Appeal
for REHEARINGS based on new evidence-but
get the
cheats and liars back into the case so evidence can be
utilized! YOU HAVE HIRED YOUR ATTORNEYREQUIRE HIM TO PERFORM. But as to viewers7 I
believe that everyone or anyone who wishes to go to
open court should, by all means, do so. WE DO NOT
HAVE ANYTHING TO HIDE. WE HAVE TRIED FOR
NINE YEARS TO GET IT PUBLIC SO WHY WOULD
ANYONE HIDE AWAY FROM ATTENDANCE?
WOULDN’T IT BE WONDERFUL IF THE WHOLE
GRAND JURY AND JUDICIAL SYSTEM PERSONNEL WERE REQUIRED TO ATTEND7 There isn’t
much room for audience in these new courtrooms-but
the one being utilized in Bakersfield is the largest, it
appears, that they do have. Fill it up, and further, I
prefer that it be filled with press and media. But for
goodness sakes, readers, don’t call Ekkers for this is
none of their business as to what YOU do. Just remember that the thrust of the legal system is to keep you-thepeople from knowing what takes place. Isn’t it time you
began to take control of YOUR property, YOUR SERVANTS, and ELECTED PERSONNEL? When, if not
now, will you “get mad as hell and not take it any
more “? Why would your own attorneys not wish you
there in great numbers7 You are the ONLY ONES
WITH TRUTH ON YOUR SIDE! Will you make your
own attorney too nervous with you there? Why? He
only has to concern with FACT and TRUTH-he
can
only look good if he does his JOB. And the dead fish
(sharks???) can only continue to stink.
With the conspiracy connections of all of these
cases as is now structured, even through ex-judge Jason
Brent, Horn and the bunch of criminals in NevadaYOU ARE ALL INVOLVED. The PUBLIC is involved
and the simple confrontation is not the important focus
any longer-TRUTH
AND JUSTICE must be the goal.
Here is your opportunity, as a matter of fact, to
reconsider the words of the Great Teacher:

LookFor Joy Along
TheWeatheredPath
l/6/97 #l
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In the beauty of a morning like today it is hard to
have other than joy in the heart-IF,
you do not have
tragedy in your lives stemming from any other source.
All I can ask you to do if tragedy or hardship or life’s
problems are upon you-go forth and see the beauty,
even in the storm, and thank God for bringing you
through whatever is upon you, perceived good or badand GOD WILL SHOW YOU THE WAY! GOD LOVES
YOU, FRIEND, ABSOLUTELY, AND THERE IS POSITIVE GROWTH FROM EVERY EXPERIENCE 11
YOU ALLOW

YOURSELF

WHAT

TO SEE IT.

JOY?

Do we start with little things suchas in“good news/
bad news”?
Bad news: You lost everything in your house to
floods and winter storm? You still may well have a
house! And, if you still have “life” you can rebuild.
Many lost even the foundation of their home. And, if
you lost EVERYTHING except self-you
still have
SELF. And no, GOD DID NOT SEND THE HORROR
UPON YOU. In every instance MAN has projected his
own foolishness upon you.
If you lost your property, then it is wise to reconsider where you place your dwellings for these storms
will come again and again and again in these days of
tribulation.
If levies on rivers break, consider moving
to high ground or make sure those levies are based on
more than fill-dirt. You are now beginning to REALLY
experience those things of which John wrote in Revelation.
Moreover, just as man can develop and move
about storms at will, so too can man interrupt them and
move them off-shore.
Hold it in your hearts. Now,
since you must deal with man in his days of depopulation trials,- YOU must be the more shrewd if you wish to
survive and live in any freedom at all. If you live in a
river “bottom” area-be prepared to weather the storms
for the insurance companies will be going broke and the
governments will be unable to support the numbers of
disasters that will be befalling citizens and nations.
These winter storms are NOTHING compared to
what is in front of you as the tropical jet stream becomes
more and more erratic ‘through ‘man’s manipulation.
Already the northern jet stream is off course and bringing more intense cold weather patterns. YOU have to
pay attention and consider what you might do to come
into some amount of security in your living quarters.
In the U.S. it will be found, as we write, that the
Western Coastal areas are quite “still”. What I mean is
that quake activity is incredibly LOW. This is NOT a
good sign, readers, for stored energy is going to burst
forth in greater force and in more widespread affected
areas. To disable the populations -of any place there
needs to be many disasters befalling the citizens at a
single setting. You already now have the misery of
-ealizing crops are down and therefore food will be the
lext in the sequence of timed events.
You are going to go forth and do whatever you will
do, friends, and it is not my prerogative to interject
myself into your affairs. However, it would seem a
rather thoughtful thing if I remind you to THINK about

what you are doing. God will see, first, if you can
attend the little things-the
family without help, the
injured lady down the street, the homeless child-then
HE will reward your worthiness. When man helps one
another-the
governments have no POWER. At this
point, however, all the “governments” have to do is say
they are out of funds-and YOU GET NO HELP WHATSOEVER!
Good news: You can heal, cure, counteract, or
manage everything they can toss at you, other than
nuclear-beam full-out attack and dissolution of your
planet. But YOU have to see and learn of that which is now
available to you. We can offer it-YOU MUST USE IT.
Are we going to ADVERTISE this program? Probably NOT yet, certainly. We will, however, once the
clinic has a regimen and Dr. Bart gets down there for
mutual training-we
will certainly advertise the
CLINIC. Remember that there is nothing here which
needs any FDA approval or any other approval.
Now, readers, I DO NOT suggest any other products because I have no input as to other products and I
know about ours because I gave the instructions and
worked through the entire series. Again, however,
what YOU do is your business and not mine. At this
point the ONLY place you can get these products is
through New Gaia, NO MATTER WHAT ANYONE
ELSE, ANYWHERE, TELLS YOU. DON’T BE
FOOLED BY SIMILAR NAMES EVEN TO “GAIA” IN
THE PRODUCTION LABELS. THERE ARE “NO”
OTHER DRIA PRODUCTS AROUND SUCH AS WE
USE AND PRODUCE AND THERE ARE NO OTHER
COLLOIDS WITH THE NECESSARY FREOUENCY
AS WE UTILIZE IN PRODUCTION. DO NOT FALL
FOR THE OLD ADVERTISER’S QUIP. Will “their”
products work? I DON’T KNOW! A good silver
colloid should knock out MOST of the common viruses
but will not clear out the NEW viruses nor interfere
with the viruses causing sarcomas, even if the lesser
cancer viruses are knocked out. I would guess, however, that a good colloidal silver with gold introduced
in a “drip” or whatever might well be spectacular in
response. I know what is needed and therefore do not
tinker with lesser product and, therefore, have no really
valid input about the circumstance and certainly I
cannot attend each person, individual, and program
regimen. I am not a physician, practicing anything,
“If man isfaint o/heart in spirit, so are his laws
and I am not a magician. All I can and will say is that
faint-hearted
and are like heresy.
If man is
you cannot overdose on any of our products as they are
presumptuous
and disregards
the Commandtotally harmless to normal tissue cells. I can also
mer, : and Laws of The Creation and of God, he
assure you that the treatment of these new mutations,
is forced to bring forth his own laws which are
AIDS, cancer, and viral infections is the most costly
full of mistakes and lead him astray. Laws and
thing the pharmaceutical houses have come up with yet,
commandments
made according to men proto separate you from every cent you may ever have and
duce murder and evil, and evil will spread and
still kill you off. Please re-read Emerging Viruses by
gain control, and man no longer has any power
Horowitz. [See story on pg 20-271
over it. Commandments
and laws are valid
We certainly are not advertising anything as some
only if they are derivedfrom
wisdom and logic.
“cure all” or “miracle”. YOU are the miracle of God,
But logic requires wisdom and perception. ”
so stop blaming everything else for your success or
failures. Some things do, however, work positively IN
May YOU be given to perceive in WISDOM.
SPITE of you.
Might I suggest here, to the Spirit of being, a few
There is good news and bad news regarding the
case with US&P as Dr. Okilo is now positioned in a thoughts as you move through the cycles, of yea, even
DIFFERENT status and will be spending more time in the Moon to which so many base their very activities. I
don’t have comment other than to suggest that ALL
Africa and elsewhere developing more study facilities.
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things are connected and all things have cycles and
you, too, the children of the Earth, have your own
phases as might be equated to the Moon in that you
move from partial light into full light and thus and so.
You move through emotional cycles all through your
annual cycles just as the Moon seems to change from a
sliver of light to fullness of glowing beauty and strength.
You can, if you like, consider the cycles as periods of
less light, or darkness, if you prefer the analysis. You
can consider fullness of light to be delivery from darkness. Therefore your first inquiry of self might well be,
today or any day; How does God light my way, even in
the dark times? And then, to affect the quality of the
day-ah,
that is the highest of the arts and requires
positive thought patterns. Just how creative can you be
this day? How can you create in such a way today that
tomorrow can simply be a more creative extension of
today? You can start by right choices and decisions and
FOLLOW THROUGH. If, for instance, youbelieve you
might help, if only in positive prayer, in that courtroom
tomorrow-BE
THERE AND PRAY. YOUR VERY
PRESENCE DEMANDS TRUTH-IF
TRUTH BE
YOUR GOAL.
Perhaps several or all of you who wish to do so, call
the papers, call the TV channels, call the radio stations
and get the media to that courtroom or at the least to the
court BUILDING. And then, yes indeed, Mr. Martin,
Mr. Dixon, etc., can certainly interview. After all, the
Constitutional Law Center has been the only stable
help along this terrible journey. I suggest further that,
both parties go forth with written story to hand to each
representative who bothers to come and check out the
possibilities of an interesting story. And, I suggest this
is done each time there is ANY confrontation taking
place in any of the cases-especially
likewise in Nevada. If ENOUGH OF YOU DEMAND-you
will fill
the court halls. Whv should there be ever so much more
attention to a common murderer than to the murder of
social and judicial JUSTICE? But, YOU HAVE TO
DEMAND IT. Why do you cower from the supposed
“opposition”? YOUjWE HAVE NOTHING TO COVER,
HIDE, OR NOT BRING INTO THE OPEN LIGHT OF
DAY IN TRUTH! IF YOU CONTINUE TO ALLOW
THE HIDING OF TRUTH AND THE WINNING OF
DARKNESS-SO
BE IT-BUT
IT SHALL SURELY
BE OF YOUR CHOOSING.
Think of it as a bird who can fly and yet sits stupidly
on the ground and walks right into the cat’s mouth? It
is time to FLY, team! The enemy cat is at ready, ready
to make the kill-why
don’t you fly out of the way and
dump a load of LIGHT on the cat? Some of you actually
have an investment in that property under attack. Why
would you hand over the return of your investment to
the enemy? Every one of you who shared have a cause
of action AGAINST Horn, et al. And now you have
causes of action moving right on up the line THROUGH
all the miserable cheats and liars in this case-right
through Santa Barbara Savings. Your investment was
NOT with Ekkers, sleepers. THIS IS YOUR LIFE.
Why would you not want to be present at all proceedings which involve YOUR PROPERTY? And no, it is
NOT up to an attorney to tell you who can and who can’t
go to open court! Go forth and find out why there.are
so many SECRETS in this closed society of the Bar
Association and Courts.
Will I be pleasing the attorneys in this case? No,
but they don’t please me, either. If THEY have something to hide it is their problem for we have NOTHING
TO HIDE AND WE DEMAND OUR ATTORNEY
CEASE AND DESIST FROM ALLOWING THE ENEMY TO HIDE HIS CRIMINAL ACTIVITIES.
DEMAND THAT YOU GET ALL THE BURIED GARBAGE BACK INTO THIS CASE-NOW!
DO THEY
FEAR THATHATONN
WILL SOMEHOWTAKE
THE
STAGE?
FINE, I WOULD BE DELIGHTED
TO DO
SO-IN
EVERY CASE/

If we remain cowardly in even those places and
circumstance where daring is only an adventure, we
have no HOPE, friends. It is time you get informed
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fully andthen DO SOMETHING PUBLICLY IN THESE
MATTERS.
You don’t need start a war, just start
demanding the printing of truth-right
through the
“SHARK” reference in Jason Brent’s advertising. Tell
the readers of Bakersfield and Tehachapi, if nothing
more- what that ACTUALLY means to innocent victims of these “sharks”. who will lie, cheat and steal to
eat the victims alive. YOU CAN MAKE THE DIFFERENCE-NOT
THE EKKERS! GET THE MEDIA ON
SITE AND GIVE THEM SOMETHING WORTHY TO
WRITE ABOUT!
I think I make my point in response to the many
petitions for input. Ekkers should be mostly left alone
as Dharma can’t continue to handle the load of work
AND do all these other things. This is not for THEMthis is FOR YOURSELVES. Let us make very, very
sure that by the time this comes to TRIAL there is a full
courtroom, full media coverage and FULL DISCOVERY. Settlement, ladies and gentlemen7 I don’t think
that is longer wise. Get Santa Barbara Savings BACK
INTO THE CASE-and
let us see this through properly. Let us give our attorney a day in the sun of success
that he might move on into greater things in his career.
Obviously in the current judicial setting the attorney
representing you needs your support more than do the
Ekkers who aren’t even allowed to acknowledge their
own presence. I certainly would rather have NO PAPER THIS week and allow EVERYONE to attend
court-if
that be necessary. I especially believe Dr.
Young should attend, sleep or no sleep, because he
needs to EXPERIENCE these judicial interchanges, as
Editor-in-Chief.
His writings will then be acceptable
for publication in every paper he contacts. THIS IS,
FINALLY, WHAT OUR PAPER IS ALL ABOUT,
READERS-PUBLIC
INFORMATION IN TRUTH.
When the judge realizes that you will take no more
crap-things
will begin to come into rightful flow:
after all, Judges don? like to look bad in the public
eyesL they are ELECTED (supposed to be but rarely
are) servants of you-the-people. And now, it is UP TO

YOU.

Thank you for sharing a few minutes with me for I
know that you are each and all in the tailspin of busy
hours. However, we must stop from time to time,
regroup our energy, refocus our priorities and then,
only then, dn we move in right directions. There are
only a few who would control and rule your world while
taking out the masses-must
you allow it? Corruption
of the whole always starts with the rotten one or two,
just as in an apple bin. But every day that passes more
rot permeates the bin. Is it not time to begin the heavyduty sorting and cleansing of the apples only tainted
thus far by the rot? We, the whole, must do the
cleansing and so has it ever been thus.
Let us begin to gain our strength and presence from
the hard lessons shared by “Grandma”. You cannot
move back into good judicial systems if you don’t even
know what they be. Use these opportunities for they
may never come again and these are perfect for the
testing for WE ARE TRUTH, HAVE TRUTH, AND
THE ENEMY HAS CHEATED AND LIED. LET IT BE
BROUGHT TO LIGHT AND LET US LEARN THE
WORTHY PATHWAY. WE CANNOT CLAIM HONOR
AND RIGHTEOUSNESS AFTER WE HAVE FALLEN
TO THE LEVEL OF BREAKING LAWS AND ACTING IN UNACCEPTABLE WAYS. THERE IS NONE
OF THAT HERE IN ANY OF OUR ONGOING CONFRONTATIONS.
WE HAVE ONLY TRUTH AND
GOOD BUSINESS TO BACK EVERYTHING INTO
WHICH WE HAVE BEEN ENTERED-FROM
ITS
ONSET AND CONTINUING THROUGH THE ENTIRETY OF THE ACTIVITIES, BE THEY YEARS OR
MONTHS. WHEN BETTERTO TAKE YOUR STAND
THAN WHEN YOU HAVE TOTAL INTEGRITY,
PROOF, AND RIGHT ON YOUR SIDE, ALONG WITH
WILLING PLAYERS TO.TAKE THE HEAT PRODUCED IN THE KITCHEN? THERE WILL NEVER
BE A BETTER TIME TO BEGIN THAN Nm
I salute YOU who DARE to LIVE!
Good morning.

A Light-Hearted Analogy
From Ray Renick
12/29/96

RAY RENICK

Dear CONTACT and crew,
I was recently reminded of a story which suddenly made a connection in my mind. It seems that
this slightly inebriated fellow had lost his keys and was down on his hands and knees, on the street
corner, under the street light, looking for them.
A cop walks up to him and says, “Hey fella, what are ya doing?” And the guy says, “I lost my

keys and I can’t get into my house.” So the cop gets down on his hands and knees and helps look
for them. And they look and look and can’t find the keys. Finally the exasperated cop says, “Look
fella, are you sure this is where you lost them?”
The old guy says, “Hell no, I. lost them way over there.”
“Then why are you looking for them over here?”
And the old guy says indignantly, “‘Cuz this is where the
light is!”
Now isn’t this something like truth? Do we expect truth to
be out in plain sight- “Where the light is”? Do we expect it to
rush up to us and bite us on the butt? Should we assume the
controllers of events and media are going to put truth on a pedestal and shine a spotlight on it?
Or are [we] obliged to hunt and seek for truth? To dig and

Ray Renick t/J59861
Facility A-2, 2391.
P.O.90~3030
Susanville, CA96130

poke around in the nooks and crannies

where it has been hidden.

And drag it out into the open where it can shine in its own light.
/s/

Ray Renick

-
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Lady Nsada:,Helping Us To
Help You Do Your Part
Editor ‘s note: The following writing is by
“Once you have reached that center of
the Ascended Master known as Lady Nada of balance, you are no longer aware of choosing
the Sixth (Rose) Ray, among the seven great between Self, the Real Self, and the cast aside
“Rainbow Masters ”communicating at this time NON-SELF.
“lt seems a contradiction: ‘Love thyself
to help us through Earth-Shank planetary
honor thyself as God, love neighbors as self’ transition and rebalancing.
In Journal # 7, called THE RAINBOW
and then ‘cast aside self’.
“‘Nay, for our mission requires Serf to
MASTERS, Lady Nada says:
“‘Let this be thy lesson this day: KNOW function ‘automatically’ as the hands, heart,
THYSELF. FIRSTLY, KNOW THYSELF! BE and head of the unseen Teachers-wherever
YE MALE OR FEMALE, COME TO BALANCE thee are needed, whenever required-filling in
for God-and therefore supplying each aspect
WITH THYSELF.
“FACE OF THY RESENTMENTS. BRING of the Christos Sacred Circle in which someone
THEM FORTH TO COMMUNICATE WITH may be lacking, for the ultimate mastery of the
ONES WHO CAUSE THEE THY PERCEIVED transition of this garden into her ultimate
RESENTMENTS. THEN RELEASE THEM TO perfection....
“The days grow short upon thy place as ye
THE COSMOS that ye might go forth in total
know it; ye are in the days of decisions and
harm,?ny and get of thy work accomplished.
“I
come. on the chosen Sixth Ray of action. These are days when ye must stand
1
refraction. My aspect is most pleasured within strong, lest ye be pulled down. ”
See Journal #7 for more background on this
the Third Ray-the pink, loving warmth of the
important group of teachers, plus earlier
Third Ray of Divine Love....
“I was most active in the time of Atlantis, writings by them. Refer to the Back Page for
with you of my brothers. It, like Lemuria, was Journal ordering information.
a time of beauty, of seeing man grow and
l/4/97
LADY NADA
blossom, and then reach a peak, and turn to the
darkness within himsel$ I was tending of the
Good afternoon, my scribe. Thank you for
flame, let us say, of Love, housed within the
then-called,
Temple of Love, there in the sitting this day, for there is a need for the sharing.
I am Lady Nada, I come in the Radiant Light of
greatest city of Atlantis.
’
‘I served the Third Ray, for my thrust was, Creator God so that I may re-give that which has
even then, the healing of Earth’s evolvement been given to me, and so that you ones may have
course, which thy Jesus has said is the the insights that you petition for constantly.
Be thankful for having been given yet another
fulfilling of the law of karma. So be it. ‘Tis
what I did at that time. DOES THE EARTH day, this day, for you will look back one day and
NOT NEED OF HEALING AND NURTURING realize how simple your life was. The unfolding
MORE
THAN EVER IN EXISTENCE OF drama will be quite hard for everyone involved
without exception. Everyone will have their own
MANIFEST FORM?
“You are now striving for, let us name it: personal challenges to face and overcome. You
selfless service. This state of selflessness ones of the Teaching, Lighted Ground Crew will
must be achieved or you cannot fulfill of thy have to face attacks from ALL directions, and only
mission. To know when ye have become selfless with discernment within the Light of Creator God
is to not be aware of the choice of selflessness. shall you have the insights to traverse the
By this I mean that the natural course of your “mine-fields” (including the mind fields) that shall
life is always the preferring of the love of God, lay before you, without being incapacitated from
the service of that God incarnate. To be aware the mission at hand.
its
its privileges,
There are great efforts to remove the speakers
of self, its pleasures,
preferences, and then to MAKE A CHOICE TO of truth at this “Brink of Awakening” time on your
FOREGO THAT SELF, IS A STEP ON THE planet. This is without exception! You will have
PA TH of selflessness which must indeed be to shed your fears and get centered within the
taken.
protection of God’s Light, else you will know

agonizing remorse for having allowed to slip away
yet another opportunity for overcoming this most
unique and multi-faceted kind of challenge.
There is great concern for the overall mental
impact of the upcoming events that are about to
befall the planetary consciousness of EarthShan.
We of the Lighted Hosts of God are getting our
lessons as we attempt to bring forth a transformation in such a manner that has never been
attempted prior. This will have a tremendous
impact on the growth of millions of souled beings.
We have our lessons in discernment, as do you.
We shall not forsake our direct God-Source
connection; therefore we have confidence that we
shall be successful.
This is not to say that this experience will not
be challenging. We must search for the answers
that will allow US to help those who are most
We enjoy the
stubborn and refuse to hear.
challenge, for there is ALWAYS an answer, and in
the .seeking to find the answer, we experience
growth as we are stretching our awarenesses to
new levels of understanding.

ASSISTING
YOUR GUIDES
You, as Ground Crew, can assist the most by
keeping a constant attentive “ear” to the nudges
that we are constantly sending you. This is done
by keeping the adversary out of your head! The
adversary is constantly waiting there, trying to
find a weak point in your mental armor, your
emotional armor, and your spiritual (LIGHT
SHIELDING!) armor.
While it is YOUR responsibility to face these
challenges, you do NOT have to face them alone!
Call in the Light and ask for guidance and
protection, for both you and your brother.
When you find yourself frightened, this is the
,adversary working on you!
When you find yourself overwhelmed with self
pity, this is the adversary working on you!
When you find yourself overwhelmed with
anger to the point of physical violence, this, again,
is the adversary working on you!
When you find yourself feeling worthless, this,
too, is the adversary working on you!
The point here is to catch yourself and not
allow the adversary to come in and walk all over
you.
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You ones out there may think that these ones
who bring forth these messages somehow have
“no problem dealing with the adversary”. NO!
This one, who is writing today, was nearly
incapacitated mentally from adversarial attack just
two days ago. This one needs to face the inner
responsibility of keeping the dark energies out of
his space, and must also learn to recognize (by
experiencing) the subtle nature of such attacks.
The adversary will be ever so cautious and
gentle as he kindles the emotional fires that will
grow slowly at first, and feel warm and almost
soothing. But just about at that point, he will
throw “mental dynamite” into the fire and
cause drastic shifts in perception and inner
values
based
upon these inner emotional
desires or past pains. By this point, there is
absolutely no mercy shown by the adversary
toward the one who allows the adversarial
intrusion in the first place.
If you find yourself in a state of chronic
depression, then I, Lady Nada, would suggest to
you that you take a long, hard look at why YOU
allow this to persist!
The reason for such depression lies, almost
without exception, in the past. You ones will hold
onto the memories of lost loved ones (whether due
to physical death or just physical separation) until
you nearly kill yourselves with grief. If and when
he can, the adversary will make certain that you
keep falling into this incapacitating, downwardspiral trap.
‘If you find yourself in such a condition, then
you would. be wise to find that which you burden
self with and release it. In doing so, the adversary
will have lost this particular foothold within you,
and you will have taken the first step toward
ridding yourself of the chronic condition of mental
torture under which you place yourself.
You must realize that YOU are responsible for
that which YOU feel in the way of mental and
emotional frustration. We of the Hosts will assist
you, if you but ask, else we will honor your choice
to face these inner pains on your own, and allow
you to your free-will choice.
Go within and find the thread that allows the
adversary to enter your space, then see what value
you place upon that which the adversary uses to
manipulate you. When you are able to release
these things, then you will have grown, for in
having found the means for doing so, you will have
recognized an inner strength that you have not,
yet, known before.
This is why it is said that the adversary can
be one of the greatest teachers. He will point
out your weaknesses by exploiting them, over
and over, until you overcome them.
Be very mindful that most of you have many
more than just one such weakness. Focus first on
whichever
one causes you the most mental
preoccupation and handle that one. See that one
less distraction is one less than you had prior. You
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will always have challenges to overcome, so please
do not get the idea that somehow you will ever
reach a point of “no problems”. That would mean
that you have stopped growing completely!
Look forward to every new challenge, for
such will help you to develop the mental and
emotional skills (and strengths) that you need
in order to graduate into a higher level of
experiencing.
MENTAL
DISCIPLINE
Seek always, within the Light, your guidance!
I cannot say this enough!
We often lose our most experienced workers,
after years of struggle, because they become
complacent about clearing their space and about
consciously calling-in the Light. Take the time to
develop the mental discipline to constantly call
upon the Light, until it becomes an innate part of
your life. This is perhaps the best possible habit
you can cultivate-especially
to counteract those
times when
you are feeling depressed or
frustrated.
This exercise will help you to pull yourself
up out of the lower frequency ranges of the
adversarial
influence,
and in the process of
accomplishing that, will help us to help you.
Focus your attention on the Light: Picture the
Light all around you. Take special notice of those
thoughts you have which resist the Light, and you
will see where the adversary is getting you to shift
your focus away from Creator Source.
The
adversary MUST wear a sign, and this is one of the
more obvious ones-IF
YOU BUT LOOK!
If your reaction is, UWell, I clear my space
just line; this writing is for ‘others’ who have
not yet learned,” then I would caution you to
look within and find what you are afraid of and
what part of you is resisting the Light. A truly
Light-centered
being will not resist an
opportunity
to once again reaffirm their
connection to God Source.
These
fundamental
lessons are the most
important
ones to really understand well and
incorporate within your being, for they are the
building blocks that will allow you to overcome
your fears and take responsibility for any and
every challenge you may have to face. Remember
that you are ALWAYS preparing for greater and
greater challenges and responsibilities.
It is an
infinite journey of expansion within The One
Light-Creator
Source.
I am Lady Nada, come in response to the
petitions of those of you who call upon the Light
for guidance and insights. I am sent by our Father
who monitors closely the intents and hearts of all
involved in bringing forth these messages to the
world. May you find the answers you are looking
for-and
hopefully MUCH MORE!
Cherish each gifted day of experience. Salu!
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This Journal
is a manual for livi,ng the life
blessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man,
‘et offers gentle direction filled with compassion
beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful
‘et, together, they form a team of one. The Masters
offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God’s inrolvement and will, our journey home, the Greater
Jision. The messages resonate as musical chords
vithin the very soul essence. The words shared
enew hope and give the phrase “Trust in God” a
leeper meaning.
A few Of The Important Topics Covered Are:
l Who
Is Telling The Truth?
* The Laws Of God
l The SEVEN
RAYS OF LIFE
* Cults And Churches
l Truth And The Laws Of Creation
* Precious Ancient Knowledge Preserved
* From The “Star In The East”
* Each Is A Portion Of God
l Immanuel And The Essenes
* Time For Earth To Come Home
* Covenant Of The BOW
* Earth Is Special
l Get Prepared For The First Strike
l Calling Working
Troops
l “Force”
Not Of God
l Trap Of The Human Ego
l Astral
Plane Cancellation
l Melchizedek
Blighted Through Evil Input
l Gender Problems And Responsibility
l Healing Comes Through
Mind
* Universal Law-Not
Miracles
* Christ Path Deliberately Hidden
* Preparation For Transmutation
* No Secular Alliance
l Children Are Of Primary Concern
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Germain:
Forgiveness.
And
Manifestation
GoHandIn Hand
Editor’s note: The following message is by
the Ascended Master known as Violinio St.
Germain, Master of the Seventh Ray (or
Aspect) of Creator’s spectrum, the Violet Ray
of Transmutation, among the seven great
“RainbowMasters” communicatingat this time
get through
Earth-Shari’s
to help us
planetary
transition and rebalancing.
In Journal #7, called THE RAINBOW
MASTERS,
Germain says: “I head up the
program for the thrust of the Seventh Ray, for
it is the transmuting ray. I am passionate
abou! it, unbending regarding its use for
purity, Truth ‘AND FREEDOM-FREEDOM
OF THY GOD SELF, IN THE SERVICE OF
THE CHRISTOS, WHICH IS GOD-PURE AND
SIMPLE: GOD FREEDOM EXPRESSED IN
MANIFEST FORM IN THEE AND IN ME....
“If ye wish to sum the measure of my
existence in all prior times, please let it be
said, ‘He lived to make men free ‘.. . .
“In all my times upon thy place, I have
sought to standsquarely on a platform of basic
human rights for a responsible, reasoning
public education in the principles of liberty
and equal opportunity for all. I have efforted
to teach thee ones to espouse your inalienable
DIVINE RIGHT to live life according to your
highest conception of GOD. No right, however
simple or basic, can long be secure without the
underpinning of the Spiritual Graces and the
Divine Law that instills, a compassionate
righteousness in the exercise thereof. Always I
have efforted to make thy country a fortress
against ignorance and superstition, where
Christ achievement
could blossom, and
devotion to THE ONE could prosper in the
quest for the Holy Truth (Grail)....
“I have always efforted at being an
immortal spokesman for your scien ttfic,
religious andpolitical liberties. I believe that
humanity shall accept as an axiom for its
conduct the principle for which I have laid
down my life: the right to investigate. It is the
credo offree men-this opportunity to try, this
privilege to err, this courage to experiment

anew.
“We scientists of the human spirit shall
experiment,
experiment, experiment, ever
experiment.
Through centuries of trial and
error, through agonies of research, let us
experiment with laws and customs, with
money systems and governments, until we
chart the one true course. ”
For more background on this important
group of teachers, the “Rainbow Masters”,
earlier writings by, them, refer to the
plus
Back Page for Journal ordering information.
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as the higher frequencies, for all expressions of
Light are necessary for the fullness of the Light.
No, I am not speaking mumbo-jumbo.
It’s
all quite simple in concept and application.
If
Creator is about balance, then all must be equally
experienced,
for if one were to have a greater
experience than the other, then all would be
out of balance. All that exists everywhere is but
an expression of that same Light, regardless of
what that expression might be.
Likewise, you too are all expressions of that
same Light, as is your world, and all that you
experience upon that world.
Whether plant,
animal or mineral, all are but different aspects
of the Light, and each aspect interacts with
and complements
all other aspects (or frequencies) of that Light.
But you say, “What does all this have to do
with forgiveness and manifestation?”
Well, we
are getting to that, but first we must lay down
the foundation upon which to build. Anything
built without benefit of a foundation is a weak
structure, destined only to crumble and fall.
Your dictionary defines forgiveness as: “The
act of forgiving; pardon.” The word forgive is
defined as: “To grant pardon for. To grant
freedom from penalty to (someone).
To cease
to blame or feel resentment against. To remit as
a debt. To show forgiveness; grant pardon.”
All these definitions are precisely what
forgiveness has been all about, yet I wish to
explore the deeper meaning, effects and
impacts that TRUE forgiveness has upon
one’s own spiritual nature, for as I stated
earlier,
we have tossed the word around
without
experiencing
the EMOTIONAL
impact of real forgiveness,
and the emotional impact
is wherein
lies the power
behind forgiveness.
Without experiencing
forgiveness on an emotional level, you will
never truly purge the hurt or anger, or any
other emotional response from yourself.
Forgiveness
is not about lip service, but
about heart service. For, you see, true forgive-

As the new year unfolds in all its wondrousness and all its uncertainty, there is one thing
which is absolutely certain.
The subject has
been glazed over so lightly and the word is
tossed about with no understanding
of the fullness of meaning or intent. That word is FORGIVENESS.
Good afternoon.
It is I, Germain, here to
speak on the subject of Forgiveness and
Manifestation,
for they do, you know, go very
much hand-in-hand.
Without the forgiveness
from the very center of your being, you will
never experience the wonders of manifestation
in the Light.
As long as there is any
unforgiveness
within your souls, you will continue to manifest the same garbage you have
been experiencing
for thousands of years.
By the way, I, Germain, the Seventh Ray,
the Violet Ray, do come unto you this day in the
Radiant
White
Light
of Holy God
of
Creation.
The White Light is the completeness of the spectrum of all light frequencies,
and manifests itself in many forms. The Universe was born out ofthis Light, divided so that
all its frequencies might experience in their own
fullness, but not one of these frequencies could
exist without its complementary
other frequenties, for such would simply not be possible in
the physical universe. .Creator is about balance
and pure equality, and so the lower frequencies
ness comes not from the head, but from the

must, by necessity, be given the same equality heart, wherein lies true love. This love is not
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the love you express through your physical
being, but rather the love you express through
the emotional gut of your being. You experience this kind of love on the deepest of all
levels, and it has little or nothing to do with the
physical act of love making.
In your world, you have been taught that
there is good and bad. Yet, how would you
describe each of these things7 Good is pleasant
and bad is unpleasant, and basically that is all
that you have to base your judgment upontrue? And yet, how would you know a good
thing if you had no concept of bad? How would
you be able to discern bad if you had no concept
of good? You see, it works both ways, does it
not? Remember: it’s all about balance,
.
A state of unforgiveness
is like living in all
your own garbage-it’s
dirty, it smells bad, and
it’s unhealthy,
and the only way to remedy the
problem is to clean up the garbage. Spiritually,
unforgiveness
is dirty, it smells bad, and it is
very unhealthy,
and the only way to remedy
this problem is to clean up the mess-that
is,
to experience the cleansing of TRUE forgiveness.
Unforgiveness
will clog up the manifestation pipeline quicker than anything, so most
of you live in a world in which you are never
able to achieve and experience the GOODNESS of manifestation,
but rather, you have
a bountiful harvest of the other side of manifestation.
Forgiveness,
thin, is also about balance. If
you judge. a thing to be bad, how then do you
deal with it? Do you harbor the unpleasantness
of an experience
within yourself, or do you
experience it and go on? How do you deal with
the one who offended you? Do you harbor the
resentment and anger, or do you experience the
emotion and go on? What happens to the
offender?
Have you chosen to ignore them, or
do you confront them? If you confront them,
how do you handle the confrontation
and how
do you resolve same within self? Will you
choose to truly forgive another for an offense,
or will you just mutter the words without feeling?
Feelings? YES, FEELINGS-EMOTIONS!
You have them, but how do you handle them? If
you were really offended, then you experienced
the offense not only on an intellectual level, but
also on an emotional
level. You, therefore,
cannot forgive only on the intellectual
level
alone, but must also forgive on the emotional
level. And forgiveness does not mean putting
the thing out of your mind and hoping you will
simply forget about it. That’s not forgiveness-it’s
forgetfulness,
and it simply will not
work to purge the offense.
For you see, forgiveness, when it comes from your emotional
depths (heart-felt),
is a purification of sorts,
and though you may never intellectually forget
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the act which offended you, the emotional attachments and ties to that offense will no longer
exist. For you see, it is not the act you forgive,
but rather the person.
Let us remember what emotions are:
Emotions are energy in motion. -ENERGY
IN MOTION-not
energy in stagnation !
Emotional
energy
reproduces
after its
own kind and,
like it or not, every
emotional response will create!
It’s your
choice what it is you create, and it is your
RESPONSIBILITY.
In truth, you cannot blame anyone else for
your “good luck” or “bad luck”, You have
but to go look in the mirror to find the one
responsible.
But, by your heart-felt emotional
responses you create your own reality, be it
good or bad by your judgment.
It may not even have been in this current life
where
the energy
first manifested,
for
unforgiveness
can and does follow from lifetime to lifetime. You will continue to carry it
forward with you until you recognize it, deal
with it, and finally purge it from your very
being.
Most people on your world are dealing with
mountains
of
unforgiveness
accumulated
over numerous life streams. Why do you think
you have such an angry world-a
world in
which legal litigations are run amuck?
And,
until such time as each and every individual
understands
and has a knowing about what
unforgiveness
has manifested in his/her life,
and how it has interacted with so many others,
over and over and over again, you will continue
to experience the present state of affairs on
your planet.
Look at the amount of racial anger and
Look at the amount of nahostility present.
tional anger and hostility-nation
against nation. Look at the amount of divorce, abortion,
senseless acts of violence, legal suits, etc. All
have their basis in unforgiveness,
and lifetimes
of harboring the anger and the resentment.
And, after all, all are but lessons-albeit
some
end up being pretty good-sized and far reaching. Wars, lawsuits, acts of violence-all
these
emotionally driven energies are about to come
to a head, and when they do, your world will
erupt into such a mess as you have not ever seen
or even imagined possible.
Everyone is growing weary of the struggle
to just survive, and yet if the truth were to be
known, the resolution lies within the very soul
of each person on the planet. Once true forgiveness occurs, then there is no more desire to
seek out retribution,
and that is what all the
unrest is about, Each one wants what they feel
is their own just reward. Well, chelas, you are
getting your own just rewards, for you are
manifesting exactly what you have put the energy into.
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True forgiveness is born out of love-love
for each other and love for all things, regardless
of what color or shape they come in. Each and
every one of you is related to everything else
that exists in the Universe, and each and every
one of you is but a part of everything else. So,
to hold unforgiveness of anyone or anything, is
to hold unforgiveness
of self. Think about it,
chelas. You are holding yourselves hostages
in your own realities, and you have no one to
blame for your state of affairs and your “good
luck” or “bad luck” except yourselves.
You are not victims of anything except
your own hard-heartedness,
and it is far
beyond the time to get past it. Tbis year,
each and every one of you should take it
upon yourselves to examine just who and
what you are harboring ill-will against and
purge it from within-NOT
IN YOUR
HEADS, BUT IN YOUR HEARTS.
No, you cannot change another’s heart, but
you can change yours, and you can change from
this point forward just how you react to an
experience.
Do you feel that someone
owes you
something?
Ask yourself why. Why put the
responsibility
off on someone else? Why not
start with the enemy within? And how, may 7
ask, do you expect another to forgive you when
you still have unforgiveness
within? Remember: like energy manifests like energy.
Stop
preaching to another about their unforgiveness,
their problems, when you are holding onto
unforgiveness.
You also tend to forgive based upon the
degrer of the “crime”.
You have developed
levels of forgiveness, such as: “Well, okay, I’ll
forgive you this time, but now you have to do
something for me in retribution.”
Come on,
that’s not forgiveness!
True forgiveness
is
absolute, and requires nothing from the offender except the heart-felt apology.
To forgive in degrees of severity is the same thing as
judgment, and you all know what that is about,
do you not? Whose job is it to judge? It is not
yours to judge another, I will tell that straight
up. What you are in essence saying here is:
“Well, all right, I hear your apology, but because I’m better than you (in this instance), I
will decide just how I will forgive you, and I’ve
decided that you owe me!” In this case, there is
no forgiveness and the darkness is still present
and will continue to grow inside, extinguishing
the Light within.
Without that Light, you will never achieve
the ability to manifest through Light. All
your manifestations
are going .to be done
through the darkness, for like reproduces
like.
Keep in mind; also, that it is not your place
to judge the sincerity of another’s apology.
The only judgment you are responsible for is
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whether you choose to accept the apology and
forgive them. They will have to deal with and
live with their emotions, just as you must deal
with and live with yours. If you ones spent less
time judging another’s integrity and more time
judging your own integrity, you would have a
lot less bickering and violent behavior.
If the
truth were to be known, you would be so busy
cleaning out your own house that you would
not have the time to notice that another’s house
might be dirty.
Unforgiveness
is like a parasite.
It
requires a host to feed on, to live and grow.
It will continue to eat away at the host until
it has fully consumed the host.
Anger or resentment will grow and grow
and grow until you become angeredat everything
and everyone
for some reason or
another.
This is the tactic of the enemy of
God. Anger, resentment and unforgiveness
create a gap betweeu you and God, for these
things are from the heart as well.
The world is a very angry place today,
because you live in a world of emotional denial.
You want to handle everything on a mental
level, but anger is not mental, it is emotional,
and you cannot deal with an emotion on the
mental level, for the mind is not emotional.
You ):an rationalize it; you can logically deal
with it and file it (the anger from perceived
hurts) away in some memory bank, but that is
not ridding yourself of it.
In order to grow past the negative emotional responses, you have to get rid of them,
not just tuck them away in some dark corner of
your mind. Emotional
responses come from
deep within your very beings, and must be dealt
with on that level. You can spend countless
hours on the psychiatrist’s
couch talking about
your emotions,
but until you go within your
own closets, so to speak, and honestly take
these emotions out and look at them and deal
with them, face to face, you are never going to
rid yourself of the negative ones, and without
ridding yourself of them, you are never going to
get past where you are right this very moment.
No, it’s not easy- nothing worthwhile
is
ever easy. You are in this. third-dimensional
expression
to learn and to grow. Neither of
these things come easy, especially if you are to
get the most out of the experience.
But until
you open your eyes to the reality of what you
are doing, what you are feeling, and what you
are creating, you will stay right where you are.
Forgiveness is one of the “biggie” lessons
of your third-dimensional
experience,
and
yes, one of the most difficult to resolve. Most
of you have so much unforgiveness
within
that it has become confused and convoluted
to the point that you don’t even remember
exactly who it is you are angry with-you
are just plain angry with nearly everything
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and everyone. f Now multiply that by five
billion and see what you have-see
the reality you have manifested!
It is not going to remedy itself overnight,
because you did not get to this point overnight.
But, all things are possible in the Light, and all
forgiveness lies in the Light. When you pray,
pray that you might find forgiveness for everyone whom you might be holding anger or resentment against. Then and only then, can you
It is all
approach and hope to be forgiven.
about balance, chelas.
Approach the Light and you will find that,
within that Light, there is no anger, no tears, no
ill-will, only Light-and
no darkness can enter
into the Light without being completely extinguished.
If you want to rid yourself of anger,
emotions,
sadness, all those
“negative”
then begin by forgiving first. Forgiveness is
one of the greatest weapons you have in your
arsenal against the enemy.
I can see you ones rolling your eyes and
yawning and thinking: “Oh boy, more touchyCallitwhat
feely, New-Age gobble-de-goop.”
It
is
not
New-Age
anything-the
you will.
concept of forgiveness is as old as the Universe,
and as for touchy-feely-it’s
a lot better and
much healthier than hatred and murder!
NO one says you have to forget, all f am
telling you is that you must learn to forgive.
And guess what: once you have true forgiveness, the forget part just happens!
If you like the mess you have on your planet,
just continue down the path you are on now. If
you are tired of the mess, as you all are saying
you are, then do something about it and stop
whimpering and whining and waiting for the
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ships to come and bail you out.
YOU made your messes, and YOU are
responsible for cleaning them up. So stop the
pity-parties,
stop the sniveling,
stop the
complaining, and start doing something about
it. Quit pointing your finger at someone else
and saying they’re picking on you and you
don’t deserve it. You ones have spent far more
time chasing after the devil-when
in reality the
devil has been right there within those dark,
negative emotions all the time.
Thank you for your time and for your attention to these matters.
These are the days of
your final lessons in third-dimensional
school,
and you are in the hardest of all lessons yet.
However, know also that you have the ability
and the tools with which to get through these
lessons, and you are not experiencing
more
than you are capable of handling. The lessons
are only as difficult as you expect them to be,
and you achieve by the same degree as you put
energy into them.
Each of you are important and blessed to us.
We would not strive with you if there was not
hope and knowing that you can succeed. The
closer you are to finishing, the more difficult
become the challenges. The Light is ever with
you, and we are ever with you, as well. When
you find yourselves backed into the proverbial
corner, look up, for you are never alone.
Now go get to work-and
go in peace, go in
love, go in Light and go in FORGIVENESS.
Make your re-SOUL-ution
this year to
truly forgive those for whom you ,hold anger
and resentment.
Forgive those who have
hurt you, and in so doing, you will find your
own healing of heart!
I am Germain. Salu.

One of the loveliest uses for
imagination is to put ourselves
in the place of other people,
thereby being better able to
see how to help them.
-Hannah Hurnard
I celebrate myself, and sing myself,
And what I assume you shall assume,
For every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you.
-WALT WHITMAN, Song of Myself
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72. CANDLELIGHT
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS
VOL.1
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE
UNFOLDED VOL. II

Phoenix Source
Distributors
SHIPPING
CHARGES:

USA (except Alaska ik Hawaii)
UPSS3.75 1st title, Sl .OOea add’1
Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
Priority-S3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1

98.ASCENSIONOR NEVER-EVER
LAND?
99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN
CONSPIRACY
100. BUTTERFLIES,
MIND CON’ TROL-THE
RAZOR’S EDGE
10 1. THE BREATHING DEAD AND
CEMENT CHILDREN
102. SACRED WISDOM
103. CONFRONT
THE NOW
CREATE TI-IE PUTURE
i04.FIRST STEPS
105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN
UNDERSTATEMENT!
107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE...
130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI
“AND OTHER FORMS OF

ALASKA & HAWAII

Bookrate-$2.50 1st title, I1 .OOea add’1
Priority-S3.40 1st title, $1 .OOea add’1
UPS2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add’1
CANADA & MEXICO

Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1 .SO e’aadd’1
Airbook64.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add’1
FOREIGN

Surface-$3.00 1st title, S1.50 ea add’1
Airbook-$8.00 per title estimate
(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery
on all book orders)

END OF THE MASQUERADE
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This is a service for our
dedicated readers.
Today’s
Watch
telephone
hotline
carries the latest news and
comments from Commander
Hatonn’s
most recent writings.
This is our way oi

keeping
youinformed
about
fast-break&

news snd events,

The message machine will
answer after 2. rings if there
are any new messages for thal
day, and after 4 rings if not
Thus daily callers can hang ul
after 2 rings and save to1
charges if no new message ha:
been recorded. The message
update(s), if any, occur by (
PM Pacific Time.

